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When Kids had Pea-shooteRs & slingshots & Played MuMblety-Peg

R

eadeR no. 41 Was Mailed in FebRuaRy 2009 and now
it’s nearly February 2010, and that is why this Reader is
two Maynards and twice as long. in some ways this issue
is rough.
the Reader has never been entirely about bikes, and that is
nothing against bikes at all. i have less against bikes than anybody i know, but there is only so much you can say about them
in one issue, so some repetition is inevitable.
not everybody who starts with us stays with us, anyway, so
what’s old to vets is new to rookies. back to “not everybody who
starts with us stays with us”: When you come upon Rivendell
early in your education as a cycler, there’s a tendency, as you gain
experience and knowledge, to explore new territory, discover
new worlds, and associate the old friend with grammar school,
so to speak. orvis suffers from this, to a certain extent. an
orvis bamboo fly rod is or was more accessible to more people,
and got to young fly fishermen before, say, they found out about
leonard, Paul young, and Winston; and it cost less, though not
that much less. so you’d start with an orvis, get good with the
rod and at catching trout, and at that point orvis would be your
stepping stone on to rarer, less-well-known and therefore more
prestigious rods that seemed to offer the same thrill at that
stage of your fishing career as the orvis did earlier. i don’t know

the name of this phenomenon, but i believe it is one. it’s rare
to marry the first girl you date, and for the most part that’s a
good thing, although once in a while you should.
in the late ‘70s when i was working at Rei in berkeley, we
sold Madshus birkebeiner cross country skis, which at about
$70 a pair, were the most-expensive light touring skis at the
time. they were also the best-looking, with no paint or varnish,
just an oil finish that showed all the wood at its best. google
them and see for yourself. but despite their good looks, or on
top of it, they were great-skiing, high-performance skis, and before the age of specialization set in, they were used for everything from groomed track skiing to week-or-two back country
treks equivalent to a fully loaded off-road bicycle tour.
then Madshus quit making the birkebeiner, and Rei bought
a bunch, maybe hundreds, and blew them out for $29.93. in
those days, all sale items ended in $0.93.
Whether the sale was successful or not depends on how you
define success. We sold out in a few hours, and it seemed that
every fourth person in the store that saturday was walking
around with a pair of Madshus birkebeiners. People who had
never owned cross-country skis found out about the sale and
bought them, and everyone was shrugging their shoulders and
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saying, “at this price, you can’t go wrong.”
they were starting at the top, that’s for
sure.
Preparing wooden cross-country skis
meant brushing pine tar onto the bottoms, heating it up with a butane torch,
and then, when the pine tar got thin and
bubbly, rubbing it in with a rag, and repeating. it took about ten minutes per
ski, and you had to be careful, because if
the flame was too hot or too close or
dwelled too long at the same spot, you’d
burn the wood. it’s the old trick of running your finger through the candle’s
flame fast so it doesn’t burn you.
about twenty people got the skis and
charcoaled the bottoms black. they returned them, and were refunded their
$29.93 plus tax.
on a darfur scale, it didn’t matter. if
you like to laugh at stupid mistakes where
nobody dies, it was a good chance. on an
oil spill scale, it was a trivial hoot.. but on
a ski scale, where you think of the designer and the makers, and all of the potential in those plain-looking wooden
skis, it was a disaster. those skis had
something like 36 laminations of wood,
finely fitted together and glued and made
into skis, and they had thousands of miles
in them never skied, never would be
skied.
back then and i bet still now, Rei had
a return policy the was referred to internally as “smiling Jack.” it meant Jack or
Jill could return anything for any reason,
and you did whatever it took to make him
go away smiling.
under smiling Jack, abuse was impossible. the birkebeiner incident pushed a
few buttons too hard, though. the tribe
was on the warpath, and we had a recovery pow-wow to get back into the spirit
of smiling Jack.
Within a year of the birkebeiner sale,
we also blew out some mountaineering
boots, a model called the habeler superlight (named for Peter habeler, a
mountaineer buddy of Reinhold Messner), made by Kastinger. Peter habeler
was at the peak of his career back then,
and was well-known for his quick, oxygen-free himalayan ascents. the boots
were made for sub-zero temperatures,
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and were a light “double-boot,” with a removable reflectorized liner. the outer
was full-grain leather, and it had the normal norwegian welt, and speed-lace and
hook lacing arrangement. it came out just
at the onset of the plastic boot age, and
to borrow a term from another industry,
it was a “last-gasp” leather mountaineering boot, made with the best materials
and every crafty trick a boot cobbler
could throw at a boot in an effort to survive and stay relevant as the plastic skiboot style mountaineering boots were
advancing in force.
Rei blew them out at $3.93 per pair, no
limit per person, and there were guys
walking around with four and five pair
stacked in their arms over their heads, assorted ballpark sizes. it made us employees livid to see day hikers and car campers
scamper to the register with armloads of
the finest mountaineering boots of their
day, at $3.93 a pair. i am ashamed to say i
bought a pair, but only to rescue them
from somebody far less likely to need
them than i. Keep in mind that this was
before ebay, so the chances of reselling
them was slim. how this incident fits in
with this editorial is unclear to me, but it
seems to fit.
i remember a 60-Minutes story several
years ago about nordstrom’s return policy, also famously lenient. it was rumored
that you could return something to nordstrom that you didn’t even buy there.
this was tested and proved correct, and
in the show, as i recall, the 60M reporter
was interviewing the return department
person, who acknowledged that she knew
the thing wasn’t bought there, but that
was oK, she wanted to satisfy the customer.
our policy is to treat you the way we’d
like — well, it’s pretty much golden
Rule-like. everybody who works here has
the authority to do what it takes to handle your problem without checking with
anybody else. it doesn’t come up a lot,
but just so you know, that’s the deal. still,
if you didn’t buy it here, you can’t return
it here. i think that would be doing you
and your circle of contacts in the future a
disservice.
———

We regularly write or say that we don’t
like carbon forks, because we’ve seen too
many of them shatter and snap. anything
can break, and not all breaks point to defects. the concept of “wearing things
out” has fallen out of favor in the past
couple of decades, but it used to be common.
When something breaks you have to
look at the reasons and the consequences, and the repairability of it. We’ve
had dropouts break on our bikes. they
aren’t defective dropouts. they are wellbrazed. but sometimes riding puts a little too much stress on a place that wasn’t
super reinforced, and a crack develops
and grows over time—-many months, always—until the dropout “suddenly”
breaks. and it breaks where dropouts
have broken for scores. it’s always the
right side dropout, just behind the chainstay.
hindsight is a good teacher, and we’ve
made small changes that reduce the
chances of this happening to virtually
zero, but now and then one breaks, and a
blogger puts it on the web, and it makes
me sad, and we take care of it. the fix is
not difficult, and the fixed dropout is
stronger than the new one. but it is a
bummer.
at least it is not a life-threatening bummer, or an unrepairable one. in a pinch,
in any town of 400 or more people, there
is somebody who can weld the steel back
good enough to last another 10,000 miles
or so. the same cannot be said of lesser
materials.
Many years ago friend henry Kingman
was riding an old steel mountain bike in
the afghanistanish mountains of nevada,
five or so miles from town (as i recall he
told me), when his fork, which had an unusual stress riser about three inches down
from the top of the crown, broke. it didn’t suddenly go until it suddenly went, but
henry hadn’t noticed the crack. Whatever—he was in the true blue boonies
with a broken steel fork. this was before
cell phones, but he might not have had
coverage anyway, and anyway at the time
he was living with his mother, and would
your mother be able to help you if you
were stuck five miles from a paved road?
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henry found a stout stick of the right
diameter, and stuck the stick down the
broken-off lower portion of the fork
blade, and then stuck the sticking out
part of the stick into the upper stub of
the blade still joined to the crown, and
made it out fine without duct tape or bailing wire. Who among us doesn’t wish we’d
done that? not me. i do, for sure, but i’m
not sure i’d have thought of that. i think
i would have, but i’m only 70-30. our
forks lack the feature that made that happen, so i’ll never know, but i think it’s a
wonderful story, and henry’s not a blabby
braggart, so i’m happy to tell it for him.
Most of you are aware of the bill and
Melinda gates Foundation, which, i’ve
heard, donates more money to charity
than the entire u.s. government does.
that’s a great way to be rich, i think. Rupert Murdoch, inspired by the gates
Foundation, has upped his contributions
a lot, too. and google’s sergy brin seems
to be following. Wouldn’t it be nice to be
in that position?
and wouldn’t it be difficult to be a parent when you have so much family
money? i’m not saying it would be bad, or
that money rules out raising good children. of course it doesn’t. but it changes
the game some, i’m sure.
Picking charities is not that hard; crossing them off your list is the hard part.
there is an organization, i think its name
is Charity navigator, that evaluates the
efficiency of various charities; an efficient
one being one that gives a high percentage of the take to the cause, as opposed
to paying the staff a lot and having just a
little left over for the children or women,
or whomever. We think hard about the
organizations we give money to. there
truly are so many good ones, and please
don’t send in your personal favorite. i
know it’s every bit as worthy, and yet, if
we were to give to it, we’d be taking away
from one of our other five. the Carter
Center is the biggest one, and is also
funded by the bill and Melinda gates
Foundation, which dwarfs our contributions ($2,000 or so). but the Carter Center, even if big, tackles small,
unglamorous, ugly tasks that no other
groups take on, and they get in there
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quick, are effective immediately, and deserve everybody’s support.
We give to Mercy Corps and somaly
Mam Foundation and nepalese youth
opportunity Foundation, anti-sexual
slavery organizations in asia, and combined, it’s about $6,000 to these three.
one of the charities we give to is smile
train, the cleft palate surgery people, the
people who place those ads with the big
grids of twisted-lipped children. last year,
a documentary on smile train—called
smile Pinky—won the oscar. it’s only 39
minutes long, and you should see it,
somehow. anyway, we donate about
$2,500 a year to smile train, and this year
we’re trying to supplement that by donating 100 percent of the profits from
sales of smile train t-shirts and flying
discs (think Frisbee, except they’re made
in the u.s. by discraft). it costs $250 per
surgery. imagine if you had a horrendous
cleft palate and no money to get it fixed,
and your family was shunned because the
locals thought you were cursed by god
with the funny mouth. so, $250 to fix
one—not a bad deal, and when the shirts
and discs come in, please buy one.
i know many of you read the new york
times, because i’m often emailed stories
from it. i get it online and on driveway,
and it is a simple pleasure in my life.
about three years ago there was a short
piece in it written by book author harlan
Coben, called “Will Play For Food.”
sometimes we pay to reprint previously
published stories (daniel steel, Wendell
berry, ian Frazier and others have been in
the Reader), and i really wanted “Will
Play For Food,” too. but the price for
reprints had increased o’er the years from
$150 to $250, and i offered $200 and they
didn’t go for it, so it’s not in the Reader,
but you can read it anyway online for
nothing. google “harlan Coben, Will
Play For Food.” it appeared on october
27, 2006, new york times, and you can
find it both on harlan Coben’s site or the
ny times site. it’s a shortie, and even
$200 seemed extravagant for it, but it’s
certainly worth your time to find it.
times have changed, for sure.
nicholas Kristof is a nyt columnist
you must like if you read him, and will like

if you haven’t but start to. he writes a lot
or mainly about hard life in third World
countries, but with hope. he finds and
writes about heroic people helping the
sad sacks, and there’s always a link to a
site where you can learn more and donate
money. of course all over charitable donations are off, and i’m sure that nicholas
Kristof ’s columns help them. a late october column was about fistulas in africa.
here’s fistula: a 13 to 14 year old girl gets
pregnant before her hips are wide
enough, so during birth, the emerging
baby damages her down there, and as a result a hole forms between her vagina and
her anus (sorry if this is too graphic). so
she leaks feces and urine and stinks all the
time. naturally the entire community figures god has cursed her, so they shun her
and she lives a sad and lonely life, maybe
being cared for by a mother or somebody
who just can’t let her go.
to find the story, go to nyt.com and
search “new life for the Pariahs.” it was
the halloween day column. there are
good links in it, including one to a
youtube video which tells the story of a
woman who has a third-grade education,
but is now a fistula-repair surgeon. a fistula repair takes only about twenty minutes. that’s about as worthwhile as a
twenty minute time span gets.
i know what it feels like to read third
hand accounts about these kinds of
things. the writer seems to be horning in
on the worthy deeds just by passing on
the information, like he’s part of the good
part. i’m not part of the good part, but
here we have this bike business, and business is hard, fair to good, not good to
great, and it all has to do with what the
business means and what it’s supposed to
do.
Many of you have lost your jobs or had
your hours cut, and it’s normal these days,
and still sad. We haven’t had to cut anybody’s hours or jobs yet, but some of you
sometimes ask, and yes, the economy is
affecting us, too. and the weak dollar,
which i oft whine about online. it feels
like Koufax is the exchange rate and gibson is the economy, and we have to be
tony gwynn to even bat .275, and some-
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times we’re gus triandos—which isn’t
bad, i’m a gus triandos fan, but come on.
let’s see…..what else is happening? the
Roadeo is pronounced “rodeo,” and despite what you may think, calling it that
doesn’t glorify animal cruelty. it’s not bullfighting, and the “deo” at the end may be
latin for god, but not in this context.
the Roadeo is a road bike, and that’s just
a descriptive and easy to say name with a
bit of flair at the end. this spring we have
some new bikes coming around, and as
things settle down and solidify, we’ll spell
out the details on the site.
this editorial is the ramblingest one
ever and won’t be repeated. the Reader
plan from the start was four issues a year,
but it hasn’t worked out that way. the
plan this year is to tighten up and be
more regular, Reader-wise. Congratula-

hœer text
hoefler text is an antiqua font designed
for the computer age. originally
developed for apple in 1991 by Jonathan
hoefler it’s one of the first fonts to
incorporate and encourage the use of
complex typography for use on computer
screens. hoefler has been included in
every version of Mac os since system 7.5,
is used in the Wikipedia logo, and is the
official font of obama’s whitehouse.gov.
in designing this baroque-inspired text,
hoefler took advantage of apple’s
“advanced typography” which allows
automatic
ligatures (Judӕo-Chriﬆian
aﬃliated golalls), sMall CaPitals, and
swashes (ivendell Reader). hoefler text
also features old-style figures, meaning
that numbers can have acscenders (like
6,8), descenders (like 3,4,5,7,9), or none
(0,1,2). 0123456789 as opposed to the allcaps 0123456789 of helvetica. We’ve
tried to use these features conservatively
throughout Rivendell Reader 42, without
going overboard. 
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tions, i think, if you read this section
end-to-end. the main thing: look into
the Fistula story. Find that youtube video
of the surgeon lady with the third-grade
education. Well, here it is:
http://www.nytimes.com/packages/kht
ml/2005/06/12/opinion/20050612_Fistula_audioss.html
-----i recently visited my oldest daughter,
who’s away at college, and i had a few
minutes to kill one morning, and there
was a big covered outside bike parking
area, so i thought i’d take a survey. here’s
what i found:
total bikes: 124
total steel bikes: 62, exactly 50%
total lugged bikes: 26 (21%)
total of our bikes: 1 (a Rambouillet)

i know it’s because they were bought
cheap, not because the college kids liked
the slender proportions and the underlying toughness, but it even so, it was good
to see 30- and 40-year old bikes still in
service. today’s $6500 carbon bikes won’t
be still in use even in six years. their
legacy will be landfill, until somebody figures out how to recycle carbon fiber. divide the cost by years of use. divide the
cost by years of safe use. divide the cost
by the risk. Multiply that by pi and divide
by four.
What will fill the campus bike racks in
2040? some surlys, for sure. now and
then a betty Foy, a sam, and someplace,
in some campus rack, there’s bound to be
an a hilsen, a hillborne, atlantis, bombadil, Roadeo, and so on.
—grant
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Mail letteRs
Mail is mainly email and gets answered promptly. Some questions are of general interest, but most are, “Here’s
my situation, lend a hand?” which we’re happy to do, always, forever, let’s get that straight. Our letters are
often off-topic, but have something to say that’s worth sharing.
The first of the first two letters here was a real letter. The second was a post on theonlinephotographer.com,
my downtime hangout. It’s repeated here because it is relevant to bikes, too. Both are written by Mike Johnston, the online photographer at theonlinephotographer. —Grant
To sell or use?
there’s that great free-market legend
that the market is a perfect engine, that it
will efficiently produce what the greatest
number of people most want and need.
that isn’t true, of course, for one simple
reason: Most products in the consumer
economy are not designed to be used,
they’re designed to be sold. it’s a bit like
the fact that evolution has efficiently
eliminated most fatal childhood diseases
but not the common diseases of old age:
because evolution is only interested up
until the point of reproduction.
once they do, it hardly matters if they
get heart disease or dementia later on.
similarly, the overpowering focus of product creation only goes up to one very important point: the point at which the
consumer forks over his or her money.
People argue that customer satisfaction
and service are also important, yadda
yadda, but the point from the seller’s perspective is that they just don’t want customers with bad experiences and low
satisfaction polluting future sales. Pure
producers actually hate things like “word
of mouth,” because it can subvert their efforts to make the sale to others. a good
example is the movie industry, which has
gone to herculean extremes to aVoid
word-of-mouth—they’ve structured their
business so that they can control the
“buzz” by constructing artificial buzz in
advance of release (prerelease promotion)
and then doing half the picture’s business
in the first weekend or two, avoiding the
negative effects of word-of-mouth and
ensuring a certain level of return on investment. never mind if anyone likes the
movie or if it’s a piece of crap.
Rivendell is an interesting business, because you’re both producer (and seller) of
bikes and also a connoisseur of biking.
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normally, those two impulses are almost
opposites. in your case you’ve done what
some small sellers do and tried to enlist
your connoisseurship in the service of
your sales, by educating your consumer,
soliciting his or her trust, and transparently looking out for his or her post-purchase satisfaction. it’s not the best model
for sales, although it’s much more ethical
in the long run and no doubt much more
satisfying for the connoisseur side of your
nature.
of course the bicycle industry as a
whole couldn’t care less, except insofar as
it’s composed of small connoisseurs,
which it is to some extent. i mean, which
would the industry rather have:
—a bike which is 50% more likely to sell
and then 50% more likely to sit in the
purchaser’s garage unused; or
—a bike which is 50% less likely to sell
but 50% more likely to be ridden and enjoyed after it has sold?
some people like to argue the “meta-“
view, which is that it’s good for the industry in the long term to turn a pedestrian/driver into a cycling enthusiast. and
of course it is. but that’s not something
the industry can reasonably focus on.
there’s no way to track the benefit. that,
and the fact that the benefit is intolerably diffuse: turning a pedestrian into a cyclist doesn’t reward any one company’s
efforts to do so, it just rewards the bicycling industry altogether. industries literally kill themselves all the time. a good
example of what happens when long-term
effects are ignored is the high-end stereo
market, where the interests of an increasingly smaller pool of increasingly exclusive dealers and producers have conspired
to choke the whole broader enterprise
like a mad strangler. it’s both funny and
pathetic to read a stereo magazine in

which a forlorn editorial plaint about the
death of the high end sits cheek-by-jowl
with a review of a $66,000 Cd player. it’s
like a giant “2 + 2 = ?” it’s a subject that fascinates me. —Mike Johnston, Wisconsin
The Point of Sufficiency
i thought for sure i'd already written a
post called "the Point of sufficiency," but
a search doesn't turn it up, and i can't
seem to find it under another name. so i
thought perhaps i should just write it
again, at the risk of repeating myself. this
was triggered by one of eolake's comments to the "high iso high noon"
post, in which he said that when it comes
to iso speed, we always want a little
more, and then a little more.
that's true—until it's not.
the idea is one that i've at least mentioned many times, for instance here. it's
that in the history of photographic equipment and materials there have been various "competitions" or "races" to see
which company can provide the
most/fastest/best, but then in most cases
a point of sufficiency is reached and customers decline to pay for further improvements.
this happened with film formats (film
basically got down to 35mm size, which
was small and convenient enough—further efforts to popularize still smaller formats all failed); lens speed (ƒ/1.4 was
deemed sufficient by the market, with
further increases in maximum aperture
being rare and not especially popular*);
telephoto reach (the "olympia sonnar"
for the 1936 olympics was a widely admired and popular achievement, but now,
1000mm and 1200mm lenses are mere
curiosities); shutter speed (consider that
the nikon n8008's 1/8000th shutter
speed was a big selling point, but the Mi-
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nolta 9xi's 1/12000th was met with a
yawn); fine grain in b&W films
(Panatomic-X was enough; only a few
fanatics followed the tech Pan craze);
reducing the size of slRs was a brief
race in the '70s (the Pentax Me was
small enough); even build quality in
cameras and lenses (the current market
supports—barely—one carriage-trade
brand. beyond that, better build quality has not been rewarded with sales).
and so on.
note that this is not a technical matter—it's a marketing matter. it has to

do with meeting the need for what people want for as long as enough of us are
willing to pay for it. the trend is for the
race to continue among the manufacturers for as long as the buying public is
rewarding the improvements. but
sooner or later the buying public has
what it needs, and has had enough, and
stops wanting to pay for further improvements, and the manufacturers
(save perhaps for one or two niche
products in each case) basically give up
the chase, and go try to find some other
idea that will sell.

e s ta b l i s h i n g

oPinions.

How light a road bike?

How expensive a bike?

Racing doesn’t answer this, because racers are paid to ride
what they ride. they’re up to
ten, eleven...nutty. For normal
riders, seven is plenty, but unavailable. so stop at 8 or 9. no
more. no double-digits.

twenty wispy pounds, and
then only if you live for your
fast club rides. even that involves some compromises, but
not necessarily any dangerous
ones. For non-clubbies, don’t
worry about weight. Period.

Pinarello has a $17,000 bike.
there are scores of $6,500
bikes. they’re ridden lightly
and replaced soon, making the
cost-per-year about $2K. the
price becomes the status. it’s a
weird world out there.

How many bikes?

How many miles, or hours?

seven is good. a beater, a
bomber, a single-speed, a touring bike, a lightish road bike, a
do-all racked and bagged bike,
a mixte, a loaner, and a work in
progress. seven? Make it nine.

if you’re single, unattached,
working full-time, and it’s summer: twelve hours a week,
don’t count the miles. Married,
children, job, winter in Minnesota or north dakota: three
hours a week. do other stuff.

How much touring weight?
Weekend tour: 30lb.
Weeklong tour: 45lb
Month-long tour: 46lb
in wet weather: add 5 to 7lb.

if the tire needs more than
that to keep from bottoming
out, it’s too skinny. Want to be
comfy, want long-lasting
wheels? Ride fatter, softer.
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How many rear cogs?

How hard the tires?
if you don’t race: 70 psi.

6

liMits.

My prediction (which i've mentioned
many times) is that this will happen
with iso speed in dslRs, too, and
with megapixels in bayer-array sensors
of the current type**. i don't know
where the end point of either will turn
out to be, and i don't know whether we
have arrived at those points yet (is 24
MP enough? is iso 12,800 enough?),
but history predicts that sooner or later,
you will have enough and won't want to
pay more for more.
—Mike Johnston

How skinny the tire?
even racers stop at 23mm, and
other than maybe some world
record attempt on the track,
there’s no reason for anything
skinnier. non-world record attempters should ride one size
bigger than the smallest size
they’re comfortable with.

Carry more if you want to…but
you don’t need to. unless you
need to carry water.
How few the spokes?
anything less than 28 is “i’m
living in fantasy land” land. if
you weigh 200 to 215, 32 front
and 36 rear is your min. over
that, 36 both, and wide rims,
big soft tires.
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The bright area is the “overload” zone; the dark is
the fatigue zone—dark because during the months it
took to do this, crud had time to get in there and
make it dirty. You can see how the lower right corner
(marked by the arrow)—darkened by exposure—
cracked before the whole arm ripped apart.

Here’s the backside of the crank. The frontside
has the bike brand on it, and it’s not the bike
brand’s fault (wasn’t one we sell, by the way),
so we’re just showing this side.

Same break, mating faces

h e R s C h e l’ s b Ro K e n C R a n K , n o t o n e W e s e l l
you can look high & low till the cows come you know where & hell freezes you know what, before finding a better example of a fatigue failure.
When people look at a broken window, they blame the
rock-thrower or the ball-hitter, not the window-maker.
When bike parts break, they blame the part, not the rider,
or not the circumstances. there’s this notion out there
that no part that costs good money should ever break, but
of course perfectly good parts do, sometimes after years of
normal use, sometimes in an accident, and sometimes
(rarely) because they’re defective.
a failure analysis expert can almost always determine
why something broke and where the break originated, and
how long ago it all happened. Metal doesn’t separate without writing down its history in the cross section of the
failed piece.
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herschel W. was riding along and didn’t notice that his
crank was cracked. For months he didn’t notice, and during that time, the broken surfaces rubbed against one another, dulling the surfaces. the gap between the surfaces
increased, and the months provided the time for dirt and
oxidation to discolor the metal.
When the crack had grown sufficiently, the crank
cracked anew at point X in the upper left photo. enough
time elapsed for this to dirty, and all the while, the main
crack was growing. eventually the rest of the crank couldn’t shoulder the load, and it ripped apart suddenly, leaving
bright, clean, crystals in the cross section.
to herschel, it seemed to happen all of a sudden, but the
crank says otherwise, and herschel understands.
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ust because something has been
tried and found unreliable before
doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be tried
again. if that were the case, your
next cross-country business trip would be
on horseback. no, make that “on foot.”
no, make that “a mix of lying on your
back and flailing like an infant, and
rolling.”
so don’t rule out electronic shifting just
because suntour (in partnership with
browning) and Mavic swung and missed
at it in the ‘90s. i rode them both—the
suntour/browning for about 20 days, and
the Mavic, about 300 yards. after about a
week of riding (15 hours?) it shifted whenever it felt like it. the Mavic worked fine
for a few laps of the bstone parking lot,
but others must have had problems, because it didn’t last. no doubt shimano
knows those failures inside and out, and
learned from them.
by the time you read this, you may also
have read glowing reviews of shimano’s
system. it is one thing to bet against a
last-gasp suntour effort to stay alive. it’s
a similar thing to bet against a French effort to get an electronic drive train to
market quick. but you’d have to be a nut
to bet against shimano’s entry, given that
they’ve been working on it for well over a
decade, with fear of failure and a huge cultural-based fear of loss of face at stake.
on one hand, i want it to succeed, because—being a normal person, i want the

vaulter to stick the landing, and the juggler to keep on catching the firey batons
while he’s riding the giraffe-like unicycle.
When shimano’s electronics succeed, it
will have earned all that applause by making the first ever commercially successful
and reliable electronic shifting.
but here’s the thing you knew was coming. i’m afraid of the consequences of a
totally glitch-free shimano electronic
success. shimano has always trickled
down high-end technology to everything
else. then everybody else follows shimano, and the next thing you know it’s a
world with no manual/cable shifting. yes,
that would be bad.
electronic shifting, to virtually everybody except the developers, is a secret inside a black box. every time something
goes into a black box, it becomes less accessible, understandable, and scarier. if
you’re walking on the moor and your
shoelace comes untied, you can fix it. if
you’re driving along the moor and your
car breaks down and you know as much
about cars as i do, you’re out of luck. you
get the picture.
granted, if you don’t know anything
about bikes and you shift into the spokes,
you’re also out of luck. but at least you
can see wuzzup, and when you can see it,
your brain kicks into gear.
there’s no equivalent with electronics.
if electronic shifting were a revolutionary boon to all, that would be one thing.

but shimano’s own cable shifting is so
easy and so good that there’s no room for
a boon. For there to be room, the benefit
has to be huge. Were the first electric
windshield wipers a boon? i’d say yes.
Was the first snowplow? yes again. the
first elevator? (Consider skyscrapers and
people in wheelchairs, not just the lazy).
yes. and don’t let’s even talk about the
first flush toilet.
but what about the electric can-openers, vegetable chopper, and carving
knives? in a one-handed world, they’re a
Zeus-send. in a two-handed world, they
downgraded to conveniences.
Racers will use electronic shifting and
win on it. but what if the second place
finisher is on manual, and electronic shifting actually gave the winner an advantage.
Was it a fair contest?
at best, successful and totally reliable
electronic shifting is racer and racing-driven race-bike progress. Mostly, riding a
bike is pedaling, not shifting. at its recreational best, it’s joy rides with friends.
electronic shifting won’t increase the fun
of that, and cable-shifting doesn’t detract
from it. all in all, i hope shimano doesn’t
give up cables. shimano, please don’t give
up cables. (i know nobody at shimano
reads this, and all in all, i give cables a
decade, but i’m an optimist.)

stRuggles aRe bad. easy is good. is too easy Possible?
People have been on the warpath
against work ever since one of the early
homos (habilus, erectus) figured out
sharp rocks were useful. From those
stone tools (which let’s see you make
one in 2010!) have come the washboard
and the washing machine, the abacus
and the computer chip, the bicycle itself and now the electronic shifter. do
the slope lines for ease and progress
ever cross? if i’m photographing
yosemite rocks on an overcast day, i
can use the manualest, meterlessest
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camera in the land and get good exposures. if i’m shooting Miesha wearing a
beanie for the website and the photo
has to go up in five minutes, i use a
point-and-shoot digital.
shifting gears in the ‘70s meant easing up on the pedal stroke and timing
the shift to take at the weak spot.
sounds hard, but it was a cinch. indexing was even easier, until it failed.
eletro-shifting lowers the bar even
more. it’s now under the surface. is
that low enough?
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pokes don’t break as much as they
did in the ‘70s and earlier, because
spokes got much better in the
‘80s, and spoke failures plummeted instantly. but not all spokes are good and
not all wheels are well-built, and spokes
still break. i haven’t broken one in 20
years, but i’ve broken more than 20, and
i still see & hear about snappin’ spokes.
you have to know what’s going on in
the wheel. the left- and right-side spokes
play tug-o-war with the rim, and as long
as the hub has the same number of
spokes on each side, and the tension is
balanced (no slackers, no ultra musclemen), the wheel will run true. one loose
slacker or broken spoke upsets the balance and causes a wobble. on the road,
you can fix the wobble by loosening a
couple of spokes on one side and tightening some on the other in the area of the
wobble, but who carries a spoke wrench?
and if you aren’t a semi-maestro with the
spoke wrench, you’ll surely do more harm
than good. so you can’t just pack a
wrench and think you’re good to go.
a wobbly wheel can shake the bike, and
if the wobble is huge, you won’t be able
to ride the wheel. on top of that, one
broken spoke leads to more spoke breakages, unless you fix it. a wobbly wheel
causes jerky braking. (that may seem to
be an argument for disc brakes, but it is
not. disc brakes have their drawbacks,
too.)

How rims stiffness affects wobble
the lighter the rim, the fewer the
spokes, the greater the spoke tension, the
more magnificent the wobble. a heavy,
wide rim is more likely to be laterally stiff,
and a stiff rim isn’t thrown out of whack
as much as a light one. When a broken
spoke is part of the picture, touring rims
do better than light racing rims.
How spoke count affects wobble
the more spokes the less dramatic the
wobble when one breaks. and on that
note, when the load is shared by more
spokes, you’re less likely to break one in
the first place. all things equal, the
smaller the distance between spokes, the
smaller the wobble when a spoke breaks.
How spoke tension affects wobble
the higher the spoke tension, the bigger the wobble when one breaks. on top
of that, the fewer the spokes the greater
the tension requirements to make a
strong wheel. that’s why 20-spoke wheels
are a bad idea.
How rim size affects wobble
a smaller rim is laterally stiffer. it’s
harder to twist. and for a given number
of spokes, the smaller rim has a shorter
spoke-to-spoke distance than a larger rim.
With the same cross-section, a 32-hole
650b rim is stronger than a 36-hole 700c
rim; and an even smaller 26-inch rim is
stronger still. that’s not a case for
smaller wheels—other consideration

additional notes
sit down on a chair and lean your
torso forward 25 degrees, so that
there’s about a 65-deg angle between
your thigh and your ‘orso. now pull
up your shirt and look at your belly. if
it looks like something you’d be
happy to display on your bellybook
page, then the following spokeweight information may be useful to
you. otherwise, it is purely academic,
but there’s nothing wrong with that
every now and then.
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trump the difference in wheel strength—
but it is a fact nonetheless.
Why do spokes break, and is there
anything you can do to prevent it?
they break from fatigue. Fatigue comes
from flex. Flex comes from looseness and
stress. Most decent spokes break, when
they break, at the bend where they go
into the hub. a less obvious bend, only
now and then but often enough to mention, is where it exits the spoke nipple.
sometimes the nipple doesn’t seat well,
and you get a bend there.
Modern steel spokes are about a thousand times better and stronger than the
spokes of yore. Modern hollow carbon
spokes aren’t good.
Protecting your spokes & wheels
Ride softer tires, which absorb stresses
before they reach the spokes. softer usually means bigger usually means wider
rim, and then you have all of these factors
in your favor.
Conservative recommendations
Ride the widest rims you can tolerate,
with as many spokes as you can stand, and
protect the rim with the biggest softest
tire your frame will fit.
last Words on Spoken Brokes
they’re not a big deal, and it’s something every rider should experience at
least once. they’re easy to replace; the
wheel is easily restored to new-like condition, and off you go again, smoothly.

sPoKes & Weight

# of spokes How long mm 14ga. plain

28
32
36

292
292
292

243.6
278.4
313.2

14 ga. butted Oz. per wheel

215.6
246.4
277.2

8.6/7.6
9.8/8.7
11/9.8

the weights assume brass nipples. you save an ounce a wheel with each four-spoke
subtraction.. but as you go to fewer spokes, the spokes get longer, saving you less
weight; and fewer spokes creates less wind drag; but with more spokes, the spokes
draft one another better. this is a problem with this kind of meaningless detail. the
nonsense kicks in and it can go on forever. if you simply want strong, reliable wheels,
you’ll simply ride more spokes, heavier rims, and bigger & softer tires.
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This Schwinn High Sierra (modified) rode fine with a normal bar,
but when we mounted drops on a
short (DirtDrop 8cm) reversed
stem…it still rides fine. It seems it
shouldn’t. Physics can probably
prove that it can’t. and yet it does.

g o oF in g a Rou nd Wit h bi Ke s:
Re Ve R s ing t he s t e M
the longest stems in history were the 17cm Ritcheys, made
in the early ‘90s for mountain bikes. the longest road stem
i’ve heard of is a 14cm Cinelli, another available but not popular length. the normal range of road stems is 8cm to 12cm,
and the big sellers here are 8cm to 10cm.
the most common want is an easier reach to the drop handlebar. a shorter stem is the most common way (but not necessarily the most effective way) to get it. if that doesn’t work,
a sweepy-back bar, such as the albatross certainly will (in
which case, use a longer stem).
stems affect handling, but how much, and under what circumstances, and can they wreck handling or improve it? this
is a good question. When you ride drop bars on super long
stems, beyond 12cm, the bike steers funny, kind of slow (my
opinion, since it’s a feel thing). i used to think super short
stems quickened steering, but the 7cm stem on my hillborne
certainly doesn’t make it too quick, so i just don’t know.
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ex-framebuilder dave Moulton once said, at least i think
he did, that he thought the brake levers on a bike should be
directly above the front hub; and this was typically best
achieved with a 9cm stem. Maybe the size of the bike affects
it. i wondered how a bike would feel with a reverse stem on
it, so Jay here set up this ol’ schwinn high sierra that way.
the handling is normal. the bars are too close for me, but
i could ride fifty miles like this, because it feels less odd than
it looks. it makes me want to experiment more, but it’s a
time-consuming experiment.
this may come in handy for somebody, and in any case, it
is nice to know that reversing the stem to bring the bars
closer doesn’t guarantee odd handling. i suppose if you had
super long legs and a short torso and arms and wanted drop
handlebars and couldn’t afford a custom bike and didn’t mind
well-meaning strangers pointing out the mistake in set-up,
then this might be a solution. as it is, i think it’s just interesting to know that it causes no harm.
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FR e d d ie h o FF M an
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his

liFe

by Gary Boulanger
Cyclers can be divided into those who know about Freddie Hoffman and those who don’t. We covered him many
many issues ago, and it was time for an update. Gary knows Freddie, and was the right guy for the job. —Grant
a typical american cyclist rides when it’s convenient for his or
her schedule, and usually just on the weekends with friends. the
equipment is often new, serviced by the local bike shop. discussion centers around work, family, bills to pay, vacations taken,
the economy, and politics.
For Freddie hoffman, the bicycle is more important. it’s almost all he has. the 51-year-old janitor from River edge, new
Jersey was born oxygen deprived, and as a consequence, suffered
severe learning and basic comprehension loss. local educators wrote
him off as a lost cause, but it was his
mother’s determination to teach
her son how to speak, walk, read,
and enjoy a quality of life many take
for granted. she was his advocate.
Ruth elizabeth hoffman’s dedication to Freddie included the gift of
a tricycle when he was five, and the
dark haired child immediately set
off on a path that would not only
save his life, it would later gain him
access to all lower 48 united states
and meetings with more than 30
state governors.
but it took him a million miles to
get there first. this is Freddie hoffman’s story.

life Saver
Freddie, one of two children, was a social outcast in every
sense of the ugly label. he never had a friend come to his house
after school, never enjoyed a sleep over, never dated a girl, nor
enjoyed the childhood like most of us did. the bicycle was his
outlet, and his five-year-old legs intuitively carried him the third
of a mile around his tear-dropped new Jersey neighborhood, up
to 15 miles a day, according to his logbook. he’s kept meticulous
track of his daily mileage in a several dog-eared notebooks. he
may have a one-track mind, but his ironclad attention to detail
is astounding, as is his endurance.
he racked up 3,000 by the time he was 7 years old, graduating
to a schwinn stingRay. he did his first century when he was 10,
proceeding to do 18 more that year.
in time, his legs, lungs and heart were conditioned like an elite
athlete’s, but his mind was still abnormal, a condition he’s accepted.
he learned how to maintain his own bike at an early age, from
a father who worked in the automotive repair business after
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wrenching on airplanes during World War ii. Freddie is quite
proud of his late father, who was strict but fair. the elder hoffman was part of the team which installed the turbo boosters on
b-25 Mitchell airplanes for Jimmy doolittle’s infamous doolittle Raid on Japan in 1942. While Freddie’s mother was the one
who worked hard to help him read, write and run, Freddie’s father gave him wings to fly, allowing the youngster to venture out
beyond their River edge neighborhood.
Freddie’s herculean efforts on the
bicycle didn’t go unnoticed in cycling mad new Jersey. Mike Fraysse,
who was team manager of the 1976
and 1984 olympic cycling teams,
gave Freddie two Paris-sports bicycles, one for criterium racing and
one for the track. the former racer
saw potential in the young cyclist,
and encouraged Freddie to race.
Without any formal training,
Freddie finished third in his first
road race, but his slower way of processing things and one-track mind
didn’t mesh with the need to judge a
race situation as it unfolds. so
Fraysse suggested time trialing.
Freddie and his father drove to Wisconsin in 1985 for the united
states Cycling Federation (usCF) national time trial championships, where Freddie finished ninth behind Kent bostick. he
still has the yellow road bike and blue track bike in his new Jersey basement.

To the Moon and Back
Most of the world watched neil armstrong land on the moon
on July 20, 1969. Freddie was captivated by that moment, and
was determined to pedal the equivalent mileage between the
earth and moon – 239,592 miles each way – on his bicycle. For 17
years he rode for himself, compiling mileage that would humble eddy Merckx or any pro racer who’s ever lived.
as Freddie’s bicycle trips gained distance, it was important to
do proper planning and map them out. he used basic esso gas
station maps, always taking the roads less traveled to reach his
destination, a practice he uses today.
then his world turned upside down in 1986, the year his
mother, Ruth e., died from leukemia.
Freddie felt indebted to his mother, and wanted to honor her
memory in the only way he knew how, by riding his bike. he or-
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The Dataman likes instruments, and keys.

ganized a solo fundraising ride with all
proceeds going to the leukemia & lymphoma society, Freddie style.
he worked as a custodian for a local
church, and had flexibility in his work
schedule. attempts to work in local bike
shops only led to failure because most
shop owners couldn’t handle his slow and
methodical work style. in the late winter
and spring, he would ride his bike upwards of 15,000 miles, going door-todoor, collecting pledges for miles ridden
on trips westward. he christened his bicycle “Ruth e.”, and rode west.
his mileage during the 1980s was colossal: nearly 507,000 miles. that amounts

to nearly 139 miles per
day. he caught the attention of local television stations in the
early 1990s, right
around the time the
movie Forrest gump
was popular. by then,
Freddie resembled
the actor gary sinise,
who played lieutenant dan in the
movie, as video taken
from that era shows.
his new Jersey accent, coupled with
an occasional stutter and almost elmer
Fudd lilt, made him an endearing hero to
many, but his solo effort continued, and
his fame didn’t really spread beyond new
Jersey or his local leukemia & lymphoma society chapter. Freddie rode on,
continuing to rack up the mileage, while
raising an average of $25,000 a year for
the chapter.

The Bikes
Freddie customized his bike to fit his
needs. eschewing a standard road position – and something he’s not deviated
from since – he modified his bike with
steel Wald swept-back touring bars, front

and rear racks with panniers, horns, generator lights, bar-end shifters, black foam
‘mattress’ touring saddle, fenders, and a
gaggle of gadgets on the bars, including
the same Japanese odometer he’s used
since his stingRay days.
sitting nearly stock straight, Freddie’s
legs propel his bike – weighing upwards of
100 pounds with necessary gear to ride
across the country self supported – with a
spin Polish cycling coach eddie borysewicz (eddie b.) called the smoothest
he’s ever seen. this, from a man who’s
coached greg leMond, Rebecca twigg
and a host of superstar cyclists.
in the summer of 1994, the head tube
cracked on Freddie’s schwinn Voyageur –
Ruth e. ii (see sidebar). he called
Richard schwinn, co-owner of Waterford
Precision Cycles in southeastern Wisconsin and this chance meeting led to a Waterford sponsorship. Waterford build him
a stout frame to carry his stout body and
stout, 100-pound load. For three decades,
he’s ridden these miles with 100 lbs.
in 1996, Freddie showed up at the Waterford factory, where i was working as
Rivendell’s production coordinator. a
chainstay on Freddie’s bike needed repair.
i, like many, had never heard of Freddie,
who was referred to as 50,000-a-year
Freddie by then. grant asked me to grab
a quick interview, which appeared in an
early Rivendell Reader. i, like Richard
and the others at the factory, were equally
impressed and perplexed with this new
Jersey cyclist with a memory like an encyclopedia. We said goodbyes as Freddie
rolled off west.

a Million Miles

It was a bummer to learn Freddie pedals well over 300 pounds of body and gear (only part
of which is shown here) on a 28mm front tire—a size we recommend only for lightweights.
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Freddie pedaled his millionth mile in
last Chance, Colorado on august 8, 1996.
he was alone, as he has been for more
than 45 years as a cyclist. his accomplishments have garnered personal accolades from Presidents bush and Clinton,
30-plus governors, and a legion of fans,
thanks to articles in Bicycling.
but Freddie never set out on this journey for himself. his fastidious approach
to raising funds and awareness for several
causes, including the leukemia & lymphoma society, alzheimer’s association,
and a native american school out west,
have benefitted thousands, many of
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whom he’s never met, many of whom have become his friend.
i’ve seen the photo albums bulging with evidence.
all told, Freddie has raised more than $1 million for various
charities, living on a part-time janitor’s salary. his effort
amounts to nearly a dollar a mile.

His Secret?
Freddie’s everyday gear doubles as his cycling gear: cotton tshirt when it’s warm, with polyester gym shorts and K-Mart athletic running shoes. a well-worn and faded yellow light
windbreaker with an old trek sticker is his jacket of choice. he
wears an orange/gold giro helmet, and when it gets cold he adds
cotton sweatpants and worker’s cotton gloves. he doesn’t wear
protective eyewear, and does all his maintenance in his one-stall
garage, where his parents’ bikes are stored on the wall behind a
boat and other items.
he maintains his bikes often, squeezing out every ounce of
performance, and builds his own wheels. he doesn’t waste anything, as evident by the old dish towels and t-shirts he uses to
wipe everything around the garage and inside his home. his tiny
workspace spills out onto the broken asphalt driveway, where
he props the garage door with a pole. he flips the bike on its
bars and seat, setting the bars on a wooden block. Zip ties, rubber bands and bread ties hold many things in place.
his diet consists of whatever food he wants. his 5’9” frame is
carrying about 215 pounds, and he’s been known to lose 30 or so
pounds during his summer trips across the country. he enjoys

pasta and rice, and realizes, like many of us, when the cold, winter months roll around he tends to overeat. he’s also a calorieburning machine.

The Future?
his father died from alzheimer’s in 2007. Freddie dedicated
four years to caring for his ailing father in the four-bedroom,
red brick cape cod, cutting back on his training.
i was Freddie’s first visitor since his father died, and the cluttered home groans from more than 50 years of accumulated
memories, much in the form of memorabilia and hobbies from
past years. Freddie is thinking of selling the house his father
built in 1954 and moving to Charlotte, south Carolina to live
near his cousins.
Freddie regaled me with stories from his travels. he never had
a bike stolen, and usually stayed at campgrounds or hotels along
the way. as his financial supporters grew with his fame, he often
stayed at their homes. a highlight of the past few years was
meeting childhood hero neil armstrong in dayton, ohio during the 100th anniversary celebration of the Wright brothers
first flight in 2003.
Freddie has never flown in a plane or driven a car.
Freddie hoffman remains the soloist, churning the pedals at
80 rpm, always riding. he may be a square peg in a round-hole
world, but his accomplishments are the stuff of legend, something few of us can fathom. 

anotheR side oF FReddie
once you know Freddie has a learning disability and has pedaled more than you and your five most pedaly friends have combined, it’s easy to think he’s got nothing else going on, so he
rides. Wrong. Freddie is a human thunderegg.
telephone conversations with Freddie tend to be long, because he’s loquacious. last spring i called and asked if he could
arrange a photo for the story, and once he said yes, the conversation got interesting. i found out this—edited to fit the space,
and with some of the humbleness removed:
• Freddie saved his cousin’s life. his cousin had a heart attack,
and Freddie applied CPR for 11 minutes, called the ambulance,
and pedaled to the hospital. Recovery time was about a month.
Freddie assured the doctors he could take care of his cousin in
his cousin’s home without a professional home care provider.
he cared for his father for four years, so this was nothing.
• he described in detail the surgical procedure performed on
his cousin’s heart. he uses big words in proper context (at least,
i assume it was—i could barely follow the conversation).
• Freddie’s out of pocket costs on his trips are covered by a
charitable contribution to the leukemia-lymphoma society,
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for whom he raises about $60,000 per year. he says, “after a
day of riding in 95°F with 85 percent humidity, i want air conditioning and a shower.” he stays in the cheapest hotels he can
find, and will spend $100 only if he gets into town late and
nothing else is available.
• he shoots film, not digital, and has a technical vocabulary.
• he owns five pair of binoculars, with different powers for
different conditions, and knows binoculars inside and out. he
has what he describes as “a passing interest in astronomy,” but
talks in depth about the atmosphere on Jupiter, the moons of
saturn, the width and thickness of saturn’s rings, the speed of
radio waves and the time it takes for them to go from here to
there, and the Cassini spacecraft. i like astronomy, and i’ve read
more books about it than Freddie has, but he seems to have
heard many facts about the cosmos, and doesn’t seem to have
forgotten any.
• Meteorology (weather) is also a fascination. Freddie is interested in the natural world, and learns about it. since he lives
on his bike, i’m sure it serves him well. -gP
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FReddie’s tWo biKes
Freddie’s Wet Weather Bike
1975 Schwinn Collegiate 5 speed, made in Chicago
Crank: schwinn ashtabula one-piece steel crankset, 46t
Pedals: Platform rubber block
Rims: 26 x 1-3/8-inch steel
Tires: schwinn 26 x 1-3/8-inch
Handlebar: Wald steel
Stem: Forged steel, probably Wald
Shifter: stem-mounted schwinn single-stik shifter
Rear brake: sturmey-archer hub
Front brake: schwinn-approved sidepull
Front generator: union
Saddle: black foam mattress cheapy
accessories: Front and rear Vistalites blinkies
original Japanese speedometer/odometer
air Zound & Rubber squeeze horns
sKs silver plastic fenders

Freddie’s Main Bike (Ruthie E. IV)
58cm 2001 Waterford 1900, Reynolds 531 fork
Crank: 1989 Campagnolo euclid,170mm arms, 49/38/26
Pedals: specialized with plastic toe clips
Rear Wheel: Mavic a719 rim; Phil 40h rear; avocet
Cross ii 700x32c tire
Front Wheel: Mavic a719 rim, Mavic 36hhub, avocet
Cross 700x28 tire
Handlebar: Wald steel tourist handlebars
Stem: 90mm forged steel stem
Shifters: suntour friction bar-end shifters
Freewheel: shimano 14-28 6-speed
Derailers: shimano deore F; deore lX R
Brakes: shimano cantis, dia-Compe levers
Headset: Campagnolo 1-in. threaded
accessories: greenfield kickstand clamped directly to
the chainstays
steel seatpost with no setback; shimmed to fit seat tube
with reversed clamp
sKs black plastic fenders with custom front flap
bemis digital temperature and humidity gauge,
archer Road Patrol radio on the down tube
sigma cyclometer
union front generator headlight
grabon foam handlebar covers
air Zound air horn, Rubber squeeze horn
axiom rear rack bag
old Man Mountain custom front and rear racks
original Japanese speedometer/odometer
Front and rear Vistalite lights
black foam comfort saddle
Zefal hpX3 frame pump
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Freddie Hoffman pedaled his one millionth mile on
his first Waterford 1900 (Ruth E. III), which was destroyed by car in 1999. His latest 1900, built in 2001,
was built with Reynolds air-hardened 853 steel, silver
brazed to Henry James lugs and dropouts. The fork is
made from Reynolds 531 blades, with a Henry James
fork crown and dropouts, with cantilever studs. He
has ridden more than 200,000 miles on the yellow
Ruth E. IV.
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RiChaRd sChWinn & FReddie hoFFMan
Freddie called me on a Monday in
early July 1994. he had just found a
crack in the head tube of his schwinn
Voyageur (also known as Ruthie ii,
after his mother). he called to see if we
would fix it. i told him that we generally didn't work on schwinns because
we were too expensive for the basic
schwinn owner.
he was his usual persistent self, and i
finally told him that we'd have to see
the frame in order to work on it. he
was calling from Pennsylvania, so i suggested that he box it up and send it to
our Wisconsin factory so we could look
at it. then he explained that he was already on a tour. i suggested that he better get home before something ugly
happened, adding that since it was a
vertical crack, maybe several hose
clamps would hold things together until
he got home. i hung up and forgot all
about him.
thursday afternoon, Freddie rolls up
to our front door on his Voyageur, hose
clamps and all. i did the math: -- 3 days,
800 miles -- and Freddie was ready to
get started tearing down his bike and
getting it fixed. our ace framebuilder
John sotherland worked on the bike
while Freddie told me his story.
he was riding to raise money for the
leukemia society, something he did
every year in memory of his mother,
who died of the disease. i learned all
about the Freddie story: how he was
born with about 30 percent of his cerebral matter dead; how he could barely
walk by the age of 4 or 5; how he discovered at age 7 that he could ride a bicycle, which he rode for hours around
the cul de sac in front his house (essentially a 150-foot circuit) for hours on
end; how he spread his range such that
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for most of his life, he was riding
50,000 miles a year, year in and year
out.
by the time of his visit, he'd ridden
900,000 miles and had the logs to
prove it.
Freddie shows all signs of being a savant. he says there's no way he can operate a computer. it's totally beyond
him. then he'll launch into a totally
lucid description about how cystic fibrosis progresses at a molecular level.
one thing i found quite remarkable
about Freddie is his sense of symbolism
and the meaning everything he encountered had in his life. though at
times he sounds like a religious skeptic,
i've met few people with his spiritual
intensity and his sense of personal
meaning.
it took us until saturday to get the repair complete and to send him on his
way. We were just developing our 1900
model, the adventure Cycle, so it
seemed like if there was ever a rider
more deserving of a sponsorship, Freddie was the man. i asked him to write
down what he wanted in a bike so we
could build it for him. it took a couple
of months to get it, but i received a
four-page, hand-written letter filled
with technical details of what he
wanted. in all those pages, he'd crossed
out only three letters.
in one of our many long conversations, he told me one of his dreams. he
said, "one of these days i'm going to
have a big party to give thanks to you
for all your help and i'm going to present you with the chainrings from my
millionth mile." he waxed on for 20
minutes on the details of the celebration: all the people he'd invite, how we'd
be sitting together at the head table and

so on. it sounded like yet another scene
out of Forrest gump. no shrimp boats
though.
over the winter, we built Ruthie iii
for him, which he was riding when he
reached his millionth mile a year-and-ahalf later. he was somewhere in the
middle of nowhere, west of the Mississippi.
at 183,000 miles on Ruthie iii he had
his big first accident, totally tearing up
himself and his bike. he could only do
28,000 miles the following year (1999)
while we built Ruthie iV, which he's
been on for more than 200,000 miles.
i'm proud not only that it's got more
miles than any other Waterford we’ve
built, it's got more miles than any bike
Freddie owns. it may even be more
miles than any single bike has ever been
ridden, though i've never researched
the topic.
oh yeah, and 10 years after we met,
Freddie invited me to his town in
northern new Jersey. the Chamber of
Commerce was honoring him for all his
fundraising work. there were 250 people there - quite a feat! there, in front
of all those people, just like in his
dream, he took the opportunity to give
me those chain rings, mounted on a
marble plaque with his trading cards
and all.
Fred's been one of the great inspirations in my life at a level you just can't
imagine.
~ Richard schwinn,
Waterford, Wisconsin, april 4, 2009
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the MaKe - do MeChaniC
We as much as anybody and more than any of you (well…) are fans of the clever, tidy, elegant solution (to add to the cliché); and
when we assemble your bike, we go to extreme lengths to find them. but when a problem presents itself on our own bikes, the
winning solution is usually the quick-n-dirty one, as this impromptu March 23 survey shows.

Here’s the bar to start. Nothing wrong with it, but I like the mirrors on my other bikes, and wanted one on this one, my main bike.

The clamp is attached, the end is snipped. you can see the
cork beneath the cotton. This is equivalent to the stage of
open heart surgery where the bypass is complete. The main
difference being, no actual arteries involved.

Problem: The thermos didn’t fit the water bottle cage,
so how does he keep his coffee hot?
Solution: Cut the top and bottom off a large water bottle, slip the thermos in. The rubber band is there…for
looks.
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Peel back the lever, get a knife and cut and unwrap until it’s like this.
This is equivalent to the stage of open-heart surgery where they’ve
cut open the chest and peeled the bones and skin away with clamps,
to give access. The big difference being, no clamps necessary, here.

Surgery complete, and all sewed up. This is totally, one hundred
percent comfortable, ergonomic, out-of-the-way, no problemo. The
extra tape and twine there are equivalent to waking up from open
heart surgery and discovering they threw in a Mohawk, no charge.
The long strand of twine gives you something to doodle with, and
we all need that.

Problem or challenge: Vaughn’s fender wasn’t long enough in front. He
wanted a few extra inches.
Solution: He cut up a plastic yogurt container and put a local coffee shop
advertisement on it, and secured it with twine to two holes in the fender.
This is about as low as we go around here.
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Problem: He rides at night, his crank fits
French-threaded pedals, but his Frenchthreaded pedals don’t have reflectors.

Problem: His handlebar grip
area was too short for normal
grips. Solution: Bar tape.
Solution:
adhesive dots. These are green.

Problem: His rims are
drilled for Schrader valves,
but he lives a presta-valve
life.

Problem: His plastic Simplex
down tube shifters broke, and his
bars (on this old, low-end Peugeot)
didn’t have enough room for thumb
shifters, and wouldn’t accept barend shifters.
Solution:
He mounted SunTour shifters to
the Simplex clamp.

Solution: He used a valve
that didn’t fit the hole. Too
small. He should have or
could have wrapped the
hole-heigh of the valve with
tape to fill in the gap, but
the no-tape method works
as long as the tire pressure’s
high enough.

Problem: He “shifted” his fender
rearward to give more coverage back
there, but it left a gap on this other
end.
Solution:He happened to have an old
fender scrap he could use, but just as
easily could have cut up a water bottle, or used the remainder of the yogurt cup Vaughn used for his
front-fender extension.

Robert - Problem: He shoulders his bike a lot in cyclo-cross and taking the bike up long flights of stairs. The
pump inside the main triangle would get in the way, would get pushed out.

Solution: a pump clip mounted to the seat
tube. The business end of the pump nests
in the crook of the chainstay-seatstaydropout. It holds fast.
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Vaughn’s version uses lED light bracket
and hardware found around the shop.
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t h i s F e l l oW i n V e n t e d

the

Wo R d “ b l o g”

Friend Gino and I were talking, and the conversation led to him telling me, “a friend of mine coined the
term “blog.” One thing led to another and here’s the story. Peter Merholz is his name. Take it away, Peter…
around May 1999, i was among a small group of people who published what were then called
"weblogs." We were link scavengers, annotating the web one site at a time. on a lark, i placed
in the sidebar of my site, "i've decided to pronounce the word "weblog" as wee'- blog. or "blog"
for short."
among my internet friends at the time were the good folks at Pyra labs. their business was
building software for project management, but, on a lark, over a weekend they built the first version of a weblog publishing tool. they called it "blogger." and as the success of their tool grew,
and the web genre that it supported, my word entered the common parlance. in 2000, the
new yorker published an article titled "you've got blog," and i knew the word had arrived. by
Peter Merholz

2004, it was selected as "Word of the year" by Merriam-Webster. —Peter

R e V i s i t i n g B e au s aG e
it’s pronounced byoo-sij, not “bow-sawzh,” and it’s beauty through usage. it’s not patina. Patina usually refers to environmental
degradation of metal that happens without use. age and environment may contribute to beausage, but beausage requires use.
beausage happens in high quality things generally made of natural materials; in high quality goods suffering for you but staying
in the game. sun-baked plastic and worn out polyester don’t have beausage.
old boots and blue jeans do an old hatchet handle, or pocket knife, or wear marks on an old camera are beausage. beausage
isn’t dangerous. a the crack in an axe handle is not beausage. the darkening and polishing of the axe handle’s wood is.
beausage makes things look better than new.

tape-beau

saddlenose-sage

here are some place it can show up on a bike:
tires that have been ridden in the mud and maybe
quickly but not fastidiously cleaned.
leather saddles darkened with lubrication and cracked
with age, yes. Cracked vinyl saddles, no.
Crank arms polished by shoes.
Rims that show brake pad marks.
bar tape that’s fraying and faded.

decal-sage

beau-rusty

superficial scratches in the paint, torn decals.
Chromed baskets rusty at the bends.
bike bags faded and dirty, and curled leather straps with
buckle-marks.
beausage is a useful concept that can help cure you of an
obsession to keep the bike spic-n-span. use it, don’t abuse
it, and you’ll get beausage, not abusage. Remember, it’s
pronounced byoo-sij; rhymes with blue midge, goo-ridge. get it out there in the air.
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getting CaRs

to

sCooCh oVeR;

there’s an old bicycle-safety saw that says “be predictable,” but it’s not a slam dunk. your first task is to stay
alive, and unpredictability can help.
When you’re riding on a bike trail and there’s a wobbly
child on a bike ahead of you—or an unleashed puppy or toddler, you’re extra careful passing, because it’s unpredictable.
When drivers aren’t sure what the cyclist was going to do,
they were more careful around them. Wouldn’t you be more
careful driving around a wobbly rider?
british psychologist, cyclist, and traffic researcher ian
Walker has done the most comprehensive studies to date on
how motorists and cyclers interact, and he says motorists
give more space to helmetless riders, women, and riders in
civilian clothing.
he speculates that unhelmeted riders get more space because drivers figure helmeted riders are more experienced,
and less likely to swerve or freak out when they pass close.
Maybe women get more space because they’re seen as
more vulnerable, or society will hate you more if you hit one.
Maybe it’s the “women driver” stereotype. Maybe guys don’t
want to be scolded by a woman for passing close; or maybe
female drivers like to see other women out there on bikes,
and don’t want to do anything to scare one of their own.

The Safety Swerve & Saliva to the rescue?
as you’re riding down the road and you notice a car coming up about two or three seconds back, wiggle a bit, or
swerve just for an instant out toward the car lane. don’t do
it so close to the car that you’ll shock the driver, don’t do it
if there are cars coming toward both of you in the other lane,
and don’t try this if you aren’t the captain of your bike. or,
if you’re uncomfortable with the safety swerve, give yourself

and

helMets

a little shake, as though you’re shaking out the stiffness and
are totally unaware that you’re in traffic. or spit to the left,
but not at a car. you may not be the spittin’ type, but understand the spirit of this notion, and tailor it to your own
situation. spitting too late and too high at a car full of thugs
is not “tailoring” it properly.
as for the civilian clothes: it must be that riders in civilian
clothing are, like unhelmeted riders, regarded as less serious
and less predictable. Maybe drivers identify more with people who wear the same kinds of clothing they do, and dislike
those who don’t. Xenophobia kept our ancestors from making friends with the predatory animals and unfriendly tribes.
Just because a guy’s behind the wheel of a car doesn’t mean
he’s completely free of those ancient tendencies.

Helmet note that is not anti-helmet, but
could be easily twisted to seem that way
helmets and bike safety are always part of the same discussion, as they should be. helmets are one of the more
complicated, divisive topics in bikedom, on par with health
care and the war. on the wear-your-helmet side, there’s no
denying that styrofoam between head and pavement helps in
a hit, and that is one powerful argument.
but it is not the only argument in town. statistics tell us
that whenever helmet use is mandated, bicycle use plummets, and when there are fewer riders, there’s less rider
awareness from drivers. and then there’s the controversial
notion of risk-compensation: the tendency for a person to
take more risks when using safety equipment.
if you wear a helmet, wear it level and correctly, and as
much as you can, pretend that you’re not wearing it at all.

Fending oFF Fido
If a dog chases you and you can’t escape it —
1. look it right in the face and shout like you’re the boss.
2. spray with water from your bottle.
3. use loud air-horns right in their face; and dog-spray.
4. if you’re off the bike, use your bike as a shield.
5. Climb. i had to climb up a big cement fence post once to
escape two dogs who would’ve gotten me otherwise. a guy in
a truck stopped to shoo the dogs away, and barely made it back
into his car before they got him. the whole thing is: dogs can’t
climb, and you’d better be able to. onto a car, even.
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The classic dog-fender offer is a frame pump. i don’t
know of anybody who’s ever actually bonked bowser with one,
but it’s comforting to have. When it’s between a small-brained
animal with big canine teeth and you, a little spray can even
the odds. For the record. nobody loves their dog as much as i
love mine, so don’t write and say i’m anti-animal.
Consider this, too: if it’s a little nipper or an old grizzled dog
acting out his final fantasy, go easy, even play along. but if you
have a big fresh dog biting your loins or your face, you’re dealing with its inner wolf, so use your inner monkey-man.
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a ModeRn PResidential histoRy oF the Road biKe
Top song/artist:
1969: aquarius/ the Fifth dimension
1970: bridge over troubled Water/ simon
& garfunkle
1971: Joy to the World/three dog night
1972: american Pie/don Mclean
1973: Killing Me softly With his song/
Roberta Flack
and the Oscar went to:
1969: Midnight Cowboy
1970: Patton
1971: The French Connection
1972: The Godfather
1973: The sting
Economic factoids:
average income: $9,400
ave. house: $21,300
gallon-o-gas: $0.36

the nixon-agnew era road bike was a
general-purpose bike with ten speeds &
drop handlebars. you could put a rack &
fenders on it, and tires up to 35mm. it
could handle any road, any weather, commutes, and short, local tours. these days
we’d call it a “Country bike,” just so it
wouldn’t get lumped in with truly unversatile road bikes. but back before the age
of bike categorization, it was just a ten
speeder, and you rode it where you
wanted to go.
the frame was usually carbon steel,
which on the totem pole of bicycle steels
is a notch below the chrome-molybdenum (CrMo) steel used on the bikes only
rich kids or racers could afford. Most
frames were made of thick-walled high
carbon steel tubes and weighed seven or
eight pounds. this grade of steel starts
out weaker but are always thicker to compensate. the thickness plus the metal itself means the tubes can take more heat
with less degradation, and the postbrazed/welded strength is plenty sufficient for any kind of riding.
Racers and other high-end bike aficionados turned up their noses at
noCroMo steel, but the bikes held up
and for the most part continue to hold
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Richard Nixon
1969-1974
Headlines: Vietnam • Watergate • Roe v. Wade
Typical rider age: preteens; then teens post e.d.
Most bikes made in: us, France, england
Most bikes cost: $65 to $170
Popular brands: schwinn, Peugeot, Raleigh
Frame materials/constuction: lugged steel, or the
schwinn way (still mysterious). no tig
What’s new in bikes?: ten-speeds were new. drop
bars, gears, and so on.
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: the first eaRth day in
1970. teenagers were sick of Vietnam, scared of the draft, most had missed hippiedom, and earth day filled a need to do something for themselves before going to
college or war. in the mid-‘60s, nobody over 12 bought or rode bikes. earth day
“required” kids to get to school motorless, and kids complied, and got reintroduced
to bikes in the bargain. Many e.d. participants continued to ride bikes and as they
aged, split into new markets. today, old guys who start riding bikes are influenced
by same-aged riders who got into it on the first few earth days.
up. they weren’t pounded for 10,000
miles a year, but to make up for that, were
often dismounted on the fly, or carried
another person on the rack in back.
(about twenty years ago when huffy
was still in flower, i was at a shimano
event and riding a shuttle bus and talking
with a top huffy fellow. i forget exactly
how the conversation got steered this
way, but he said, “our customers don’t respect their bikes and so they treat them
like #@&*!. they may not be chomemoly and what-not, but let me tell you—
they take a beating and they hold up!”)
back in the pre-‘80s there were lots of
cheap & poorly executed artistic touches
to make the bikes look fancier: thin,
semi-fancy chrome caps affixed to plain
fork crowns to give them a “fancy, highend” look from across the street;
chromed lower seat stays, chain stays, and
fork blades; painted panels, and head
tubes; pin-striping, head badges fastened
with rivets, and i’d even say glorious
graphics. it was as if the staff graphic
artist went to town, but then the staff
bean counter dumbed down the execution to fit the budget. i’d say there’s an
opposite approach going on today, with
more effort applied to things outside the

bike—distribution, marketing, promotion, and sometimes brilliant paint, but
zero details.
When those ten speeds were all over,
and especially once you were exposed to
better bikes, they were easy to denigrate.
now that they’re gone and their equivalent priced replacements are fat, loud,
and detail-free, it’s easy to get swoon over
their skinny tubes and interesting artistic
details, even if the execution wasn’t all
that fine. Cheap bikes have always copied
expensive ones, and but most of today’s
expensive bikes are poor role models for
today’s cheapies. they could learn something about art from the old cheapies.
(We do what we can, and i’m proud of
the way our bikes look, but the graphics
and details—not execution—on a 1963
J.C. higgins beats our bikes hands down.)
those were the road bikes of the nixon
years. the bike market consisted mainly
of sting-rays and other one-speeds, with a
few three-speeds and only the rare tenspeed. Couples in their thirties and forties bought bikes for their pre-teen
children, expecting those children would
quit riding when they became teenagers,
because that’s what teenagers did.
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The First Earth Day Influence: Not to be underestimated, by a long shot
a seminal (seminal: “of, relating to, or
consisting of seed or semen”) evolutionary event was the first earth day:
april 22, 1970. it may be a stretch to
suggest without earth day, the bicycle
world as we know it today wouldn’t
exist, but it wouldn’t be much of a
stretch—and i happen to believe it.
a bicycle industry would exist, of
course, but it wouldn’t be the one we
know. Maybe old guys wouldn’t ride
bikes. Maybe something else would
have kick-started it in another direction; we just don’t know.
the first earth day got tens of thousands of non-cycling teenagers back on
bikes for at least that day. all of them
aged, and many never stopped riding.
Maybe you’re one of them. but even if
you’re not, you probably owe your reintroduction to bicycles back to earth
day, 1970, because you must have been
influenced by earth day participants or
those influenced by them.
earth day 1970 was the first green
day, and it came on the heels of race
riots, the Vietnam War, Watergate &
tricky dick, and growing environmental concerns and a highly publicized oil
spill—all of which miffed peaceniks.
they were ready for something positive
to celebrate and defend, and the environment was it, so earth day—which
was all about positive solutions anybody
could take part in and not negative
problems none of us could influence—
was warmly received. the bicycle connection was that school kids all around
the country were told to get to school
and around in general without motors.
it was a bigger deal then than it seems
now, because in 1970, teenagers didn’t
ride bikes. (if you were the exception,
allow yourself a proud, private moment,
and please don’t write demanding a retraction—because the statement is
largely true.)
if kids didn’t have a bike for earth
day, they bought or borrowed one. Participation was high, and many of you
took part. in 1970 i was a sophomore in
a high school of 1600. before ed (still
earth day, the seminal event, not the
unseminal ed) only one kid at my high
school of 1600, Mike busbee, rode his
bike to school. but on earth day at
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least 400 more did, and at least 200
continued to for the rest of the year and
the next two years that i attended. the
percentage of repeat customers in my
school may have been higher than average, but all over the country, ed got
teenagers on bikes again, and many of
never got off. it is key to everything
that’s happened since.
earth day lead to new companies and
a revitalized industry that now catered
to teenagers who wanted bikes with
gears and racks, suitable for riding not
just to school but most places a car used
to take them. bikes such as these were
always available, but they were considered too expensive and largely too large
for kids, so they were hard or impossible to find in Joe blow’s bike-lock-Keyand Mower shop.
schwinn Varsity sales skyrocketed. at
$80 each, they were affordable, and
they lasted forever. Varsity riders graduated to the Peugeot uo-8 riders ($95),
and Raleigh supercourse ($100 or so).
these euro-brands introduced riders to
other bikes from France, italy, and england, and to a better (fancier) world of
components. bicycle riding is an equipment-intensive sport (unlike, for instance, body surfing or basketball), and
i think we’d all agree that to a certain
extent, passion for parts fuels passion
for riding. the ball was rolling furiously,
picking up influences and gathering
momentum along the way, branching
out here and there.
six years later, in 1976, there were several thousand bike riders in their teens
and twenties ready to ride the first
bikecentennial tour across the country.
six years earlier, no chance. this new
and huge interest in touring spawned
dozens of companies specializing in
bags, racks, panniers, mirrors, shoes,
helmets, and clothing. Many of them
are still around (blackburn, Cannondale), many had a nice run and folded or
were absorbed into other companies
(eclipse, Rhode gear, blackbottoms).
at the same time and at the same
rate, the bicycling media exploded. bicycling and bike World, the two main
mags, went color and big time, and had
terrific articles—general, introductory,
and technical—which in many ways

would shame what’s out there today.
Rider-technician-engineer-writers introduced new enthusiasts to the inner
workings of the bicycle, making them
more comfortable with mechanics and
heading out on their own.
the formative years of touring lasted
from about 1976 to 1980. touring was
accessible to so many people, and when
you have a huge gang like that, it’s only
natural that some will start wondering
how fast they can go. american bicycle
racing really started taking off around
1977 or so, and many of its new converts
had their fling with distance and now
wanted speed.
Frame building blossomed, and within
a few years american builders—notably
albert eisentraut, bruce gordon, tom
Ritchey, Matt assenmacher, Peter
Mooney, bernie Mikkelsen, Mark nobillete, Peter Weigle, Richard sachs,
tim issacs, just to name ten quick and
off the top of my head—were creating
frames that raised the world standard
and put american builders on top. up
to then, the european frames set the
pace, but it was an easy pace to set in a
market that was largely ignorant of
what constituted a really fine frame,
and tended to swoon over anything
with a foreign name. i’m not saying the
early ‘70s Colnagos and so on weren’t
good; but they weren’t in the same class
as the top american frames. they impressed an unsophisticated audience,
and still have charm and swoon factor,
but they weren’t as good. they lead to
much better bikes.
in the years from 1970 to now, bicycle
riding has grown from a pipsqueak
acorn sprout into a big old oak tree,
with factions on every thick branch,
and mini-factions on every skinny
shoot. it’s hard to absolutely nail the beginning of it all. you can keep going
back to the invention of the bicycle, or
even further back to the hobby horse
that lead to the bicycle. but the key
point here is that bicycle riding in
america, for the most part, was in a rut
until 1970, when first earth day
dragged it out and gave it a push that’s
lead to everything that’s happened
since. at least, that’s my take.—grant
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Gerald Ford 1974-1977
Top song/artist:
1974: the Way We Were/barbara streisand
1975: Rhinestone Cowboy/glen Campbell
1976: Play that Funky Music/Wild Cherry
1977: star Wars theme song
and the Oscar went to:
1974: The Godfather II
1975: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
1976: Rocky
1977: annie Hall
Economic factoids:
average income: $14,000
ave. house: $35,000
gallon-o-gas: $0.55
Techie Widgets:
Pocket Calculators & Microwave ovens

as ed-riders aged into twenty-somethings, they continued to ride; and many
of them bought bikes with their own
money—for the first time ever. the whole
industry was revitalized with the prospect
of selling young adult americans decentto-upscale bikes. bike clubs formed. bike
magazines and organizations were born
flourished, supported by new and old
manufacturers and new and old distributors reaching out to the new young-adult
market.
bicycle touring, and therefore the whole
bicycle movement and market, got kickstarted in the summer of ‘76 when around
4,000 riders pedaled coast-to-coast on
the new bikecentennial route—inspired
by the country’s bicentennial. some of
the aforementioned companies were
ready for it, some barely missed it, but
when one rides across the country, one
tends to not be intimidated by ten-mile
rides after that, and so almost all of the
cross-country riders continued being riding their bikes.
My girlfriend and i rode across the
country that year (i was 22), and of the
hundreds of other riders we saw, probably
90 percent were between 19 and 26. it’s a
safe bet that most didn’t ride bikes seven
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Headlines: bicentennial • solzhenitsyn • Patty hearst • hank aaron • ali &
the Rope-a-dope • oPeC • string bikini
introduced • Jimmy hoffa • elvis dies
Typical rider age: 20 to 29. thereabouts.
Most bikes made in: Japan, France, england,
us, italy
Most bikes cost: $130 to $220
Popular brands: schwinn, Peugeot, Raleigh,
Motobecane, trek just getting popular.
Frame materials/constuction: lugged steel, more CrMo (chromemoly) tubing (better).
What’s new in bikes?: nothing worth mentioning. as ten-speeds became more popular, more competition made more decent ones.
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: the bicentennial was
the impetus for bike Centennial, a diy cross-the-country bike ride started
by an organization of the same name, which provided day-by-day planning
& logistics guides so you wouldn’t get lost. More than 4,100 mostly teens
started it, half of them finished, and once you’ve ridden 4,200 miles from
here to there, you’re comfortable on a bike forever. Many were earth dayers who’d continued riding since ed-1.
With touring popular, many new companies were born to supply the bikes,
racks, panniers... Quality was improving, and good gear was plentiful.

years earlier, and were re-introduced to
them on ed; and an even safer bet that if
they didn’t start again with bikes on ed,
they were at least influenced by others
who did.
so many new tourist resulted in so many
new touring bikes and touring gear, and
lots of companies sprouted up to fill the
needs. some bikecentennial riders repeated the next summer, and others took
on other tours and became lifelong
tourists. still others had enough of touring after riding all the way across, but still
liked bikes and riding, so got into dayrides, commuting, and racing.
these other inspired more bike styles,
including the sport-touring bike, a lighterduty tourable bike that was zippier on the
road, but still good enough for the occasional tour. i guess it was about like a
hilsen or hillborne or Rambouillet, in
that way. (ours are better, make no mistake.)
and then lots of bicentennial vets got
into racing, giving that branch of riding a
huge shot in the buttock.
bikes got better real fast, and the market was now mostly 18 to 24 year olds,
spending their own money on better
bikes that for the most part weren’t even

available before ed, and that their parents wouldn’t have spent the money for in
any case. , and getting better ones. With
no ed, chances are bicentennial wouldn’t
have had the participation that created
the markets that created the manufacturers that created the better gear.
tons of new companies emerged in the
mid-‘70s, and some that were nearly unknown got famous. some are still here,
some are gone: blackburn, Madden,
eclipse, Kirtland, specialized, trek, Cannondale, burley, eisentraut, bruce gorden, Ritchey, Merckx, avocet, Rhode
gear, Citadel & Kryptonite locks, bell,
skid-lid, bailen, & MsR bike helmets,
bullseye, Phil Wood, emily K clothing,
grab-on, belt-beacon, and the world famous bike-a-boose (kid trailers).
eisentraut particularly was building before ed, but the market for high-end custom frames was microscopic. tom
Ritchey was never a tourist, but certainly
many of the ed riders that stuck with
bikes got into racing and wanted something good became his customers (at one
time i owned five Ritcheys, so i know
this was true in at least one case). Most of
the others in that list were mid-‘70s to
early-‘80s touring-centric companies.
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Jimmy Carter 1977-1981
Headlines: three Mile island •
hostage Crisis • olympic boycott • Jim
Jones/Kool-aid • Camp david accords
Typical rider age: 20 to 30
Most bikes made in: Japan, us, england,
France
Most bikes cost: $200 to $280
Popular brands: Raleigh, trek, specialized,
Cannondale, Peugeot, schwinn
Frame materials/constuction: steel (mostly lugged), tigged steel, growth
of tigged aluminum
What’s new in bikes?: nothing new
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: thRee things: 1. the
1979 movie breaking away debuted and was a hit. every bike Centennial rider
and ten friends and thirty others saw it. i thought it was stupid, but have
friends who started riding because of it. 2. Right on the heels of breaking
away, american youngster greg lemond—following a glorious few years of
racing as a teenager in the u.s.—went to europe and started winning races
there, too. the bike media pumped racing, and fueled the racing-bike movement. touring was out; racing, in. 3. the mountain bike was introduced. in a
year and a half, the touring bike would be dead.
the movie breaking away came out in
1979, starring dennis Quaid (who later
bought an Xo-1, and so did Meg Ryan)
and Jack earle haley as two of the local
dumb rock-quarry kids who slay the imported college rich kids in a bicycle race.
i walked out of that movie about halfway
through after one too many technical inaccuracies, but it is an absolute established fact that it got a lot of teenagers
onto bikes, so good for it.
by the early ‘80s, Japanese bike makers
had hit their stride in quality & efficiency.
this, combined with a weak yen & strong
dollar, allowed labor-intensive, artsy
touches like pin-striping, chrome, & different color head tubes even on midpriced bikes. the best year of all to buy a
mid-priced bike—and by that i mean the
year when bikes offered the most for the
least; the year when the Japanese makers
had hit their stride making sporty-touring
and general road bicycles; when the bugs
were out not only of the frames, but of
the parts, too. and a year later, in 1985,
there was a…well, i may raise some hackles with this one, but i’d call it a great
cheapening. the exchange rate worsened
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Top song/artist:
1978: stayin’ alive/bee gees
1979: My sharona/the Knack
1980: Call Me/blondie
1981: bette davis eyes/Kim Carnes
and the Oscar went to:
1978: The Deerhunter
1979: Kramer versus Kramer
1980: Ordinary People
1981: Chariots of Fire
Economic factoids:
average income: $15,000
ave. house: $49, 300
gallon-o-gas: $0.65
Techie Widgets:
Mobile Phones, VCRs

horrifically, so that
in 1985 a dollar
bought only 60 percent of what it bought
in 1984, and there was a commensurate
reduction in manufacturing costs, in
order to maintain prices. on top of that,
indexing landed, and i may be a stick in
the muck about this, but indexing wasn’t
the godsend it was made out to be. it was
plenty easy to shift without it, and the
Japanese derailers—suntours and shimanos—had evolved to the point where
they outshifted Campy derailers that
costs four times as much.
What indexing did (i would say, heaven
forbid i should voice an opinion), is
change the mindset from one of “i’m
going to practice so i can learn to shift
smoothly” to “i pay good money, i expect
perfectly performing products.” it made
riders lazy, and to a large extent, we’re still
in that, what can you do for me? mode.
the early ‘80s also brought us greg
leMond, a Reno, nevada rider who
cleaned up in america in his teens, and
turned pro as soon as he could, and
started winning over there, too. his success had a huge impact on racing over
here. before greg, racing was mostly for

guys who couldn’t play ball sports, but
after greg the number of racers grew, and
this created new opportunities for manufacturers and magazines.
the bike magazine scene was at its apex
in those years, with three big-time fulltime general purpose cycling magazines
out there: Bicycling (still exists), Bicycle
Guide, and Bicycle Rider.
if you’ve got nothing but time and spare
money, you could do worse than search
out ancient issues of Bicycle Guide on ebay.
it represented a level of journalism that
the bike industry had never seen before,
and in a general purpose magazine, hasn’t
seen since. the staff of ted Costantino,
doug Roosa, Keith Mills, and John
dervin (under Publisher bill Fields) have
gone on to other jobs since the magazine
folded when, as i heard it, a major advertiser pulled a year’s worth of ads after it
didn’t get its bike on the cover that final
year; but whatever the story, that was a
great magazine, and one of the best
things, along with leMond, to come out
of the Carter years.
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Top song/artist:
1982: i love Rock & Roll/Joan Jett
1983: every breath you take/the Police
1984: like a Virgin/Madonna
1985: We are the World/usa for africa
(Michael Jackson)
1986: that’s What Friends are For/dionne
& Friends
1987: livin’ on a Prayer/bon Jovi
1988: Roll With it/steve Winwood
1989: blame it on the Rain/Milli Vanilli
and the Oscar went to:
1982: Ghandi
1983: Terms of endearment
1984: amadeus
1985: Out of africa
1986: Platoon
1987: Last emperor
1988: Rainman
1989: Driving Miss Daisy
Economic factoids:
average income: $21,000
ave. house: $78,2000
gallon-o-gas: $1.25
techie widgets: PCs, Macs, camcorders
in 1985, Reagan removed the solar panels Carter had installed on the White
house roof, and right around this time
racing and racing bikes really took off.
With suddenly so much competition,
manufacturers tried to stand out with increasingly radical race-oriented designs,
and with each ante-up, the bike became
more race-specific, less real-world useful.
at about the same time, mountain
bikes were introduced in a big way. the
Ritchey-Fisher-Kelly-breeze-and whoever else wants in on the start were exciting people, and specialized introduced
its stumpjumper in (all of this is from
memory), 1982. i don’t think it was any
earlier. it cost $1,000 and was lugged.
the next year there was a tigged one for
$750, and univega and i think Ross also
had mountain bikes (in ’83). by 1984 every
major brand had them, they were starting to eat into road bike sales.
the mountain bikes back then were
made for blasting around the hills and
having fun in the woods, not racing. they
were conservatively built, and typically
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Ronald Reagan 1981-1989
Headlines: aids • Challenger blew up • iran-Contra deal • stock Market Crash (‘87) • berlin Wall
comes down
Typical rider age: late 20’s to early 40’s
Most bikes made in: Japan, taiwan, us
Most bikes cost: $250 to $500
Popular brands: Raleigh, trek, specialized, Cannondale, Panasonic, schwinn, Miyata
Frame materials/constuction: steel (lugged till ‘86), aluminum, titanium
What’s new in bikes?: titanium, mountain bikes
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: greg lemond’s success led to
a huge upsurge in racing, and with the touring bike dying and soon dead, the racing bike took over. early ‘80s, shimano went nuts for aerodynamic parts. Wacky,
they failed. the mountain bike became mainstream, everybody and his uncle-inlaw had one, every bike maker made them at all price points, and the mountain
bike near-killed all road bikes. this is what happened, really.
the only way the road bike stayed alive was as a racing bike. the non-racing road
bike, holy cow, nobody bought ‘em, and manufacturers made them only out of
habit, but in dwindling numbers. tig-welded (non-lugged) steel bikes dominated
the steel bike market; other materials gain tonsa ground.

weighed 28 to 30 pounds. nobody ever
complained; because they were ten
pounds lighter than clunkers, and had
lower gears and better parts, and it was
understood that yes, if you want a bike
for rough-riding, it’s going to weigh more.
as mountain bike racing took off,
mountain bikes adopted more road bike
attributes. i was part of that. When i designed the 1986 bridgestone Mb-1, it had
the shortest chainstays (42.5cm) of any
mountain bike. it had the steepest head
tube (72°) of any production bike, and it
was the first production mountain bike
to have quick-release wheels front and
rear, and toe clips and straps. i was proud
of it at the time, and it was a home run in
the market, and shifted mountain bike
design more toward racing. i’m not saying it was a seminal bike (see above), but
it proved at least that mountain bikes
could be racier than they were, and sales
wouldn’t suffer for it.
by the mid-to-late eighties almost all
mountain bikes were tig-welded (to cut
costs as a result of the dollar’s devaluation

in May 1985). this had a big influence on
road bikes, because lots of the new
mountain bike riders handn’t been road
bike riders before that, so they weren’t
into lugs at all, didn’t even know what
they were. in a few years when they came
to buy road bikes, the idea of a tig-welded
one wasn’t as repulsive to them as it
would have been to their big brother in
1981.
another way those mountain bikes influenced road bikes was sizing. Mountain
bike riders bought small bikes (by road
bike standards) because, to make a long
story short, mountain bikes are different,
and the smaller sizes work. but then
when these mountain bike-only riders
came around to road bikes, they couldn’t
handle going from a 19-inch mountain
bike to a 23-inch road bike, so they
bought 21s, or the metric equivalent.
in other words, they bought bikes too
small. not everybody, but there was an
epidemic of that, and that epidemic lead
to longer seat posts (not a bad thing, but
not a fully good solution to a problem).
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George H.W. Bush 1989-1993
Headlines: Persian gulf War • Rodney King
beating
Typical rider age: 30 to 45
Most bikes made in: taiwan, us, italy
Most bikes cost: $300 to $600
Popular brands: trek, giant, specialized, Cannondale, some schwinn & Raleigh
Frame materials/constuction: steel (mostly
tigged), aluminum, titanium
What’s new in bikes?: Mountain bike suspension
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: Mountain bike suspension, introduced in 1990. Caught on immediately, changed mountain bikes from funcycles to high-tech, performance- and competition-oriented (downhill) bikes.
it wasn’t just boots-and-plaid wearers in the woods anymore; it was superherowannabes doing stupid stuff on bikes, and relying on the suspension to get them
through it. normal people going wack-o on bicycles, heavily armored. ski resorts
opened up during the summer, so riders could get lifted to the top, then come
tearing down. this is a harsh take on the happenings of the time, but it’s not far
off base.

by the late 1980s mountain bikes had
become the bike of choice for Joe average, and road bike makers were frettin’.
along the way, they’d adopted as many
mountain bike influences as they could
stomach, in a hope to get crossover riders, and the effect on road bikes wasn’t
entirely positive—at least from the traditionalist’s perspective.
steel was dying in the market. lugs
were almost entirely gone except on custom bikes. technology (suspension and
new radical designs) were often credited
with making mountain bikes so popular—
it seemed every four months or so there
was something new and wild to love or
hate about them—and road bikes, in
comparison, were relatively stagnant.
the stagnation soon vanished under a
cloud of smoke, and out emerged radical
frame designs, super light frames, newer
materials at lower price points, and an
emphasis on racing that continues to grip
the road market.
by the end of bush i’s reign, lugged
steel bicycle frames were so much on the
outs that they were considered nostalgic.
i was at bridgestone then, and we had
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one more year of them—1994—and then
we closed up the american office.
i think sometimes people can hear this
or look back now at it and think, “too bad
it couldn’t have kept going.” but if there
had been a 1995, it would have been miserable for me and ultimately bad for
bstone’s legacy, because there was just too
much pressure (internal and external) to
change and be like them.
i’m sure the 1995 bike line would have
presented a mixed message to bridgestone fans, and disappointed those who
came to expect some fairly well thoughtout quirkiness from them (us). We’d have
had some familiar styles that cost bridgestone in Japan more to make than they
wholesaled for; and then there would
have been trek ones to appease a certain
percentage of the sales staff and dealers.
the catalogues would have been totally
different. those were just hard times for
road bikes, and the road bikes that grew
from it were supersonic jet-bikes, with
racing clearances, weights, and proportions that didn’t play well with the recreational rider. they’re still the norm, and
still don’t.

Top song/artist:
1990: Vogue/Madonna
1991: More than Words/extreme
1992: end of the Road/boyz ii Men
1993: dreamlover/Mariah Carey
and the Oscar went to:
1990: Dance With Wolves
1991: silence of the Lambs
1992: unforgiven
1993: schindler’s List
Economic factoids:
average income: $27,500
ave. house: $120,000
gallon-o-gas: $0.97
techie Widgets: Cell phones

Sidebar just on Bridgestone
bridgestone continues to be Japan’s
biggest bike maker, most of them are
made in China, and not at all like the
ones sold in the u.s. bridgestone in
Japan is the big bland corporate bike
maker whose size dictates its strategy—to make everybody’s bike, from
tots to oldsters, and at affordable
prices.
it is quick to hop on trends, to sponsor teams to win credibility among
young riders and others who like their
kin all over the western world, want to
ride what winners ride—no matter that
winners ride what they’re paid to.
deep in the bowels of bridgestone
there is a core of riders with traditional
tastes, but they have little influence.
With the exchange rate as it is,
there’s not a snowball’s chance in heck
that bstone will reenter the u.s. market. the only way that would make
sense—remaking the Xo-1, Mb-1, and
Rb-1 and selling them direct, with a
four-person us team in a funky little
office somewhere with cheap rent—it
just takes too much to coordinate, and
there’s not enough to gain.
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Top song/artist:
1994: the sign/ace of base
1995: gangsta’s Paradise/Coolio
1996: the Macarena/los del Rio
1997: Candle in the Wind/elton John
1998: you’re still the one/shania twain
1999: believe/Cher
2000: breathe/Faith hill
2001: hanging by a Moment/life house

Bill Clinton 1993-2001
Headlines: apartheid • diana killed • o.J.
trial • oklahoma City bombing • and the unabomber guy
Typical rider age: 30 to 45
Most bikes made in: taiwan, us, italy
Most bikes cost: $400 to $900
Popular brands: trek, giant, specialized,
Cannondale

and the Oscar went to:
1994: Forrest Gump
1995: Braveheart
1996: The english Patient 1997: Titanic
1998: shakespeare In Love
1999: american Beauty
2000: Gladiator
2001: a Beautiful Mind
Economic factoids:
average income: $32,000
ave. house: $113,000
gallon-o-gas: $1.16
techie widgets: internet explodes (in popularity)
the Clinton-years road bikes were increasingly unlugged. bikes under a thousand dollars were usually tig-welded steel
or aluminum. Russian elementally pure titanium frames were readily available (airborne—remember those?). and, for the
first time, carbon was cheap enough and
available enough to get a good lock on
the high end.
For the most part, the Clinton bikes
were the worst-designed road bikes of all
time. by that i mean they fit only skinny
tires, and most couldn’t fit a fender. by
now, threadless headsets had almost entirely replaced threaded ones, and with
them came the clamp-on stems that
make it so hard to raise the handlebars.
in the early Clinton years, it was hard
to even find brakes with sufficient reach
to design a bike well. Campy didn’t make
them, shimano didn’t make them, but
there were a few old shimano and Campy
brakes around any individual rider could
find. but nothing a real manufacturer
could use…and bikes were designed
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Frame materials/constuction: steel (mostly tigged), aluminum, titanium,
carbon fiber
What’s new in bikes?: Carbon fiber
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: Carbon fiber went semimainstream, at least at the high-end. aerodynamic wheels fat, few spokes.
Rivendell bicycle Works born in late 1994. it was minor but not invisible news at
the time. More significant to some than to others. below most radar, but not
super-stealth. it was what it was. how ya’ doin’?

around short-reach brakes, with all their
limitations. it was discouraging.
Finally shimano re-introduced a “standard reach” sidepull—a model it had quit
making a few years earlier—and that
helped us a lot. now i could design more
clearance into a sidepull bike, and with
shimano’s support, nobody felt too nervous about their future.
Rivendell started in late 1994. in March
of that year i and one other american
(brad stempel, sales manager) heard the
news that bstone was closing us down in
the Fall, but we had to keep mum until
the official announcement in June or July
(otherwise, the fear was, dealers who
owed us money wouldn’t pay).
i was scurrying about trying to figure
out what to do next. My oldest daughter
was almost six, my wife had another one
in the oven, we hadn’t been in our house
all that long, and the prospect of moving
was just too much.
as i alluded to earlier, the climate at
bstone-usa was changing, and had we
gone on another year or more, the bikes

would’ve been different and i’d have been
miserable. that fact alone was some consolation—i was being forced out of a job
that would have been pure heck even just
one more year.
i got job offers that would have paid me
a lot more than the $55K i made at
bstone. one offer was for $80K, but i
wasn’t interested in that company or the
kinds of bikes they made. i didn’t want to
be a rebel in any new company, and i didn’t want to have to bite my lip, so i
thought i’d start this.
the first thing i did was contact nitto
and ask if they’d support me in my new
work. yes, they would. then i contacted
Waterford about bikes, and yes, they’d
like to make ‘em for me. i went for a walk
in Marin with Richard schwinn, our first
meeting, and things went well.
When bstone closed, i got the bob
(bridgestone owners bunch) member
list—it was a group i and my department
there started, so it was only fair—and out
of that, i had an instant and excellent
customer base and a new life.
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George W. Bush 2001-2009
Headlines: 9/11 • afghanistan • iraq •
Katrina • sarah Palin/ Joe the Plumber
• obama/McCain campaign
Typical rider age: 35 to 55
Most bikes made in: China
Most bikes cost: $700 to $1800
Popular brands: trek, giant, specialized
Frame materials/constuction: aluminum,
titanium, carbon fiber, some steel--mostly
tig but some lugged at the high end.
What’s new in bikes?: Carbon fiber goes super mainstream. electric
bikes. laser-beam bike fitting!
What bike-thing or event shaped the future?: lance armstrong won 7
tours de France and jazzed people up about road bikes. everybody, even fat
people, dress like lance now and pretend to race. Carbon fiber forks, which
are dangerous snappers, are the default fork on virtually all road bikes.
“Road bike” comes to mean “racing bike.” Carbon fiber becomes the buzzword of the masses.
threadless headsets and clamp-on stems introduced, and all but kill the
quill stem and threaded headset. tires get super skinny. Wheels get fewer
spokes, and skyrocket in price (high tech wheels). the road bike is going to
heck in a handbasket...
the big thing in W. bush’s reign was
carbon fiber becoming the default road
bike frame and fork material, at prices so
low anybody halfway seriously interested
in a road bike could afford one.
i think a lot of makers will look back on
these years and wished it had gone another way. it’s hard to write about carbon
without writing about its failure mode,
which is sudden, and the danger inherent
with sudden failures. there are so many
bikes out there with carbon forks, and
they won’t last, and when they stop lasting, that’s when the fun stops.
oddly or not, the prevalence of carbon
fiber seems to have helped a renaissance
of lugged steel bikes. not at the popular
price points, but certainly at the unpopular, higher ones. lots of the newcomers
are graduates of ubi’s framebuilding
class, where you pay $2500 or so and
spend ten days in school and come out
with a frame you made yourself. a certain
number of graduates take to it and get the
gear and have the support or the money
to keep it going, and will eventually be-
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Top song/artist:
2002: how you Remind Me/nickelback
2003: in da Club/50 Cent
2004: yeah/usher
2005: We belong together/Maria Carey
2006: bad day/daniel Powter
2007: irreplaceable/beyonce
2008: low/Flo Rida and t-Pain
and the Oscar went to:
2002: Chicago
2003: The Lord of the Rings--The Return of the King
2004: Million Dollar Baby 2005: Crash
2006: The Departed
2007: No Country For Old Men
2008: slumdog Millionaire
Economic factoids:
average income: $43,000
ave. house: $136,000 to $200,000
gallon-o-gas: $1.46 to $5.00
tech widgets: iPod, iPhone, itunes, tons of digital cams, Flip Videocam, Myspace

come good builders, or good brazers, or
experienced, or something.
the thing about frame building—and i
am speaking as a non-builder, but as a designer who knows some of the ropes anyway—is that there is so much more to it
than brazing. brazing is just a fraction of
the making a frame.
there are good brazers who are bad designers. there are good designers who are
bad brazers. there are good brazers and
good designers who are bad fitters. there
are good fitters who don’t put the customer on the right kind of bike for their
weight and riding.
good brazing starts with preparing the
tubes properly, so the molten silver or
brass penetrates well, and the tube itself is
undamaged by the heat. good brazing is
fast, because speed comes with fluency.
but not all fast brazing is good.
good brazing also means brazing in a
way that maintains frame alignment as
much as possible. it’s especially important
at the bottom bracket shell. you can have
good penetration, but if it was achieved
through a brazing sequence that pulled

the shell out of square with the frame (so
that the left side is behind the right side),
or shifted the whole shell to one side just
a little, then although the penetration
may be thorough, the frame isn’t right. it’s
defects won’t show up on a frame stand,
but properly mounted cranks will be out
of kilter and you’ll be pedaling weird.
Fitting really took off in the bush ii
years. but for all of its technological trappings (including laser body scans), people
still end up on bikes that are way too
small way too often—and this is after a
$200 fitting session that ends with an output sheet of misinformation. We’ve all
seen the 6-ft, 210 lb. rider on the 16lb
56cm bike with 23mm tires.
Practical bikes were starting to get popular during the later years of the reign.
Partly inspired by French bicycle fashion,
partly by touring, and partly, i’m guessing
a reaction to extreme racing bikes, we
started seeing more mixtes, cargo bikes,
and inexpensive excellent tig-welded
bikes with practical clearances and stout
frames—like the surly long haul trucker.
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Barack Obama 2009Headlines: obama, health Care, the War, the economy, many famous people die
Typical rider age: even old guys ride
Most bikes made in: China
Most bikes cost: Road bikes ave $1300 to $1600
Popular brands: trek, spec., giant, Cervelo, scott, scattante,
Fuji, Felt, surly, bianchi
Frame materials/constuction: Carbon, aluminum
What’s new in bikes?: electromagnetic shifting
What will shape the future? injection-molded plastics, maybe called “thermoplastics”or
something else will be the big thing. it’ll be a way to lighten bikes and create frames with
molded compartments for batteries, chargers, electronic gear and lights. at first they’ll be
made in the u.s., but soon, China. they’ll be recyclable and will be touted as green. the first
ones will be lousy, but after ten years they’ll be pretty good. the new technology will allow
non-traditional manufacturers to become bike makers. in about 50 years, none of the current
bike brands will be around, unless they’ve been bought out, and the name kept.

hopes for bikes obama’s reign:
Well, i’d like to see bikes get
skinny again, because they work
fine that way, and look great. i’d
like to see steel make a comeback
in the popular price ranges (say,
under $1200), and it would be great
if it were given some respect, and
not just thought of as the stuff
grampa’s bike was made out of.
For selfish and unselfish reasons,
i’d like to see the dollar increase in
value against the yen. this would
help us and help you, but it would
also help Japanese parts makers
and frame makers. it was they who
were driving the repopularity of
bikes (along with schwinn and
Raleigh) back in the mid-to-late
‘70s, and it’s kind of sad to see how
the exchange rate has made it so
hard for them to export to the u.s.
i’d kind of love to see a nitto
crank, but it won’t happen, because, among other reasons, Mr.
yoshikawa worked for shimano
decades and decades ago, and he
doesn’t want to infringe. but imag-
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ine a nitto crank! it would be
made of mythril.
bicycle riders dressed in normal
clothes would be a welcome sight.
not just because so much cycling
clothing is wacked out, but because
i think it would help non-cyclists
see us as more like them, and if
that happens, maybe they’ll be
more likely to get on a bike. the
more riders there are, the more
awareness and politeness there is
from drivers.
i’d love to see more bike parking
in downtown areas, and i’m all for
car-bans on every other sunday
and things like that, in shopping
areas.
shimano could help matters if it
made a moderate group for normal
people. i don’t mean boring or lowpriced or lackluster; i mean, let’s
see some good-clearance brakes
(like the silvers); and make some
killer centerpulls, and fix the cantilevers, and how about a 110/64
crank with a non-super high QFactor?

one-inch threaded headsets and
their companions, the 22.2mm quill
stem, belong on more bikes than
you can shake a stick at, but they’re
almost gone from new bikes now
(except for ours), and that makes it
hard to get the bars high enough—
so lots of riders are uncomfortable.
along that line, i’d like to see a
trend to upsizing bikes, and a trend
away from normal riders thinking
they have to copy racers. normal
car drivers don’t do that, so why
not bike riders?
as i’ve said a few times lately on
the site and now here, i doubt carbon bikes as we know then now
will continue to exist in even five
years. several fork makers have
quit already, and maybe there are
reasons they’re quitting, i don’t
know. i know it’s wondrous material that makes impossible things
possible in some fields, but i don’t
see a bright future for carbon fiber
bicycles.
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eRiC KaRo’s netsKet & nannieRs
Riv member & practicalist Eric Karo came up with a ghastly functional way to tote stuffables and gangly things.
you zip-tie, tape, tie, or twine a normal basket net onto any handlebar, then you put stuff in it. I’ve carried clothing, books, food, and handlebars. It costs $8, weighs zero, holds soft things, things too big to fall through the
mesh, and even bulky things. Good job, Eric.

Netsket, Moustache H’bars, using a clip from the net.

Two basket nets. Join them however you like. In
this rig, we’ve just folded bar tape in half and
wrapped it around and tied it off in a few places.
The hooks that come with the net go on the sides
& on top, for easy loading & hooking to the rack.

Netsket, Moustache H’bars, Vaughn’s shirt. Put one on, and
you won’t take it off.

Shown here empty and with zip ties holding the
sides closed. It’s better to use the hooks. Easier to
load.

Netsket with drop bars, shirt, and carrying albatross bars. It
is not waterproof, dustproof, windproof, or anything- proof,
but it holds stuff nicely, and sometimes that’s all that matters.

But does it make sense?
sure does! a basket net costs ten dollars. a full set of
rear netanniers would be $40, and that’s getting up
there, but it’s still way less than the cost of real panniers, and it’s a system that works.
More practical for most, though, is just one sketnet
on the handlebar. it’s not in the way, it weighs next to
nothing, it’s only ten bucks, it holds thing, and some of
things it holds, a bag won’t, and a basket won’t, well.
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Using the hooks, the Nanniers contain the load and
hold it to the rack. loading is a cinch. It looks like
heck, but it works great. you’ll figure it out.
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June and Greg Siple put in miles on the Campbell Highway.

alasKa south thRough the yuKon,
on the Way to aRgentina, 1973
by June Jenkins siple. Photos by Dan Burden

For another, longer look get ahold of the april 23 National Geographic . —Grant

hemistour was the first american bicycle expedition to travel the length of the Western hemisphere—18,272 miles from anchorage, alaska to ushuaia, tierra del Fuego, in argentina. it’s the
longest land route on earth, and we pedaled it between June 16, 1972 and February 25, 1975. twentynine cyclists rode varying distances, including dan and lys burden (8,628 miles to salina Cruz,
Mexico), and greg and June siple (18,272 miles). originated in 1966 as “Project 66” by dan, and
dubbed “hemistour” by greg in 1968, the ride garnered financial support from sponsors, cyclists,
family, and friends to promote american youth hostels, inc. and bicycle touring—June siple.
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till nursing a strained right
knee, i dismounted to push my
35-pound ten-speed Peugeot
PX-10 loaded with about 40
pounds of camping gear, food, and
clothing up th e last steep sections of
taylor highway, in alaska. Coming
closer to the yukon territor y in
Canada with every hard-won mile, we
tackled steep foothills, one after another, and frustratingly lost elevation
on each short downhill, but somehow
gained altitude overall. near the border the gravel road would rise to 4,515
feet, higher by 429 feet than our
biggest pass in alaska, then blend into
“top of the World highway” on the
yukon side.
at our slow climbing pace, a pestering squadron of mosquitoes, black
flies, and deer flies easily kept up,
buzzing around exposed arms, legs and
faces to attack unguarded skin. With
every hour closer to noon, the mounting heat sweated off bug repellant, and
retarded progress, while a lack of roadside creek water in the area made
quick, cooling road-side face rinses impossible. My rear derailleur cable had
slipped, forcing a walk. to keep me
company, dan hiked along and we
chatted more than a mile, swatting
bugs. We could empty water bottles on
ourselves to cool off, but that would
waste scarce water meant for drinking.
With no low gear to battle the hills,
i’d been killing time, trudging along on
foot until greg, bearer of the group
tool kit, could catch up. i tried riding
again once the slope softened, managing third gear, do-able on the lesser
slope. lys passed me, perspiring and
red-faced like the rest of us, but
gamely pushing on. once greg arrived,
we tightened the cable, the bike lying
in loose gravel just off the dusty road.
ahead of the pack as usual, our fifth
rider, John likins, would be at the
quasi-town of boundar y, alaska, already enjoying a breeze with his tundra
view above the tree line, and writing a
letter to his girlfriend.
newly determined to stay on the
bike, i zigzagged across the gravel road
from one shoulder’s bulldozed cut into
the hillside, to the opposite shoulder
on the drop-off side. i climbed more
gradually that way, rather than bucking
the steep grade head on and risking
greater insult to my knee. but i had to
be cautious with that maneuver, because it took me back and forth across

s
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the full width of the road, where i
could get slammed into oblivion by a
tourist RV. on this road, luckily, vehicles came along infrequently, but i
kept an eye on the road behind me
with a Chuck harris rear-view mirror
hooked onto my sunglasses. a sideswipe danger to cyclists, large RV mirrors were mounted so far out from
both sides of campers that they were a
danger in themselves. Meanwhile, greg
cranked his equally loaded bike
straight up the grade, stopping to
catch his breath at the higher altitude,
then cranking hard again out of the
saddle. agape at the view we seemed to
create with ever y foot of altitude
climbed, he enjoyed the unfolding
grand panorama of wild flower-speckled tundra, purposely keeping me in
sight behind him in case my cable
slipped again.
a cool determined wind picked up
incrementally the higher we climbed,
and we donned windbreakers at
boundary. gleefully finding mail, fresh
film, and dehydrated food we had
shipped to ourselves from Montana, we
splurged on hot coffee indoors at the
cafe, but were permitted to feast on
our own food. an impending rain
squall gracefully headed for the border,
dropping gray horsetail-like sweeps of
moisture, wetting the cafe windows.
not far down the road, we celebrated
our first customs stop at little gold
Creek with free pop and beer, courtesy
of the Canadian couple on duty. Pedaling onward into the yukon, greg and i
fell to the back of the group.
already worn out for the day, we
still had to reach the only spring in
this high country to camp. the promise of a 40-mile descent the next day
seemed unlikely. Motorists infallibly,
albeit enthusiastically, describe the
road ahead in rosy phrases like “it’s all
downhill,” but in a car the nuances of
hill and dale blend into a single grade.
We continued to blow out our leg gaskets on a long series of hillocks as we
finished 27 difficult miles to an oasislike camping spot on the flattened ruts
of an abandoned road at bruin Creek.
luxuriant Warmlite sleeping bags, designed by Jack stephenson of Woodland hills, California, offered a
comforting respite in our snug Warmlite tents. Winter ice remnants survived nearby in the clefts of an
abandoned road bridge, built logcabin-style.

having already ridden nearly 700
miles in alaska, we would do the same
in the yukon in 16-17 days, and log 5060 miles per day on the all-gravel
roads. but our main preoccupation, besides riding and eating, bothered us in
the tents at night. the potential for
bear attacks lay on our minds, and we
also worried about moose. often we
had to sweep moose scat out of the
way to pitch our tents. unpredictable
large animals 6-7 feet tall at the shoulder, with males weighing 800-1500
pounds, they might step on our 3.75
pound nylon tent at night. being trampled by a moose—what a way to go. although we hauled our food stores up
into trees at night, yukon spruce
seemed to be shorter and more slender
than the trees in our alaska campsites.
under our food burden, they sometimes bent over to almost touch the
ground, more of a bear enticement. as
the lightest sleeper, i would awaken at
least once at “night,” with the midnight sun providing light, and paid attention to ever y sound on my last
tentative visit to the edge of the
woods. little did i know that those
soothing sleepy night bird calls may
have been mo alling to each other, one
little chirp at a time, like sonar.
not expecting daytime animal encounters, especially in the tundra environment on top of the World highway,
we rode steadily the next day to get to
dawson City. airhorns, within easy
reach, hung on our handlebar bags to
warn others or summon aid. Many
folks, especially alaskans, were surprised at our lack of a handgun arsenal
for protection. but we hoped for positive wildlife sightings, and mellow
meetings with our fellow human beings. bear spray, not yet invented,
wouldn’t be on the shelves for another
fourteen years. our options were,
therefore, limited to luck, luck, and
more luck. not so comforting, but the
best approach was to think about
something else.
on a flat stretch of road dan and
greg happened to be riding together,
with dan just ahead. bursting from the
left shoulder edge, an animal came directly at greg, who was so surprised
that he inexplicably stopped and put
his left foot down, instead of sprinting
towards dan. the creature stopped its
rush abruptly at this impasse, and
reared up on its hind legs. greg, who
couldn’t think of anything else to do,
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lys Burden, Campbell Highway, yukon, Canada. Note: bike racing shorts, knee socks.

scuffed his shoe in the loose gravel repeatedly to scatter rocks as a distraction. Fortunately the stock-still
mammal high-tailed it back the way it
came. First startled, then laughing
with relief, greg watched the threeinch critter, a vole or shrew, disappear
off the shoulder. City boy meets
shrewzilla. that would be the closest
thing to an animal attack all the way to
argentina. hemistour, the big-time,
low-key bike expedition.
the flirtatious road continued to
toss us a little downhill, then slam in
an offsetting climb. When would we
descend to the yukon River on the fabled glorious downhill? We expected
John after 15 miles for a lunch stop, but
he had gone ahead, tempted by the unseen proximity of dawson City. suddenly, we descended sharply for 9-10
miles on a freshly-graded road, so i
braked lightly and often on the precipitous slope to avoid losing control in
the gravel. a spill would inflict abrasions taking a week or two to heal, not
worth the risk of a head-long descent.
My hands started going numb and
ached from the braking and tight grip
on the drop bars to maintain control.
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greg and i stopped several times to let
the rims cool, and so i could shake out
my hands to relieve the tingling and
pain. lys and i were hit by stinging
wheel-flung gravel that day from Clinton Creek asbestos trucks. Pulling
over for each rushing mini traffic jam
just off the ferry, i finally reached the
yukon River. it was flowing fast to the
bering sea in alaska, with the golden
city of dawson, population 700, just
across the roiling brown water.
Famed for its legions of hard-living
gold prospectors during the 1898 peak
of the Klondike gold Rush, then a
wild freewheeling town of 30,000,
dawson City would have become a
modern ghost town if the Canadian
government had not inter vened.
tourism had taken hold with the
preservation and restoration in 1962 of
the Palace grand theatre, where we
took in a play and a Vaudeville show,
the dawson gaslight Follies. Many
abandoned buildings had settled at
cock-eyed angles from permafrost
heave, and lay half-ruined along the
dusty, board-walked streets. unique
sites included a paddlewheel boat
graveyard back across the river, and

the yukon order of Pioneers
(y.o.o.P.) cemetery up on the hill behind town.
While dan and greg scrambled to
shoot pictures of the photogenic dawson with film provided by national
geographic magazine, the rest of us
did chores, wandered about town, or
relaxed for two non-riding days. interviewed on a local radio show to be rebroadcast
later
via
the
CbC
throughout the yukon, greg also
talked with a reporter for the Whitehorse star. i felt grateful for the first
recreational break we’d had since anchorage, as guests of the denning family in an old barbershop converted to
gospel hall. We had early-to-rise mornings to pack up our sleeping bags, eat
breakfast with the family, and make
way for bible school, all in the same
room.
around 10 P.M, rested, repacked
and ready on our last evening in dawson, we headed south 13 miles to camp
with plenty of daylight left. With only
14,000 residents in 1972, but larger
than California in square miles, yukon
territory presented a scattering of settlements no doubt tiny fractions of
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their gold rush era size, along the
north Klondike highway. We came
across these little towns a day or two
apart in bicycle travel time. a new
road, the dempster highway, being
built near dawson City north to inuvik in the northwest territories,
wouldn’t open for another five years.
Most bridges planned were still blueprint drawings—other wise we might
have been tempted to try for the arctic Circle.
hot mid-day temperatures of 80-90
degrees soon forced us into mid-day
siestas, and more riding in cooler
evening hours, as we pedaled along the
relatively dry, breathless land between
the MacKenzie Mountains to the
northeast, and coast ranges to the
southwest. although we did get rained
on from time to time, who would think
that, so far north, we would ride into
such gritty summer heat?
White and black spruce forests
dominated, and a forest fire flared up
in the distance, a routine part of summer life. We visited a fire camp to
shoot photos, and check out the
kitchen to talk to sooty men deprived
of sleep. a scattering of exhausted fire
fighters napped directly on the dusty
ground, yellow hardhats over their
faces to block the punishing sun and
heat. helicopters, noisy and constantly
in motion, slung out diesel-smelling
aviation fuel exhaust, and stirred workers to load or unload supplies amidst
blade-driven dust clouds.
as greg and i gained strength, my
bum knee hurt less, and we were able
to stay together more at the back while
maintaining a good pace. i carried the
beefy first aid kit and greg hauled the
heavy, well-stocked tool kit advised by
the braxtons. unless someone rode
off-route, practically impossible in this
north countr y where route changes
might occur once a week, we could
“sweep up” a broken-down bike or injured rider, and patch things up, barring major breakdowns like a pretzeled
rim or broken bones. Motorists could
be a possible source of help in a pinch,
but we had to be as self-sufficient as
possible and not rely on the passer-by.
no bike shops existed along our route
in the territor y, and no emergency
room until Watson lake near the
boundary with british Columbia.
back in the states, most people
following the news of our ride probably thought we were masochists to ride
on gravel. Why suffer needlessly? it
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just wasn’t done--few cyclists
would consider riding gravel for
even an hour, let alone 1,500
miles. during the early 1970s in
ohio where we grew up, recreational day rides, rallies, local
weekend group events, and
races had become increasingly
common, but were always on
pavement. extended tours of a
week or more, also on paved
roads, were rare.
our hemistour wheels, built
with the same size rims as
three-speed bicycle wheels, plus
Campagnolo nuovo tipo high
flange hubs, and Robergel
280mm spokes, were proving to
be virtually trouble-free except
for an occasional flat. built by
the braxton bike shop in Missoula, Montana specifically to
avoid problems on gravel
John likins pumps bike iron on the Campbell
roads, those wheels proved
Highway. after leaving Hemistour in Jasper, altheir worth daily. lucky to
berta, John rode 100-130 miles per day on a solo
have the shop on our side, we
ride to Winnipeg, Canada. Note Oxford-type
five had little experience on
shoes, Chuck Harris mirror on glasses.
gravel beforehand, but once
we grew fit, we came to prefer
gravel in many respects.
John, the librarian from Massachulike canoeists navigating a river, we
learned to read a road, and to work out setts who started with us in anchorour course. having developed such age, had legs like a Clydesdale. he
skills on gravel, it all became second took the lead at will, occasionally ridnature, and biking itself more interest- ing with dan for short stints, but easing than cruising along on trouble-free, ily churning forward again, kicking up
smooth pavement. Motor vehicles a mini dust rooster tail. We four
came past us more slowly on gravel, hemistour core riders stood in awe of
making it safer, in that respect, than his strength, although most of our fupavement. one could even hear a bike ture companions would also outride us.
rider coming from behind by the pro- he packed his Peugeot uo-8 neatly,
gressively louder crunch of gravel, and british style, set off by black socks and
freshly pumped up bicycle tires might full fenders—his “kit” all perched prepop a piece of gravel 15 feet away with cisely on rear and front carriers with
scarcely a wrinkle. as we requested of
a tight “pong” sound.
the yukon, with its open forested all our companions, John had prepared
valleys and distant bluish mountains, carefully, paying the braxton shop to
became the heart of our north-country custom-build hemistour 26 x 1 3/8 inch
travel. settled into routines after three (650b) gravel-hardy wheels for him,
weeks on the road, we became more and taking other suggestions to heart.
even though he had only carconfident of our goals. during a halfday break in Carmacks, ever yone in camped before, John exceeded our exthe grocer y store rushed to the door pectations. he installed three water
because it suddenly grew dark outside. bottle cages, including one to hold a
Colors deepened and the intense after- fuel bottle. With his british-built Karnoon heat abated instantly. a little rimor front carrier and canvas “soalarmed, i had just purchased chainsaw longe” front panniers, he evenly
oil to lubricate the bikes, and had no distributed camping gear, clothing and
clue that we were experiencing an 80- food. in those respects John was more
85% solar eclipse. an eventful day prepared than us. the rest of us had
overall, we clocked our first 1,000 only one water bottle cage apiece, an
oversight from last-minute preparamiles.
tions in Missoula. We core four lacked
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Dan Burden tops off group water bottles.
Not the best practice because of waterborne parasites, we drank freely from
clean-looking, fast-flowing streams in
alaska and Canada. Note blue jeans and
running shoes. This photo by Greg Siple.

June Siple takes a break. “Bike Safe” flags,
donated by Walter Carrell of Marion, Indiana helped with visibility, especially on
dusty roads and in low light conditions.

front panniers, still a subject of debate, but i broke ranks and had a set
on backorder.
our red nylon packcloth “touring
Cyclist” panniers, designed by Jean and
hartley alley of Colorado, traveled
along rough roads, snugly hooked to
holdsworth “Claud butler” rear carriers made in england. but, unlike John’s
neat packing, our loads went consistently akimbo. We had dedicated our
left-hand panniers to food and kitchen
gear. that way, packs tainted with food
smells could be hauled up into a tree at
night to avoid bear raids and rodent
damage. the right side, containing
only clothing and personal items, could
be heaved into the tent along with our
sleeping bags and t.a. canvas handlebar bags. as we ate the food, the much
heavier left pannier would go progressively slack, until we picked up a new
food cache at the next mail stop to replump it with edibles. sleeping bags
and pads, carried zipped together as a
pair by each married couple, topped
one spouse’s load, while the other half
hauled the tent, poles, and pegs. With
the food pannier full the sleeping bags
rode level, but after we gobbled up
most of the week’s supplies, the sleep-

ing bags would tilt downward across
the sagging pannier.
after re-packing the panniers at
food/mail stops, i typically hauled a
full load of 22 pounds of food in one
pannier, 12 pounds in the opposing
clothing pannier, 9 pounds for the handlebar bag, and 8 pounds for the two
sleeping bags and built-in pads. on a
full-load day i would, then, carry about
50 pounds on my 35-pound bike (including its racks, flag and full water
bottle). When adding a full one gallon
water cube to my load, typically in dry
sections or on short stints to camp, i
carried as much as 60 pounds.
so, i pedaled 65-95 pounds of bike
plus baggage down the road everyday,
or pushed it on foot up the steepest
hills, more awkward than staying in the
saddle. We enjoyed lighter loads with
ever y bite of food the group consumed. Weight distribution was as
non-sexist as possible, with close-toequal loads for all. and, if you had a
flat you fixed it. equality of the open
road.
by the end of the long dusty gravel
yukon “highways,” John’s curly dark
hair had evolved from a neat boston
trim job to wild locks with the tips
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June & Greg Siple guzzle water on a hot afternoon. In 1972 only the useless leather
“hairnet” racing helmets were available,
with the first hard shell helmet in bike shops
by 1975.

bleaching out. his packs had accumulated dust, and, total neatness aside at
last, an occasional display of freshlylaundered under wear festooned his
north-countr y rig. life in the yukon
progressed to a devil-may-care, laidback lifestyle, and we jumped into
lakes or streams at will to bathe on hot
yukon afternoons. dan, our most fearless open-air bather, recklessly plunged
into frigid lakes or streams time after
time.
We four intentionally left our
watches behind in Missoula, but John
gleefully retained his, crowing the time
each morning. our wakeup call was
often the only clock setting of which
we were aware all day. greg and i
fought back good-naturedly against
reveille by shouting back likewise
meaningless random numbers, “27!” or
maybe “49!” but he would not be
daunted. as a practical matter, however, the presence of a watch, very occasionally, could be handy, like hauling
a chain tool along. not necessary 99%
of the time, a watch would be indispensable for the 1%, especially if we’d
had a plane to catch, which we didn’t.
Cooking occasionally demanded a
timepiece. but John quickly found an-
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John may not have
been aware, but he
performed
another
function. as unofficial
trip
“buffer,”
he
helped divert our attention from each
other. our core group
had unresolved problems galore, many of
which came to the
fore during the nearly
three-year
planning
period, and traveling
together flushed out
plenty more. instead
lys Burden fixes flat Dunlop tire. They proved less reliable than of looking for a buffer,
Goodyear Rib all-Weathers, which carried Greg from alaska to we should have hired a
Montana without a flat. Hemistour Photo by Greg Siple.
counselor to ride with
us to Montana.
other use for the watch. not all that
besides the effort of riding our
far from the arctic Circle, we had day- bikes and performing daily chores, we
light all the time. With the lack of also expended nervous energy avoiding
night, we had to make sure we were our emotional backlog. as for greg
getting enough sleep. one couldn’t tell and me, only married two years, we
by the sun’s position whether it was 4 found ourselves unwittingly married
a.M. or 7 a.M., so we left it to John to again, to hemistour. We ha lost most
wake us. likewise, after a day of cy- of our independence, power to make
cling, one could be absolutely fooled decisions, and influence over the fuby the midnight sun effect—it might ture of our own married life. i felt
be 7 P.M. or 10 P.M. often still on the sorr y for John at times for having to
road during the cooler part of the put up with our foibles, but he apevening, we’d wonder why we were so peared to be blissfully unaware most of
tired. time to set up camp.
the time. and yet, so many wonderWe also regulated our day by fully compelling moments, and appealmileage, stopping to camp when we’d ing events seduced us into thinking
logged a pre-determined number of that someday, somehow, our problems
miles for the day, so we wouldn’t would just solve themselves.
overdo it. i crawled out of the siple
greg and i originally thought the
tent one evening, but quickly retreated first section of hemistour would be an
in surprise. it was daRK out there, ideal time to get our core problems
and startled me! i named the place ironed out. so, we suggested not hav“too dark Camp” in my journal. We’d ing other riders along until we reached
have to re-adjust.
Montana. because of the physical chaland although John’s propensity to lenges to bikes, gear, and riders on the
be off the front became an irritant, 1,500 miles of gravel to Missoula, not
even discouraging, we saw some humor to mention the other 1,600 miles on
in it, and advantages to the group had pavement, all four of us were conemerged in alaska. John evolved into cerned about breakdowns of unprethe lunch stop and camp site selector. pared riders. isolation, accidents, and
almost bounding ahead at full speed, weather extremes encountered in the
conceivably popping off spoke heads in north countr y could bring our core
his haste, he could take care of his own group to a halt temporarily, but for a
repairs in repose up the road, write let- “wing-it” type of rider it could be a
ters, read, and even nap, while remain- disaster. hemistour could advise riders
ing easily in the lead from breakfast to who wanted to join, but could not condinner. after nearly ever y meal he trol their preparation.
worked alongside greg to clean pots
all riders had to be financially inand dishes, the two exchanging quips dependent, and fully equipped, but
and stories. he gathered and cut fire- John easily passed muster. We had no
wood, and, even as the solo bachelor, reason to turn him down. in the end,
made an earnest effort to be part of the lys and dan prevailed, and actively
the group in camp.
courted other riders who might also
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act as a “buffer” between the siples
and the burdens on the first section.
but no other riders joined us. in the
end, John turned out to be a great addition to our group, and we were lucky
to have him, even though we usually
saw him only at meals and in camp. he
never held us back or balked at chores,
nor did he complain about the bugs,
the route, the weather, or the isolation.
i initially got flak for being too
slow in alaska, but as the group
evolved John turned into the object of
biker gossip for leaving us all so constantly behind. Probably just flying
high from being in the midst of a great
adventure, John seemed to revel in riding off the front. small wonder that a
lone bachelor, who had to camp at
night with two misfit married couples,
and longed for his girlfriend, would
want to create some distance during
the days.
along the Campbell highway
where we headed east near Carmacks,
we rode into an isolated world. For 362
miles not a single permanent building
did we see. it was like being out to sea,
no ports of comfort except our camp
evenings in cozy tents, one of us reading Klondike! from our librar y-onwheels. Mileposts became buoys, and
quaver y heat waves rose along the
horizon like salt water waves tossing
easy-weather whitecaps. the wind
could either fill our sails to push us
along, or punish us with a nor’easter.
at lunch stops our crew would gather
and reckon distant weather. days of
thinking and dreaming, riding and eating, blended one into the other.
the mere handful of vehicles passing us per day on the Campbell became
objects of interest rather than dread.
socializing with locals often took place
in the middle of the road, where a
pickup driver would stop and turn off
the engine, elbow hanging out the window. Whether he handed out welcome
snacks or drinks, or delivered a joke,
his settling dust plume would drift off
the road to add to already-dusty vegetation just off the shoulder. even big
rigs found time to stop.
but yukon roads consisted of a
maddening variety of gravel surfaces,
good and bad, and the Campbell, although it had been open to traffic only
four years, was no exception. these
northern roads suffer from surface
shifts caused by permafrost, and have
to be graded regularly or fall into wash-
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Greg Siple and John likins on the North Klondike Highway.

boardy, rutted, pot-holed disarray. Motorists would be flogged ever y which
way on a neglected road, nuts and bolts
shaken off and scattered like chicken
feed along the highway, which turned
into the flotsam and jetsam of the
open road. in alaska i found a
portable radio that hit the dirt, its
parts scattered along the shoulder for
20 yards. i patiently gathered the trail
of pieces, blew off the dust, and optimistically re-assembled it. Voila! i had
a working radio. a road grader working on the horizon could spoil our day.
to level a gravel road, graders scraped
the high parts down into low areas,
causing hidden wells of deeper gravel
that can flounder a cyclist. Freshly
graded roads meant loose gravel everywhere, and our daily goal of 50-60
miles took much longer to complete.
but a neglected road had well-worn
ruts we could follow, potholes we could
weave around, and often had hardpacked smoother dirt strips to ride for
short distances. our slow pace allowed
choice and precision of path through
the maze.
although we disliked washboarding, the hard-packed series of wavelike deposits from motorized use, it
could be fun if the troughs between
waves happened to match the wheel
base of our bicycles. in that case we
stood on our pedals and let the bikes
roller-coaster along, like Kentucky
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derby jockeys standing in their stirrups at the end of a race. Washboarding, which could rattle your amalgam
fillings loose, occurred at points of
motorized acceleration or braking,
usually on one side of the road at a
time. With light traffic we could sometimes switch to the opposite side to
avoid them.
Fifty pounds lighter than dan and
nine inches shorter, greg’s physique
and level of stamina came much closer
to mine, and his quirky sense of humor
made him an ideal riding companion.
talking constantly on the road, we
made conversations last for days. a
subject could be thoroughly explored
without the least boredom, especially
with a tailwind, when a days’ travel
turned to delight in our biker lifestyle.
on headwind days the chit-chat made
the miles fly much faster than with a
head-down grind. i sang girl scout
camp songs to lighten the way on long
downhills or when riding solo.
in our gravel road reverie we lived
in the moment. Fit and maybe more
content, our troubles were less able to
keep pace. but at Watson lake we
would have to start riding the dreaded
alCan (alaska-Canada highway)
southeast for a long, long way. the allgravel section, from Watson lake in
the yukon, to Ft. st. John, british Columbia, would be about 590 miles. dan
and lys, especially reluctant to bicycle

the alCan, had driven it with friends
in the fall of 1971 to research routes for
hemistour. they witnessed a bad
stretch, about 345 miles long, with a
poor surface and hilly terrain. More
semi-trucks, lots of RVs, campers, cars,
and dust, billowing dust, were hallmarks of the road, in comparison with
our little yukon by-ways. Worse, people drove at higher speeds on the wider
alCan, increasing the danger of sharing the road with motor vehicles. if
not covered with metal grates, or permanent grills to deflect flying gravel,
motor vehicle windshields would get
broken or cracked and have to be replaced. We were continually warned
about being hit by flying gravel: “What
are you going to do about all those
stones hitting you?” they would say.
We’d get hurt, we were crazy to do it.
While thinking it couldn’t be that bad
for slow-moving cyclists, we were definitely intimidated. higher prices for
supplies, more commercialism, and
harried travelers were other negatives.
Maybe we expected the worst, but
coming to the end of the yukon
seemed like the end of a world we
would never know again. then i talked
to a truck driver who changed ever ything. he knew of a back road.
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TOO BIG, BUT MayBE DaT’S
WHy IT FEElS SO GOOD.
I’M KEEPING IT.
i had a 56 sam set aside for me, but the 56s sold
out, so i gave up mine to a customer. i didn’t want to
be without a sam, and i could’ve gotten a 52 (i rode
the prototype a ton and liked it a lot), but something
possessed me to get a 60, and just shove down the
saddle and bar, instead.
the goal on any bike is to get the saddle and bar in
the right place, and once you do that, the size doesn’t make that much difference. except with the too- My pbh is 85 and the frame is a 60, and the top tube slopes up 6-degrees.
big 60, i can’t even straddle the bike, and that’s not a
used to a bar so high on a bike so big that it would make my
good thing. When i lift the front wheel up onto a sidewalk,
right-fitting bikes feel wrong.
i’ve got no lift-zone; and let me tell you, you want that lifti’d planned to put cantilever brakes on my sam, but the
zone.
shoved-down stem didn’t allow for smooth front cable routbut let me also tell you, it’s the most comfortable riding bike
ing, so i went with a V-brake up front and a cantilever (which
i own, and every bike i own is dreamy in that regard. i’m all
i’d already put on) in back.
for minimal exposure on the seat post, but this one is too minif i were out and about and saw one of our bikes set up this
imal even for me. over the years i’ve gotten used to more
way, i’d be bummed and ashamed. i’d want to swap it for a
stem quill showing, and i like it, but this one is shoved down
smaller size. i don’t recommend this, but i’m not going to give
far, because as much as i like my bar high, i didn’t want to get
it up, either.

Top left and right show precise hand-miters. Bottom left photo shows ingenious way to keep the rod from slipping. Bike as shown after a
successful Sub-24-Hour overnight in the local hills

aDD a SECOND TOP
TUBE TO aNy BIKE
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i wanted to try it. i’m not claiming anything wonderful about it, but i kind
of like the woody look down there, and i we’re getting used to double top tubes
on bombadils and the big homers, and i wanted one on my old favorite camping bike. i’d seriously consider this on a too-flimsy bike if i was going to tour
on it. so it’s not entirely a joke. not at all.
With more time and electronic tools, the fit-up could be a lot better. this was
a quickie.
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Teresa Rodriguez

Miriam lugo

Juan Marquez

Julie Rak

Russ Kaye

Sharmila Nadisan

yolanda Nieves
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here they are

View of Waterbury from the Greyhound bus.

Wat e R b u Ry l e at h e R W o R K s
Waterbury leatherworks makes our Sackville bags, and I went there in early March to meet the Waterburies.
Waterbury the town is about 45 miles southwest of Hartford, Connecticutt—insurance capital of the country.
To me, being born and raised in the S.F. Bay area of California, Waterbury looks like a nice old town, the sort of
which we don’t have here in the west with old buildings, and many of them, brick. I was glad to see that Waterbury leather Works is in the biggest, brickiest building I’ve even seen.

i

t’s a five-stories tall, shaped like a squared u. From the
early ‘80s to 2008 it was the home of Waterbury garment,
a thriving children’s clothing that took up the whole building. there’s a half-decent chance that some of you 50+ year olds
were tykes, some of your clothes were made there.

like Russ, ernest has bags in his blood, too. he was plant
manager for J & R handbags, a high-end women’s line, for years.
they’re a good team. in private conversations with each of
them, Russ said ernest was a good guy, and ernest said the same
about Russ. i like them both.

but the times don’t allow american-made children’s clothing,
so the big brick building now houses about fifteen smaller businesses, and as far as we’re concerned Waterbury leather Works
is the king of them all.

three years ago they had a booming business with 28 employees, stitching fine bags for a dozen or so companies. the
economy tanked, and now Waterbury is down to 8 employees
and fewer customers, and we’re glad to be one of them.

it’s an old company with a long history, but a newish name.
now general Manager Russ Kaye started it under the name of
C & R handbags (his wife is Cindy, and he’s R) in 1985, as a contractor for dooney & bourke, the super fancy lady’s purse company. his dad had a good position there, and dad imbued son
with design and manufacturing standards that serve them, and
us well, and—if you have a sackville you well, today.

have you ever looked at luggage made in the ‘30s, ‘40s, and
‘50s, when the machines were manned by helen, Ruth, ethel,
dorothy, betty, lucille, and Mildred? it’s a military level of quality fairly largely foreign to the 21st century. but it’s the house
standard at Waterbury still, but in this case it’s shamila, Minerva, yolanda, Julie, teresa, and Juan. Plus ernest and Russ.

then in 1993, Russ sold C & R to working-man’s tool belt and
bag maker Mcguire-nicholas, and continued to supervise the
manufacturing. i have a Mcguire-nicholas bag, and it’s all right.
three years later, in 1996, Mcguire-nicholas sold it to ernest
bentley, the current owner and other half of the pair i flew
there to meet in early March.

the work area is about 60 feet wide and 180 feet long, with
many vacant workstations. the work moves at a pace that
seems right for a crew that’s familiar and skilled in doing it, and
is not under the gun to overproduce. there’s no slacking, but
there’s none of the “can’t look up, no time to talk” pace that i’ve
seen in other factories. it’s a quiet workshop, and the eight
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left to right: Juan Marquez, yolanda Nieves, Julie Rak, Sharmila
Nadisan, Teresa Rodriguez, Minerva Echeandia, Miriam lugo holding the first Sackville bag.

Owner Ernest Bently, left; and Production Manager and
former owner Russ Kaye. The best two bag-maker/designers/prototype makes/idea generators/problem solvers
we’ve ever worked with, by a good margin.

Sewing the bags, melting the thread ends, installing a buckle.

workers know they’re the sole survivors of the economic downturn.
We went to Waterbury for the u.s. labor, and largely for the
quality of the bags, and their general expertise. they’ve made so
many different styles over the years, with every kind of flap,
pocket, sleeve, buckle, zipper, and combination imaginable.
We’ve worked with several bag makers over the years—and
tons of other makers for non-bag products. typically, you submit a design, and they make it. if there’s something difficult to
make about it, they’ll suggest a minor change to make sewing it
easier, but other than that, they just forge ahead. ernest and
Russ, to their credit, never take the path of least resistance and
always improve upon our ideas. they figure they’re the experts
on all bag matters; they’ve built hundreds of thousands of super
high-end bags in every possible design, they don’t want to make
anything funky.
they aren’t yes-men, either. When i suggest a detail or submit
a design, it stands about a 50-50 chance of passing. details i
overlook, they catch. Compromises i approve, they don’t.

is to end the stitch on the underside of the bag, where it won’t
show. this may have come about on $400 women’s handbags,
where a dangling thread might scare somebody off a high society woman. it wouldn’t scare me off, and it shouldn’t scare you
off, but they’re coming from the top-most reaches of the handbag market, so every sackville bag has underside thread-ends.
then they burn the nylon thread and smear it, so it won’t dangle or unravel. We’re really happy to be working with Waterbury,
and there are about eight more models we’re working on. everything happens slowly, but they’ll be good when they land.
Filling out the line
We need and will get a boxy handlebar bag, rear and front panniers (maybe dual-duty), a messenger bag, a daypack, and that
should do it. it never was and still isn’t the plan to make x number of bags; the new models just come up as the want arises. in
any case, the handlebar bag should be here by February 28; the
panniers, by mid-March, the daypack by april, and the messenger bag (we might axe this one) by mid-May. anybody who
knows us well knows that it won’t happen like that, but it is,
honestly, our intent.

Underside melted & smeared thread-ends
When you’re sitting there stitching a seam, at some point the
stitch has to end, and you cut the thread. Waterbury’s standard
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longa Chainstays, dey
helPa da sMall biKes

This chainstay is 45.5cm long, longer than the chainstays on most touring bikes, even biggies. The frame, coincidentally, is also 45.5cm. and
the bike handles incredibly. Brisky-frisky, no twitchiness, just great.

small bikes usually ride worse than bigger bikes, because they’re too reactive. it comes from being low to
the ground and short of wheelbase. longer chainstays
fix that, but most builder-designers think, “hey, small
bike, proportionally shorter chainstays.” those smallshort bikes fall too quickly, descend too squirrelly, and
are harder and less safe to ride.
Five years ago a custom customer ordered a bike, and
it was a 46. it had 46cm chainstays with 26-inch wheels,
and it rides like a regular bike. he bombs down the
mountain on it, and now our small bikes have long
chainstays. it’s the right thing to do on a small bike. you
don’t just maintain the proportions of a bigger one.

da sun, it baKe-a de sideWalls
skinwalls, in particular, turn brittle dryness when exposed
to enough sunlight. so, if you live in a hot place and ride
skinwalls, don’t store your bike outside. now, armorall is
supposed to protect tires from sun, and that may be your
salvation if you in tempe and must keep your bike outside.
Keep armorall off the tread, though, because it’s slippery
stuff. tires on display at trade shows are often shined up
with armorall to make them glisten. they have to be deamorall-ed before they can be ridden safely.
blackwall tires are way less vulnerable. they tent to weigh
more and look worse, but that’s the breaks.
The sun cooked this sidewall in about three months of summer
storage. This particular sidewall is especially tough, and has layers underneath still intact. But still; time to go.

tRiangles all aRound
Few if any can match our fondness for the dorky touring
triangle. it’s a lifesaver, literally, and unlike flasher lights, it’s
nearly as effective in the day as it is at night. Well, maybe not
nearly, but it still shows up great and gets you noticed.
We’ve taken to putting them on baskets, and why not? the
point is to be seen, and these work great. you may be thinking, “hey, aren’t motorists accustomed to seeing those on the
backs of things, and if so, won’t it make them feel funny, or
somehow endanger you if you put one on the front?” the answer to that is easy: i doubt it. When you ride through intersections, you need all the help you can get. triangles!
Baskets easily fit triangles on the side, too—and another on the
front. Imagine the possibilities when you have two baskets on
your bike. We are NOT just trying to pump triangle sales.
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Everybody who was into bikes in ‘83 recognizes this shot of Jobst Brandt from an avocet tire ad. He is riding down Haskins Hill on
Pescadero Road, between Silicon Valley and the Pacific Ocean, and still uses the same form and technique 27 years later.

CoRneR liKe

a

tRiangle

a bicycle is so inherently stable that at moderate speeds or in gentle corners, it lets you get away with bad
habits that will cause you to crash on harder, faster turns. It’s almost exactly like whacking slow-pitch softballs lobbed underhanded to you by your favorite niece, and then up steps Sandy Koufax and fires you a 90
mph fastball. Bikes are so easy to ride, if you can ride them, that your form tends to collapse when things
are not dire. This How To won’t change that, but it’s a good short course in cornering, and it may steer you
back on track.

your path
turn a corner the way a baseball player runs bases. as you approach the corner, drift outward by leaning your bike slightly in
the opposite direction of the corner. then, as you can see a bit
around the corner, cut it sharply, look at where you want to go,
because your bike tends to follow your eyes. Point your hips
into the turn. your hips are magnificently powerful steerers.
then, once you’ve done this and cut the turn, let the bike drift
outward toward the middle of the road as you exit the turn.
the non-baseball version: in the kind of parking that should
be called parallel parking but isn’t, you can’t just approach and
cut into it, or you’ll hit the other car. you have to swing wide,
then cut, and then all’s well. it’s the same with turning a corner
on the basepaths or the road. approach middle, swerve or drift
to the outside, then cut when you can see past the corner.
Solid line GOOD: the outer drift sets you up for a sharp
cut, minimizes the drift, shortens the path.
Dotted line BaD: When you don’t set up your turn, you
drift like mad (you could die) and ride more distance.
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Six body & bike positions. Pick one!
2

1

Mark abele &
Jobst Brandt
outer pedal down,
inner pedal up, legs
parallel with body,
outer pedal
weighted more.

Classic knee-out
like Mark & Jobst,
but inside knee
out. Weight the
outer pedal &
imagine catching
wind and pivoting
with inside leg. Jay
keeps up with tom
Ritchey with this
method.

3

Oppo-Phinney
not a bad way for
wet roads. if you
need more lean, tilt
the bike down so
it’s in line with
your body. too
conservative for
racers & Jobst, but
it works well.

4

5

Davis Phinney
the ex-pro leaned
his bike, kept his
body rather upright. if he needed
more turn, he
leaned his body.
unusual but it
worked for him.

Giulianno M.
ohio’s best descender leans, but tucks
his inside knee oe’r
the top tube to
keep his weight
oe’r wheels. Fastest
Mt. diablo descender i ever saw, even
in rain.

6

abe “Cranks Horizontal” lincoln

the best way on
dirt or bad surfaces. allows body
english mid-turn,
for more control.
Fine on roads, too.
easy to shift pedals
from this position.

Three other things you need to know before turning pro
1. Jobst (see left) sez brake in turns
“the old axiom "never brake in a curve" is all wet. Fast
guys always brake in curves …with a fine touch. at a 45°
lean angle, lateral force is 1g and trimming that with
0.1g braking gives a total traction demand of the square
root of the sum of squares of 1.0 and 0.1, which is
1.005g... or insignificantly more than just rolling
through the curve.”
i’m sure the Jobst’s math is right, but here: if you’re
shooting for maximum speed, carry speed into the turn,
feather the brakes as little as required to make the turn,
and stop braking at the apex, and coast on through.
that’s good technique at any speed, but you don’t always
have to brake for turns. sometimes you can slow down
enough just by sitting up and catching wind. and on
rides where you aren’t going for max speed but just want
to be reasonably smooth through the turn, brake more
sooner and coast sooner. nobody will pass you, because
you aren’t in a race.
now, if you’re going too fast midway through a turn,
you can’t finesse your way out of it, and all you want is to
save your skin: unlean the bike (put it upright), aim it
toward the edge of the road, sit back, and brake hard.
Recreational riding is not about maximizing your
speed and living a private fantasy, but good technique
means safer riding at any speed. Work on your technique
and the speed will come naturally, whether you care
about it or not. Ride within your limits, and don’t scare
yourself unnecessarily.
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2. Watch where you look
Because you’ll go there. Crashin’ rookies get scared
and look at the cliff, at the parked cars, at the gravel
shoulder, and ride there. this phenomenon, called target
fixation, is as real as real gets. you can’t help it. back when
we were monkey-men and monkey-women, those who
didn’t attend to danger got eaten. those who kept their
eyes off the prey mis-threw their spears, and riders who
don’t look where they want to go, don’t go there.

3. Steer with your hips
Former bstone salesrep and super Week race winner
Mike King told me this secret, and it’s the most amazing
thing. When you go into a turn, turn your hips into it.
you won’t believe what a difference this makes. unicyclists and no-hands riders do this all the time, and bicyclers should, too. this is the single best tip you’ll ever get.
if you paid $5 for this issue, you got your money’s worth
with that tip. if you’re reading this free online, you owe
five bucks, buddy boy. steer with your hips, hips, hips.
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This old Ideale saddle was the most swaybacked, ridge-y saddle of all time. Fixed with fine firm foam, it’s comfortable. Ideally, no
pun intended, the leather would be soaked and softened, then stuffed. The foam would prevent further sagging…as foam does.

This Ginzu II knife, bought new for $2.39 in the early ‘80s, is a superb implement for cutting foam. any bread knife will do.
and then for the smaller pieces, of course, a shorter blade does fine. Serrations are nice, but not necessary.

Re-PeRK a saggy saddle With CheaP FiRM FoaM
If you hang around leather saddle raconteurs, you’ll hear stories of Brooks saddles going on for
twenty years. But dead animal skin dries and gets hard and cracks and shrivels over time. you can
delay this with saddle covers and goop, and by tensioning the nose bolt and lacing the flaps. But all
skin, whether reptile, human, or bovine, eventually craps out. Scoff if you will, but you’ve sat on
leather-covered foam before— in expensive sofas and car seats. It works in bike seats, too.

Cheap firm foam can give a swaybacked saddle back a second, vigorous life longer than the first. as long as the foam
holds up, the saddle won’t strech.
the air space below the leather offers no support, so it lets
the saddle sag and stretch. stuff it with firm foam and it
can’t. and the saddles we’ve stuffed and are riding feel great.
i did it to my daughter’s b.18 without her knowing, and on
her way to the train in the morning, she said, “What did you
do to my saddle? it feels great.” it was saggy before, and i
just jammed a 3 x 7-inch wide right down the middle.

The hunt for fine firm foam
if you’ve bought a bike from us and kept the foam, you’re
rich in foam, unless you tossed it. Packing stores probably
sell some kind of foam. i doubt the saddle makers will develop their own stuffin’. there’s not enough money in it, and
they’d see it as admittance of failure, or something.
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We’ll sell you a nice, chunky little block of bike-packing
foam. Maybe there’s a better foam, but this works fine, and
we have no time to look.
Will blocking the air inhibit breathing? it’s not a surgical
fit, and i suspect there’s not a lot of air movement through
the leather, anyway. if your nose is stuffed and you open your
mouth wide and close your lips on a saddle, you’ll see how
well leather stuffed with oils or waxes breathes. in the name
of science, i’m proud to say i’ve tried. i recommend it to all
who say leather breathes.
anyway, so far we’ve saved six saddles, and improved the
comfort of each. Viva cheap firm foam!
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RR  late 
Scraps will surely fascinate
future archaeologists

Tapered nose helps it squeeze
past the seat post clamp

Broad area exactly
approximates the
shape of the back of a
saddle under which it
will sit.

The most comfortable saddle in the
world. a B.67 I cut
out too much. lost
support. Even lacing didn’t resurrect
it. The foam totally
saved it, and it’s
now on a friend’s
bike. I don’t care
who you are or
what your crotch
probs are—this
saddle is a pillow
crotch, and that’s
that.
Selle an-atomica are the comfort Viceroys, but they flex more
than Brooks. This one was totally saved by stuffing.

Now that Sella an-atomica and Brooks both have
cut-out saddles, it may occur to you to cut-out your
own. There are worse ways to spend five minutes,
and all you need is a sharp knife, an imitation Bic
pen to mark it with, and medium muscles. This
shape seems fine. Without the foam, too much
structure is lost in the cut. It might work well
enough to keep the pressure off a festering pustule,
but under a normal crotch it feels odd. a skinnier
cut would help a lot, but in this case, this was how I
cut it, and there was no going back.
So basically, I thought I wrecked it. The firm foam
fixed it, and it is now as comfortable as can be.
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Once you have your fine firm foam, go to it with a knife.
Smaller cuts are best handled with a smaller knife, but
foam is carver-friendly, and you’ll find you can do no
wrong. It’s best to start with too-fatta chunk. you can
force it into the space and it’ll stick. If you cut too small
and have gaps to fill, foam scraps do that just fine. The
hunk of foam is not a fist-sized raw diamond you’re trying
to cut for the Queen of Queensland, and don’t expect your
first attempt to be ultra-superb.

Emil here was riding a super-saggy B.17. First I laced it, then I
stuffed it. The shape is back, and he loves it.

Before stuffing, this Selle an-atomica was sagging to beat the
band…as swaybacked as the day is long…a hollow shadow of its
former firmer self. Stuffing took no time at all, restored its
shape, and it’s an everyday saddle again.

Cut a trough in the foam, for pustule-protection or just more
comfort? The saddle is your oyster rasa…explore away!
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Magnets here

Top has 4 D-rings. attach a
Cyco-active map, or tie elastic
cord on there and stuff a shirt
under it.

Both sides have a pocket that
opens & closes with a twistlock. The D-ring holds a shoulder strap for off-bike use.

The top secures with magnets.
No fiddling, clean & easy, and
they won’t wear out. Sorry!

The front has a zippered
pocket, and there’s another
one inside the back, for supersecret things.

a neW handlebaR bag, the saCKVille baRsaCK
it’s been years since we’ve had a handlebar bag in our line.
Competition in the handlebar bag game is pretty stiff, and we
mean that as a complement to the many top-notchers already
out there. Most of the niftier ones are the boxy French style—
basically a box with a flap and some pockets. so is the barsack.
the sackville barsack isn’t filling a niche that wasn’t already
jam-packed, but it is adding a nice one to the fray, and beyond
that, it has the look and quality of a sackville, because it is one.
boxy bags typically open on the rider’s side, to give easier access when riding, and so the wind will hold down an unsecured
lid, rather than blowing it open. so does the barsack. Most close
with elastic loops around hooks, a method that’s worked well
for sixty or more years and needs no defending. the barsack
rebels, and uses magnets.
We considered the pros & cons, the fears & concerns one
might have with magnets—weakening over time, not being able
to overfill the bag and have elastic stretch to accommodate—
but ernest and Russ at Waterbury have used these magnets on
octillions of women’s handbags for years, with nary a crap-out.
if yours is the first to fail, the d-ring on the back of the flap is
easily rigged to secure the flap; a backup you won’t need.
as for overfilling: use elastic on those flap-mounted d-rings
and stuff a jacket under it. at some point you’re confronted with
the fact that a handlebar bag is best suited to smallish loads and
gear such as snacks, gloves, sunglasses, small camera, wallet, cell
phone, a small tool kit, and a light windbreaker—and this bag
gobbles up all that. if you occasionally have to overstuff it, you
can deal. if you do it a lot, supplement it with a saddlebag,
trunksack, basket, or whatever.
Functionally & aesthetically, the magnets are magnificent.
they let you open the lid quickly with one mittened hand in the
dark, even if you’re clumsy; and the closure is secure. not to
denigrate elastic—which has been used forever & is replaceable
in a pinch. but in this application, we like ‘gnets even more.
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We tried three prototypes before the final. they included different openings, mountings, securings, and sizes. at first we
wanted a bag that didn’t need a rack. that has its appeal, but required complication in the rigging, and even when fully rigged,
was wigglier than we wanted.
so we went to an existing Minoura product as a bag-mount,
but it too had problems. so we went back to the nitto F15 boxy
Rack (now the barsack Rack), which we developed years and
years ago. the bad news: it costs more than nothing & more
than the Minoura thing. the good news: Mounting is slick, simple, and swift, and it holds the bag securely, with ample knuckle
room in back and plenty of hand and thumb room on the sides.
it is a • perfect • solution, and now we have to scramble to get
some in stock.
it’s the rack we sold with the old baggins boxy bag, years ago.
if you still have that bag, you can new-grade to the sackville and
use the same rack. if you’re starting from scratch, you buy both.
the barsack Rack (new name) requires a drop bar with a 26mm
sleeve. that rules out old cheap drop bars and modern ultrafat
racing bars, but rules in bazillions of halfway normal top-quality
drop bars, including the ones we offer.
the sackville barsack is a fine handlebar bag by any standard,
and comes in two super pricey scottish fabrics:
Dark olive cotton, stiff, dense, not oily, waterproof; and
medium grey ripstop cotton-poly, a hair lighter but still
with plenty of body, at least as waterproof, equally dense.
the barsack has three outer pockets (two on the sides, one in
front), and one zipped inside pocket. if you want a map case,
buy a Cycoactive one (we have them, $12). the bag is designed
for it, and it’s handy to have it removable—so you can strap stuff
on top when you don’t need the map, or replace it when it gets
cruddy. We include a shoulder strap which fixes easily onto sidemounted d-rings. there’s a highly reflective 3M scotchlite strip
across the front, as there is on all sackville bags, because every
little bit helps.
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shiMano’s neW 12 X 36 9sP

We expect this to be a popular one. Most of us here
are putting them on new bikes we build up. Ratios:
Count ‘em yourself ! you get the 12t, you get the 36t,
and the in-between progression is normal, smooth.

‘tis indeed rare when shimano comes out with something brand
new that appeals to grumpy us, but that wasn’t the plan so much as
an unintended consequence. this 36t 9sp cassette has all kinds of
good things going for it, and you should get one or two.
First, the 36t lets you stay in your middle ring longer. never a bad
thing, that. if you have a 36t chainring, you get a 1:1 without shifting
to the granny.
second, the small cog isn’t an 11t, but a 12t. now, whether 11t or
12t, hardly matters, but we and probably you also think a 12t is the
more useful if you aren’t racing.
third, it is entirely compatible with shimano’s existing mountain
& touring derailers. they’re rated to 34t—at least, that’s been the
case up to now—and you’d halfway expect shimano to require a new
derailer to go along here. but no. thank you, shimano.
Fourth & last, it’s cheap. about $45, whatever. it’s not $90.

don’t bRaKe W/RoCKs i
the braking surface shows scoring by a rock in the brake
pad. When the groove got deep enough, air pressure deformed the rim in two places, each about eight inches long.
disc brake fundamentalists could certainly use this as an
argument against rim brakes, but it’s really an argument
against rocks in brake pads. true, true, true—a disc brake
avoids this altogether; but we show this here because you it’s
unusual. i’ve seen or heard of this happening only about five
This don’t happen unless there’s a rock in the pad; and if there’s a times in more than 35 years of hanging around bikes. When
rock in the pad, it makes a scraping noise that, if unattended to,
a rock gets stuck in a brake pad, it makes a noise when you
you get used to and don’t hear anymore. Eventually the tire
brake. it’s best to stop and pry it out with a pocketknife, and
blows off the splayed-out rim, blam!
it’s good to do it soon, before you get accustomed to the
sound. that can happen. When my girlfriend and i rode across the country many years ago, well, when i got back a friend
noticed i’d worn 90 percent of the way through my front derailer cage. it was a thin and windowed cage (huret Jubilee derailer), but still. you’d think she’d have noticed the noise and told me, but nay, not so.

don’t bRaKe W/RoCKs ii
Cannot over ultra-reemphasize this.. another rim, another
rider.. there is not one thing wrong with this rim (designwise). it had so much potential. yes, rocks are a fact of life on
the roads and trails, but it’s good to attend to the sounds of
scoring. and th signs of it: usually there’s a bright line of
clean aluminum around the circumference of the rim, caused
by, you know, the rock. the best tool for surgical extraction
is the hole punch on a swiss army knife. but any blade’ll do..
another week of braking with a rock, and a big long strip of rim
would have become separated, and the tube would have
blammed.
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Putting youR FloPPed-oFF Chain baCK on using Roadside
debRis so as to KeeP youR hands Clean
Chain flop-off is a fact of life with most bikes, even finely tuned ones; although it is way more common on
the coarsely tuned. Don’t cuss when it happens; put it back on—while maintaining your spic-n-span hands.

it’s off. bummer!

common stick. thanks, tree.

It happens. More often on triples than on doubles. What
causes it? Three things: Bumps, the sudden slack caused by
a massive downshift, and I dunno what else. Something.

any stick, even one from a popsicle tree, will work. For more fingerless options, see way below.

full & total engagement on the small ring
it’s engaged down here now
Use the stick to lift the chain forward and onto the small ring.
The crank will rotate backward, and you just sort of go with the
flow and guide the chain onto the ring as you go.

Can’t find a stick? Where are
you riding? There’s always
sticks around, as part of the
agreement all animals have
with nature. But here are
some alternatives.
48
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It’ takes ten seconds when you get good at it. There are clamp-on
devices you can get to prevent the chain from dropping off the
inside. N-Gear makes one, and there’s one called the Third Eye.

it’s a chunk of bark

it’s a mini-pine cone

it’s a rock chunk

it’s a chunk of leaves
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ReCent neWs in the 650b tiRe

WoRld

To the dismay of the naysayers, 650B is well-established as the RC Cola of the tire-and-wheel world, with
much of the credit going to early pioneers and continuing supporters Jan Heine, Panaracer, Schwalbe, Kirk
Pacenti, and Velocity (for the rims). It is a practical and sometimes ideal wheel size for bikes that aren’t too
small or too big, and we’re glad, but not shocked, that it’s taken root.
Here are two newies, both made by Panaracer, each with its specialty, and we’ll stock ‘em both.

Soma New Express. Super tough midweight all-’rounder

417g
667mm diameter
you can’t see it, but the whole inner tire, bead-to-bead, is lined with a yellow kevlar “hypertext” (?) shield to both ward off thorns
and protect the sidewall from sharp rocks and box cutters. The chances of a sidewall blowout, even when the sun has baked the tire
years from now, are slim. Tread is the familiar Pasela tread, which seems good for everything.

Pacenti Pari-Moto. Super light event tire.

308g*
670mm diameter
Kirk (Pacenti) designed this as an “event” tire, but that doesn’t play fair with the tire’s capabilities. We’d call it a lightweight, puffy
road tire, good for general use with a nod (and certain concessions) to lightness.
*The sample shown actually weighs 291g, but with a 1.5mm tread thickness. Kirk says the production tires will be thicker—about
2mm—and the 308g listed here is a prediction.
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Fenderable with tires
up to 33.333mm.

Threaded headset and quill stem
also available, same price.

Shown with a threadless steerer, but also available with a conventional quill stem and threaded headset. Frame w/fork ($2,000),
or we can build you a complete bike with roadie parts (as shown) or the standard Rivendell fare—triple crank, bar-end shifters,
lower gears. Roadie version, about 20lb and $4,500; Riv Std way: 22lb and $3,300.

heRe’s a GOOD sPoRty ZiPPy Road biKe: the Roadeo
Maybe you’ve seen the new Roadeo on our site, maybe not. It’s our version of a club-rider’s bike, as opposed
to a pure racing bike. It’s every bit as “fast” as a pure racing bike, but about 20-times safer, more comfortable, more versatile, and because it’s those things, it’s more fun, too. To our way of thinking, right or wrong,
up or down, it is what a clubster ought to be on.
to say there’s not a problem with the
typical modern road bike is to be in denial. seriously—no joke, and not trying
to be controversial or mean.
a bike that won’t take a 28mm tire,
won’t fit a fender for riding on wet
roads, won’t let you get your bars high
enough for comfort, and that has a fork
made of a material notorious for its sudden failures—at prices between $2,000
and $7,000—well, that’s a problem.
Mark is our fastest guy, and he rides
with fast guys. he rides his custom
Rivendell cyclo-cross bikes with 3233mm tires on the roads and trails, but
thought we needed a bike more roadieish, with sidepulls. one that fit and was
designed for the stuff clubbies ride these
days—threadless headsets, clamp-on
stems, mainly. Mark is practical enough
to want a fenderable bike, because until
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global warming is complete we’re still
going to have rain and wet roads; but he
forbade rack mounts and other concessions to utility. he said, and he’s right,
that we have so many other bikes that
do all that, and so this one didn’t have
to.
by not having to, we could lighten the
tubing (saving maybe half a pound a
frame and so being more attractive from
that point of view).
•••
it’s a lot like the a. homer hilsen, but
isn’t as versatile. that part is oK. if you
have one roadish bike, get the hilsen (or
hillborne). if you want a bike with
grand Road Manners but with super
trail abilities and all-around usefulness
(rackable, haul stuff on it, still rides ultra
superbly), get the hilsen or hillborne.
but if you’ve got those bases covered

and have room for a stripped down
demon of a bike that you’ll ride with
clubbies or on solo spritzy rides where
you don’t have to take stuff and you
won’t leave the pavement, you won’t do
better than a Roadeo, because that’s
what it’s made for.
the default color is white, with red or
blue trim. other colors available, as long
as they go with the decals we have (red,
blue, or cream). our design, our lugs, our
all-that-stuff and made just for us by Waterford. Waterwho? Ford!
lead times vary from a week to three
months, depending on stock, paint,
quirks. as always, we’re happy to talk to
you, answer all questions, and help you
customize the Roadeo just the way you
want and need it.
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s hiMMy s hiMMy C OCO b oP, s hiMMy s hiMMy B OP
an inconclusive & therefore unfulfiling—but, cathartic— discussion of speed-wiggle. It must be said.
one of the few Mysteries du Velo i
can think of, and maybe the only one to
ever halfway stump cycling’s three
Wise Wons—brown, brandt, and the
great greek Papadopolous—at least in
the sense that i don’t think they’ve
chiseled their explanations of it in granite—is s-s-s-s-shim-m-m-m-m-m-y.
shimmy is democratic, thank goodness. every builder i’ve spoken to
dreads the topic like superman dreads
kryptonite, because it comes up in one
of these variants:
1. “i love my new bike, it’s just great,
thanks a lot…but i notice a funny thing.
When i’m going about 20mph with my
hands off the bar, the bike shimmies.
other than that, it’s great! What should
i do?”
2. i just got back from a tour on my
ten year old Connoisseur selectissimo.
i’m wondering—do frames go soft after
a while? because, funny thing, but when
i take my hands off the bar and give a
little shake, the bike shimmies. My
friend’s didn’t do it, and it’s a Cheapy.”
•••
some of the time it happens when the
bike is loaded heavy and high up front,
and when it does, the method of loading or the weight is blamed. but sometimes it happens on unloaded bikes.
Jobst says it tends to happen more in
cold weather, brought on by a shaking
rider with a death grip on the bars; and
that is has nothing to do with weight
distribution or hand-on/hands-off the
bars. he says bike length and saddle
height contribute to it.
your saddle height is determined by
your leg length so you can’t really do
anything about that. and wheelbase is
a result of design targets (chainstays,
top tube, head angle, fork rake, even
seat tube angle and drop), not a target
itself; at least that’s how i see it.
and big bikes (lots of vertical height)
always have disproportionately short
horizontal length as it is. Reeling in the
wheelbase while the bike gets bigger
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and the saddle height grows will result
in a bike that won’t fit or work well.
Jobst also suggests that perfectly
aligned bikes may shimmy more or
more often than misaligned ones, but
isn’t sure on that one. i’m sure the solution isn’t to make bikes a crooked on
purpose, so where do you go from here?
• • •
here’s what i think, not what i know:
1. if the top tube is too long, skinny,
or light for the rider and load, and the
speed is just right (usually about 18 to
20 mph), and you’re doing the wrong
things with your hands, the bike may
shimmy. i b-b-b-b-believe this because
the 1992 62cm Rb-1s shimmied, the
1993s didn’t, and the only diff was the
top tube, which fattened to 1 1/8-inch.
that’s not good science, but that’s what
happened.
2. if the headset is adjusted perfectly,
the bike may shimmy. a reader wrote
about this once, and suggested the fix is
to snug it some. it seems to work.
other accused culprits include untrue wheels (they have to be super wobbly to have this effect), asymmetrical
loads, and too light wheels. i’ve accused
them myself, but now i recant.
My atlantis, built in 1997 or early
1998, has been ridden a lot and especially a lot heavily loaded on dirt trails
in the local hills; and commutes, and
regular old rides. there couldn’t be a
better-riding bike on earth, but i can induce shimmy if i have a big load in back
and i hook my thumbs over the bar
next to the stem and pointing toward
me (it’s as awkward and unnatural as it
sounds, and painful). i came upon this
position when i was goofing off, and
the bike shimmied within three seconds. i changed positions and it
stopped. i can’t make it shimmy with a
normal grip, or even another abnormal
grip anywhere else on the bar. i even
hooked my pointers right next to the
stem and hung on, but no shimmy.

that’s not the only time a bike will
shimmy. loaded bikes ridden no hands
will often shimmy at speeds greater
than 16 mph, but that’s just apollo
telling you keep your hands on the bars,
be the master of your ship.
this needs an abrupt conclusion, no
matter how unsatisfying it may be. a
satisfying one would leave you with
knowing, but i’ve already said that i
don’t know, so how could i pull that
off? My unsatisfying conclusion:
if the bike is reasonably stiff and
straight and nothing is clearly wacky
about the geometry—and here i’m not
talking about a little more or less trail
than you may think is absolutely proper,
or a degree or even three of head tube
angle; i’m talking about stuff so wacky
i can’t even put it into words—then i’ll
bet you a million amoebas it won’t
shimmy 99.9 percent of the time you
ride it. When it does, change your grip.
shift your weight. load it differently.
hold the top tube ‘tween your knees to
make it stop. do not think your bike
has a mysterious perfect storm of nuancical details that culminate in a bugaboo. no bike in a third World country
shimmies.
i’ve talked with people who’ve had
super stiff, oversized aluminum bikes
shimmy, which suggests frame stiffness
isn’t a factor; but then why did the big
Rb-1’s stop shimmying when they took
on thicker top tubes and nothing else
changed? Jobst—and i realize i’m quoting him out of proportion to sheldon
and the greek, but he’s had a lot more
to say about it—he says when the bike is
leaned slightly, the gyroscopic force of
the front wheel twists the top and
downtube. Would a double-top tube
bike resist shimmy? i don’t know.
last thoughts: Change your grip,
pedal the pedals, or touch the top tube
with your knees to stop it. be the commander of your ship, master of your
bike, slayer of shimmy. also, don’t ride a
loaded bike at high speed, no hands.
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siX PoeMs

by

stuPendous Poets

Poems, for the most part, haven’t rhymed for the past century and a tenth. To me, a poem that doesn’t
rhyme has some explaining to do. It better have something going for it, and if it’s something I can get, like
a good story or beat or a quirky use of words that strike a chord, then OK. But you can’t just lay down oneword lines and say it’s about a feeling. We misplaced The Raven entries from the last issue. It has been a
while, we rearranged, and they got lost in the cleanup. This is the poetic substitute. —Grant

The Girl of Cadiz
oh never talk again to me
of northern climes and british ladies;
it has not been your lot to see,
like me, the lovely girl of Cadiz
5although her eye be not of blue,
nor fair her locks, like english lasses,

and frigid even in possession;

and should her lover press the plain,

and if their charms be fair to view,

she hurls the spear, her love’s avenger.

their lips are slow at loves confession:

and when, beneath the evening star,

but, born beneath a brighter sun,

she mingles in the gay bolero,

For love ordain’d the spanish maid is,
and who, —- when fondly, fairly won,
enchants you like the girl of Cadiz ?

or sings to her attuned guitar
of Christian knight or Moorish hero,
or counts her beads with fairy hand

how far its own expressive hue

the spanish maid is no coquette,

beneath the twinkling rays of hesper,

the languid azure eye surpasses !

nor joys to see a lover tremble,

or joins devotion’s choral band,

and if she love, or if she hate,

to chaunt the sweet and hallow’d vesper;

Prometheus-like, from heaven she stole
the fire, that through those silken
lashes
in darkest glances seem to roll,
From eyes that cannot hide their
flashes:
and as along her bosom steal
in lengthen’d flow her raven tresses,
you’d swear each clustering lock could
feel,
and curl’d to give her neck caresses.
our english maids are long to woo,

I Missed His Book But I
Read His Name

alike she knows not to dissemble.
her heart can ne’er be bought or sold
howe’er it beats, it beats sincerely;
and, though it will not bend to gold,
‘t will love you long and love you dearly.

in each her charms the heart must move
of all who venture to behold her;
then let not maids less fair reprove
because her bosom is not colder:

the spanish girl that meets your love

through many a clime ‘t is mine to
roam

ne’er taunts you with a mock denial,

Where many a soft and melting maid is,

For every thought is bent to prove

but none abroad, and few at home

her passion in the hour of trial.

May match the dark-eyed girl of Cadiz.

When thronging foemen menace spain,

— George Gordon (Lord) Byron, 1809,who,

she dares the deed and shares the danger;

despite a clubfoot, was a good swimmer.

“ah, anantanarayanan —

“in Xanadu did Kubla Khan” —

i’ve heard of you. the Times once ran

aloud to me all day. i plan

though authors are a dreadful clan

a notice on your novel, “an

to be avoided if you can,

henceforth to be an ardent fan

unusual tale of god and Man.”

i’d like to meet the indian,

of anantanarayanan —

and anantanarayanan

M. anantanarayanan.

M. anantanarayanan.
Would seat me on a lush divan
i picture him as short and tan.
We’d meet, perhaps, in hindustan.

and read his name— that sumptuous
span

i’d say, with admirable elan ,

of ‘a’s and ‘n’s more lovely than
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—John updike, 1990s
anantanarayanan’s book is titled,
the silver Pilgrimage.
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Kubla Khan
in Xanadu did Kubla Khan
a stately pleasure-dome decree :
Where alph, the sacred river, ran
through caverns measureless to man
down to a sunless sea.
so twice five miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled round :
and there were gardens bright with sinuous rills,
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree ;
and here were forests ancient as the hills,
enfolding sunny spots of greenery.
but oh ! that deep romantic chasm which slanted
down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover !
a savage place ! as holy and enchanted
as e’er beneath a waning moon was haunted
by woman wailing for her demon-lover !
and from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething,
as if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing,
a mighty fountain momently was forced :
amid whose swift half-intermitted burst
huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hail,
or chaffy grain beneath the thresher’s flail:
and ‘mid these dancing rocks at once and ever
it flung up momently the sacred river.
Five miles meandering with a mazy motion
through wood and dale the sacred river ran,
then reached the caverns measureless to man,
and sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean :

laSCa
i want free life and i want fresh air;
and i sigh for the canter after the cattle,
the crack of the whips like shots in a battle,
the medley of horns and hoofs and heads
that wars and wrangles and scatters and spreads;
the green beneath and the blue above,
and dash and danger, and life and love -and lasca!
lasca used to ride
on a mouse-gray mustang close by my side,
With blue serape and bright-belled spur;
i laughed with joy as i looked at her!
little knew she of books or of creeds;
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and ‘mid this tumult Kubla heard from far
ancestral voices prophesying war !
the shadow of the dome of pleasure
Floated midway on the waves ;
Where was heard the mingled measure
From the fountain and the caves.
it was a miracle of rare device,
a sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice !
a damsel with a dulcimer
in a vision once i saw :
it was an abyssinian maid,
and on her dulcimer she played,
singing of Mount abora.
Could i revive within me
her symphony and song,
to such a deep delight ‘twould win me,
that with music loud and long,
i would build that dome in air,
that sunny dome ! those caves of ice !
and all who heard should see them there,
and all should cry, beware ! beware !
his flashing eyes, his floating hair
!
Weave a circle round him thrice,
and close your eyes with holy dread,
For he on honey-dew hath fed,
and drunk the milk of Paradise.
—samuel Taylor Coleridge, after waking up from a dream, 1816

an ave Maria sufficed her needs;
little she cared, save to be by my side,
to ride with me, and ever to ride,
From san saba's shore to laVaca's tide.
she was as bold as the billows that beat,
she was as wild as the breezes that blow;
From her little head to her little feet
she was swayed in her suppleness to and fro
by each gust of passion; a sapling pine
that grows on the edge of a Kansas bluff
and wars with the wind when the weather is rough
is like this lasca, this love of mine.
she would hunger that i might eat,
Would take the bitter and leave me the sweet;
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but once, when i made her jealous for fun,
at something i'd whispered, or looked, or done,
one sunday, in san antonio,
to a glorious girl in the alamo,
she drew from her garter a dear little dagger,
and -- sting of a wasp! -- it made me stagger!
an inch to the left, or an inch to the right,
and i shouldn't be maundering here tonight;
but she sobbed, and, sobbing, so swiftly bound
her torn reboso about the wound,
that i quite forgave her. scratches don't count
in texas, down by the Rio grande.
her eye was brown -- a deep, deep brown;
her hair was darker than her eye;
and something in her smile and frown,
Curled crimson lip and instep high,
showed that there ran in each blue vein,
Mixed with the milder aztec strain,
the vigorous vintage of old spain.
she was alive in every limb
With feeling to the finger tips;
and when the sun is like a fire,
and sky one shining, soft sapphire,
one does not drink in little sips.
the air was heavy, and the night was hot,
i sat by her side, and forgot - forgot;
Forgot the herd that were taking their rest,
Forgot that the air was close opprest,
that the texas norther comes sudden and soon,
in the dead of night or the blaze of noon;
that, once let the herd at its breath take fright,
nothing on earth can stop the flight;
and woe to the rider, and woe to the steed,
Who falls in front of their mad stampede!
Was that thunder? i grasped the cord
of my swift mustang without a word.
i sprang to the saddle, and she clung behind.
away! on a hot chase down the wind!
but never was fox hunt half so hard,
and never was steed so little spared,
For we rode for our lives, you shall hear how we fared
in texas, down by the Rio grande.
the mustang flew, and we urged him on;
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there was one chance left, and you have but one;
halt, jump to ground, and shoot your horse;
Crouch under his carcass and take your chance;
and, if the steers in their frantic course
don't batter you both to pieces at once,
you may thank your star; if not, goodby
to the quickening kiss and the long-drawn sigh,
and the open air and the open sky,
in texas, down by the Rio grande.
the cattle gained on us, and just as i felt
For my old six-shooter behind in my belt,
down came the mustang, and down came we,
Clinging together -- and, what was the rest?
a body that spread itself on my brest,
two arms that shielded my dizzy head,
two lips that hard on my lips were prest;
then came thunder in my ears,
as over us surged the sea of steers,
blows that beat blood into my eyes,
and when i could rise-lasca was dead!
i gouged out a grave a few feet deep,
and there in earth's arms i laid her to sleep;
and there she is lying, and no one knows;
and the summer shines and the winter snows;
For many a day the flowers have spread
a pall of petals over her head;
and the little gray hawk hangs aloft in the air,
and the sly coyote trots here and there,
and the black snake glides and glitters and slides
into a rift in a cottonwood tree;
and the buzzard sails on,
and comes and is gone,
stately and still like a ship at sea.
and i wonder why i do not care
For the things that are like the things that were.
does half my heart lie buried there
in texas, down by the Rio grande?
—Frank Desprez, english playwright in the
late 1800s, who moved to Texas to become a
cowboy, and did. 1897 or so. This is a famous
cowboy poem, famous in cowboy poem symposiums and contests, and get-togethers. all the
modern cowboy poets wish they’d written it.
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Boots of Spanish leather
oh, i'm sailin' away my own true love,
i'm sailin' away in the morning.
is there something i can send you from across the sea,
From the place that i'll be landing?
No, there's nothin' you can send me, my own true love,
There's nothin' I wish to be ownin'.
Just carry yourself back to me unspoiled,
From across that lonesome ocean.
oh, but i just thought you might want something fine
Made of silver or of golden,
either from the mountains of Madrid
or from the coast of barcelona.
Oh, but if I had the stars from the darkest night
and the diamonds from the deepest ocean,
I'd forsake them all for your sweet kiss,
For that's all I'm wishin' to be ownin'.
that i might be gone a long time
and it's only that i'm askin',

is there something i can send you to remember me by,
to make your time more easy passin'.
Oh, how can, how can you ask me again,
It only brings me sorrow.
The same thing I want from you today,
I would want again tomorrow.
i got a letter on a lonesome day,
it was from her ship a-sailin',
saying i don't know when i'll be comin' back again,
it depends on how i'm a-feelin'.
Well, if you, my love, must think that-a-way,
I'm sure your mind is roamin'.
I'm sure your heart is not with me,
But with the country to where you're goin'.
so take heed, take heed of the western wind,
take heed of the stormy weather.
and yes, there's something you can send back to me,
spanish boots of spanish leather.
—Bob Dylan, age 22. It’s a song . 1963

The Stone Troll
troll sat alone on his seat of stone,
and munched and mumbled a bare old bone;
For many a year he had gnawed it near,
For meat was hard to come by.
done by! gum by!
in a cave in the hills he dwelt alone,
and meat was hard to come by.
up came tom with his big boots on.
said he to troll: 'Pray, what is yon?
For it looks like the shin o' my nuncle tim.
as should be a-lyin' in the graveyard.
Caveyard! Paveyard!
this many a year has tim been gone,
and i thought he were lyin' in the graveyard.'
'My lad,' said troll, 'this bone i stole.
but what be bones that lie in a hole?
thy nuncle was dead as a lump o' lead,
afore i found his shinbone.
tinbone! skinbone!
he can spare a share for a poor old troll,
For he don't need his shinbone.'
said tom: 'i don't see why the likes o' thee
Without axin' leave should go makin' free
With the shank or the shin o' my father's kin;
so hand the old bone over!
Rover! trover!
though dead he be, it belongs to he;
so hand the old bone over!'
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'For a couple o' pins,' says troll, and grins,
'i'll eat thee too, and gnaw thy shins.
a bit o' fresh meat will go down sweet!
i'll try my teeth on thee now.
hee now! see now!
i'm tired o' gnawing old bones and skins;
i've a mind to dine on thee now.'
but just as he thought his dinner was caught,
he found his hands had hold of naught.
before he could mind, tom slipped behind
and gave him the boot to larn him.
Warn him! darn him!
a bump o' the boot on the seat, tom thought,
Would be the way to larn him.
but harder than stone is the flesh and bone
of a troll that sits in the hills alone.
as well set your boot to the mountain's root,
For the seat of a troll don't feel it.
Peel it! heal it!
old troll laughed, when he heard tom groan,
and he knew his toes could feel it.
tom's leg is game, since home he came,
and his bootless foot is lasting lame;
but troll don't care, and he's still there
With the bone he boned from its owner.
doner! boner!
troll's old seat is still the same,
and the bone he boned from its owner!
—J.R.R. Tolkien, 1970s?
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the minor problem (even tho it isn’t really one)

the fix (even tho, you know, there’s no real problem)

plaschtik

wave
if you get them from us, you’ll get what you see. if
you shop at the lhs, get ids a bit over 5mm/021”,
and od about 12mm to 13mm/half an inch. progressively bigger ods seems like a fine idea, but
not necessary. both split and wave washers is kind
of overkill.

split

silVeR shiFteR WasheRs
about ten times a year we’ll get a call requesting a replacement washer, because theirs broke. the wingbolt head holds the remaining chunk in place, so the shifter still works fine, but a cracked washer is disconcerting, so we replace it. it’s plastic, just as
the suntour shifter which served as a model for the silver was. and plastic tho it be, it can go for 7, 8, 9 years without cracking,
or it can crack in a year. it depends on tightness, sun exposure, and plain bad luck.
We now have washer sets (three per set, one set per shifter) that can replace the original plastic washer. they include a plastic
defrictionator, a wavey washer, and a split lock washer. you can get them at a hardware store, as we did, or with an order you can
request-a-set. We’ll fold them in a piece of tape and go. after december 1, 2009, silver shifter orders will come with these. at least
for a few months. so you’ll have the original plastic ones, and you can replace them with the triplets, before or as needed.

rear brake lever!

rear shift lever!

two front brake levers !

a sensible asyMMetRiCal
bRaKe & shiFting Rig

you shift more in back, and brake more in front,
so this shifter-brake lever rig—which puts the rear
shifter and front brake lever on top-of the bars
where your hands often dwell—is far from foolish.
your handlebar-shifter-braker set-up isn’t something you have to lock in to. it’s fun to set bikes
up different ways, and you’ll find that hopping
front shift lever!
from bike to bike, with different brake and shifter
set-ups, is remarkably non-befuddling.
We’ve set up a few customer’s bikes this way, and
It’s clean, smart, ergonomic, functional, different but not wacky. It’s you.
they’re a delight. if i were starting my own bike
from scratch right now, i’d do it in a second. there
are three (iii) potential drawbacks, but they’re minor & may not apply. (1) Price. you buy a full set of Paul thumbies and use
only the right one; and a full set of interruptor brake levers and use only the left one; (2) if you’re a symmetricist, you are
confronted with asymmetry; and (3) if you’re a handlebar baggist, you’ll find squatters on your favorite real estate. if those
things don’t apply, dive in.
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Jay’s bag-Rigging CReatiVity
strap through the slots

some bags are totally plug-and-play, some aren’t, and some can
be rigged a variety of ways with equally excellent results. Jay here
always figures out the slickest, best ways of doing anything.
here he rigs his nigel smythe big boxy bag on his sam hillborne
this way. he rests it on a silver hupe support, and then, using some
John’s irish straps, lashes the bag (using the slots there on the underside) to long bolts sticking out of the hourglass rack mounts
that are brazed onto the seat stays. strapping the bag to the long
bolts tensions it from below and keeps the silver hupe locked in
place. the whole thing looks rather strappy (and striped strappy
at that), but it’s the best way to carry this bag on this rack.

thRee CyCling shoes that aRen’t, and one that is
honestly, there’s no need to bolt
your shoes to your pedals to enjoy
the bike & pedal efficiently. here
are four normal shoes that work
great or off the bike: a sneaker, a
semi-dress shoe that looks toury, a
sandal, and a touring shoe that looks
dressy. Put them on grippy, doubleside pedal and go to town; and when
you get there, walk around.
(1) adidas Samba: this classic
indoor soccer & allaround knockabout shoe has satisfied hundreds of
cyclists for years. nice looks, grippy
rubber sole, no problem. $45+.
(2) allen Edmonds Mitchell:
us-made by a hi-klass shoe maker
and intended for weekend wear by
would-be athletes—but it has everything you need for pedaling, including a sticky sole. they look
semidressy, work great. Retail is
$250, but closeouts may be had for
$99. alternatively, the replacement is the Peyton. Various widths.
(3) Sandals: shown are teva hurricanes, $39. great sockless in summer, double-socked in winter, and lousy only in mud.
before you yelp about how bad they must be: i’ve pedaled 99 percent of my miles in them, for seven years. afraid you might
hurt your exposed toes? don’t be a scaredy cat.
(4) Marreschi: italian-made touring shoe, uber-classy, thin hard sole. the sole isn’t as grippy as the others (the maker
may be overly concerned with not absorbing pedaling energy, which is not a problem with any of these shoes)—but they’re
intended to be used with toe clips and strap. if you’re clipless, strapless, just use them on super grippy (studded/spiked) pedals. Fantastic-looking. about $250, and you can find them at: http://www.dromarti.com/
There are hundreds of other sneakers, sandals, and regular shoes that work fantastically on grippy, doublesided pedals—it’s hard to find one that doesn’t. Try riding in your favorite, most comfy shoe.
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tWo (2) oF MaRK’s biKes

Mark’s cyclo-cross bike. one of less than half a handful of Rivendells to have
two panels and pinstriped lugs, and an excellent reason to rethink the policy against it. this dark grey and bean-red bike is far
from a typical Rivendell custom,, and he got away with it only because he and Joe bell conspired in secret. the floodgates are
far from open, but only a blind and stubborn style Maintainer would forbid something that looks this good, and i’m not him
yet. the cost on this paint job? seventeen hundred dollars. still want it? oK, i’ll sign off.—Grant
Mark’s 650B’er
there were some who said it
would never happen, but rather than
face another rainy winter commuting on 700x23 tires, Mark, our mechanic-among-other-things, finally
ditched the skinnies.
the schwalbe Middies (650 x
34mm) look great, and he says the
bike rides better than ever.

-To find out how to convert a 700c bike to 650B wheels, go to rivbike.com. Click on the REaD setion. It’s there on the right side, lower.
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lEFT: Cross section showing the progression of the
break.
Right (but still to the left
of this): The gouge that
started it all, caused by
overshifting, caused by
badly adjusted

ContendeR FoR stRangest biKe inCident oF … eVeR
i was riding across the street in the crosswalk, about at
the 50-yard line, and my bike skidded to a stop. so i carried it off the playing field and investigated in foul territory, and found what you see in these pictures. hampered
by forensics skills go only so far, and so i took it to the ultimate authority, Robert (Pineapple bob, if that means
anything to anybody).
Robert noticed the base of the spokes had been bent a
bit from an overshifting incident years ago. a little bend,
a little gouge, a little flex (fatigue) over a long time (several
years), and the next thing you know, a “sudden” spoke failure. there is no narrowing or crimping or waisting at the
break, which proves nobody took pliers to it. and looking
at the cross section under hi mag proves the slow, fatigue
failure.
a broke spoke is one thing, but how did it bend and stick
into the chain?
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Robert guesses that once it was free-floating, it floated in
between the links, and pedaling bent it. he can picture
that happening, i can’t, but i believe him, because he’s basically always right, and i was pedaling.
Do you have first-hand experience with a nearly
equally unlikely accident-incident? Take fantastic
photos, send them in at 212dpi and croppable, tell
the story, win a minor prize to be determined only if
you beat out the other contenders, and if you don’t,
no getting mad and disappearing. Email to
dave@rivbike.com, and in the subject field, write
INCIDENT yOUR NaME. Open to members
only, because…well, that’s just how it goes.
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sCooteRing, and tWo sCooteRs WoRth a looK
For all-aroundness, it makes sense to vary your muscle use, and when the trip is short & flattish, fairly smooth, not many
dogs, and you don’t have to carry anything, a scooter’s a good way to go. Just another bullet in the exercise bandolier.
on flat to rolling trip downtown, a high-effort on the scooter is only about 20 percent slower than a casual effort on
a bike. if you want a good workout for your back lower-mid back muscles, scootering is a good way to get it.
here’s out take on two decent models. We have them both. not to sell—we just have them to like, get around.

<---------14.5”---------->

it folds !

<--7.4”-->

7-in. solid wheels
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<-------------------26”------------------>

<---8.5”---->

16-in. normal wheels

Xootr Mg, 7” wheeler

Toucan 16” wheeler

the Xooter (“zooter”) is remotely like a vastly improved Razor scooter for adults. it has bigger
wheels, so it handles bumps and potholes better,
and a bigger foot platform, for easier stepping and
resting. and it has a front hand brake and a rear
pressure plate. the brakes scrub your speed, but
not on a dime, not even on a manhole.
it comes pre-assembled and folds in half in three
seconds, so you can take it anywhere. the handlebar adjusts vertically with a quick-release. the original foam grips feel bad, but just replace then with
bar tape or cork. the tires are solid rubber; the
bearings are smooth.
it’s great for short flat trips on smooth pavement;
is at its limit on chipseal. it steers nicely. it folds,
it’s light, it goes, it’s fun. everybody should own it.
go to Xootr.com. about $200.

the toucan 16-inch wheeler is more bike-like because it has real pneumatic tires and hand brakes for
both wheels.
it’s not the compact, quick-folding little unit that
the Xooter is, but the bigger softer wheels and better brakes make it way better for bumps, trails,
driveway lips, steep descents, and general scooting
without looking at every nickel and dime on the
street, and stopping. it has V-brakes.
the toucan feels funny in slow-speed sharp turns
(it needs more rake). once you’re pushing and gliding down the street and the turns are more sweepy,
all’s fine, though. the foot bed is huge. the handlebar is one of those mini-stingray type bars, and begs
for a bar bag, but the cross-bar on it makes it easy to
strap on a pack or bag there.
go to kickngoscooter.com. about $200.
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and the KICKBIKe: an eXPensiVe, eVolVed
line oF sCooteRs FoR the deePly CoMMitted.
Kickbikes are designed in Finland, made you know where. there’ are six or eight models, and ranging from under $150
to almost $400. they have functional kickstands, good steering, nothing funky—and all in all, they’re a good way to go
if you can handle the size and don’t need a folder. the foot platform is dinky. a size 13 shoe barely fits. so you stand semisideways as you coast, and you’re a little more careful during the foot-switch phase. it’s oK to have to be careful. these
are nice bikes, and a lot of fun.
dinky foot platforms and
not ultra-grippy, but hey,
that’s OK.

Kickbike City Cruiser

Kickbike X Country

this is the sveltest, best all-around scooter of the
four, and it’s not just the backset and fenders talking. it steers normally at all speeds, it handles all
roads fine, and all in all, affix a net to the basket
somehow and you’re good to go,
the stem is a standard quill stem, and i wonder
how it would be with drops or Moustache h’bars
on it, but right now it’s a loaner, so it’s not ours to
monkey with.
it’s a blast to ride. it comes with 32mm or so tires
(actual), and i’d probably put a fatter tire on it, but
maybe not. i think there’s less weight on the front
wheel on this than there is on a bike-bike. in any
case, once Rich here trued the wheel, it’s been
great. now, about bumps: all scooters neeeeeeed a
low foot platform to minimize the leg bending of
the standing leg. Raising the platform to increase
ground clearance would tire you out sooner.
good scooter, and about $240 or so. there was
an end-of-the-year clearance price of $125. sorry
this didn’t get posted in time for that one.

here’s the commando model for trails. i’ve taken
it up to the top of the local hill and back, which
takes about 30 minutes on a bike at a normal-to-casual pace, and on this it took 40. not bad. Most of
the difference was going up—no scooter is the
climber’s pal, unless that climber is out for a serious
leg and lower back workout, but there’s nothing
wrong with walking up the hill, either.
descending. at first i found my self paying more
attention than i do on a bike, but eventually i let ‘er
rip at near-bike speed. i was surprised to bottom
out the belly below my feet on bumps, and until i
realized the benefits of a low platform, i thought
the Finnish guy who designed these blew it. now i
just figure the occasional bottoming out is worth
the lower position that makes flatter pushing so
much easier.
this model has V brakes and suspension. i’m not
a suspension fan, but it didn’t bother me. i’d leave
it off, myself, but i can’t say i’d take it off, even if
it were mine to do that with, which it isn’t.
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sPeCulation about the FutuRe oF biKe PaRts
Frames
Carbon fiber will go away or be so radically changed
from today’s brittle frames that only the name will be
similar. but i predict (as i have before) more of a future for thermoplastics. they’ll be market as something without the “plastic” in the name. they’ll be
synthetic, strong, light, and moldable. this will happen by 2030. they’ll have compartments to hold electronics, food, and in the case of electric bikes, a
battery. steel will remain, but it’ll be about three percent of the market, which may not sound like much,
but is more than it is now.

Wheels
spoked wheels will be gone by 2036, replaced by
molded or composite wheels that pop out near perfect and stay that way after much abuse. they’ll be a
lot like today’s “tri-spoke” wheels and plastic-spoked
kids-bikes wheel. but they’ll be on virtually every new,
normal bicycle.
spoked wheels will be for collectors and nostalgics.
this is a prediction, not a wish.

Saddles
by 2020 somebody will invent a pad you sit on that
molds to your bottom. sensors and a printout will
identify your pressure points, and the mold will personalize itself to you.
you will then buy a saddle made from the mold. if
the saddle proves imperfect, you’ll report your dissatisfaction to the mold administrator, and he or she
will modify it and spit out another saddle for you.
at first the saddles will be black. but in time, you’ll
be able to get them looking like well-broken in
cowhide, or even ostrich hide, with all those little
pucker marks. Fake beausage!

Tires & Inner Tubes
tubeless tires will take over on bikes as they did on
cars. i don’t see that as a boon or a shame, since the
tube-and-tire make a good combination already, and
are easy enough to repair. but i think they’ll be gone
in the mainstream market by 2040. there will always
be a niche market for tubed tires.

Grips
grips will be like saddles—moldable material that
you grab ahold of, gently squeeze, release, give them
time to set, and voila—they’re made for you. this will
happen no sooner than 2017 and no later than 2020.
the material will either not get dirty, or will be so
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easy to clean that it doesn’t matter. Fake beausage
available.
sometime after that, before 2050, something will
be built into the grip that will prevent anybody else
from riding away with your bike. some kind of handsize or fingerprint detector.

Derailers, chains, & external gears.
the derailer as we know it now will be unrecognizable to the teenage rider in 2025. all gearing will be
internal by then. Chains will still exist, but by 2040
will be replaced by belts (which drive a lot of machinery and a few bikes now).
by 2051 you’ll be able to pedal up a storm indoors
one fine rainy day and store energy in a battery, to be
used later. all on internally geared drive trains with
infinitely variable gear ratios within a specified range
driven by belts, not chains.

Geekery
We’re close to it now, but in twenty years, heart
rate, calories burned, glucose and glycogen levels, and
maybe something else going on in your blood and gut
will be monitored easily, almost invisibly and certainly
without chest straps. you’ll be able to download or
upload the information, and print out line or bar
graphs, whichever you prefer, and so monitor your
body yourself.

Clothing & bags
Clothing and soft goods in general will go seamless
(it’s starting already), and those who still wear and
used stitched goods will be tagged “retro.” once the
hubbub has died, there will be a return to the look of
stitched clothing, but the stitches will be fake. all
clothing will be available with an sPF of 50 or more.

Bike Shops
the most bike shops we’ve had in recent history
was about 7,800, in the late ‘80s. We were losing several hundred a year for a while, and i believe the figure now rests at about 4,700. it’s looking grim, too.
big manufacturers are controlling shops more than
ever, and the truly independent bike dealer who doesn’t buy the premium program (which saps their independence) is handicapped. i predict we’ll bottom out
at 4,000 shops.
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hoW to not get FatteR this WinteR & aFteR
Quit the carbs. you can read and believe
all you want about the wonders of carbohydrates as roughage & fuel, but none of
that’s as true as the ol’ ‘60s mantra:
starches make you fat.
it’s not what anybody wants to hear, but
here’s how it works, in a nutshell: Carbs
increase your blood sugar. since carbohydrates are evolutionary newcomers, we
haven’t fully adapted to them, and your
body treats the high levels of blood sugar
as an unnatural invasion of sorts. your
pancreas then sends out an army of insulin to kill the blood sugar.
insulin is a metabolic hormone that instructs your body to store fat and burn
sugar. as long as you have high levels of
insulin in your blood, you will burn sugar
and store fat.
the only way to jack up your insulin,
short of shooting it, is to eat carbohydrates. if you can limit your carbs to 100g
or fewer per day, you’ll lose weight.

your blood-fat won’t increase. it’s insulin that makes that happen, not the fat
you eat. if you eat lotsa fat and lotsa carbohydrates, you’ll get supersized like the
guy in the movie. if you cut the carbs (to
less than 100g per day), you’ll lose weight.
Will you be low on energy for riding? it
depends on how you ride. if you grind out
centuries, brevets, and four-hour minimarathons at a high level of effort, yes.
that kind of riding requires a high carb
diet. but if you ride at a hiking level, and
mix up your riding with hard short
sprints, maybe 12 a week, 30- to 45-seconds each, you won’t burn sugar and you
won’t need to eat it.
there’s a lot of commerce tied to eating
carbs. tons of experts have stuck their
necks out too far on the carbo-plank to
ever go back. you want to be told it’s fine
to eat carbs, because they’re so tasty; and
because deep down you think you can’t
give them up. listen to me. Consult your

doctor etc, so if you keel over you don’t
sue. but if doc says “it probably won’t
hurt you to severely limit your carbs for a
week, what the h - e- double hockey
sticks,” then try it and see for yourself.
For further reading about this:
books: Protein Power, by the eades couple; Good Calories, Bad Calories, by gary
taubes; The Primal Blueprint, by Mark sisson. if watching a movie is more up your
alley, watch Fathead, and go to this
youtube 71-minute thing:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?doci
d=4362041487661765149#
if that link don’t work, go to google
videos and type in “gary taubes, big Fat
lies.” you’re looking for the stevens institute lecture. it drags a bit in the middle, but there’s a little crescendo there at
the end, and if this topic (not getting fat)
is dear to you and your previous experts
haven’t given you the rope-gut you deserve, try this. you’re welcome!

hoW to MaKe the Rest oF youR FaMily hate Riding
• Coach them on proper technique and critique
their performance so they know where they stand.
• Insist on proper saddle height even if they’re
afraid of not being able to put their feet flat on the
ground. tell them the truth—that pedaling with a
too-low saddle will lead to chondromalacia. that
will motivate them with worry on top of their fear.
• Teach them the wonders of drafting, and be
sure to overemphasize the difference it makes at
family riding speeds. Make them ride scarily close
to your rear wheel. and teach them about rotating
pace lines.
• Buy them upscale bikes, and remind them how
expensive they are. the guilt they’ll feel for not appreciating them is a fantastic motivator.
• Make sure they know that expensive bikes
make hard hills easy, so when they’re struggling,
they’ll think it’s them, and work harder to improve.
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• Force them to wear lycra shorts and jerseys.
this will reinforce how easy and natural it is to just
hop on a bike and ride somewhere.
• Get them clipless pedals and matching shoes
so they have that “locked in” feeling. emphasize
how much easier it is to ride this way, “once they
get used to it.”
• Point out stellar examples. if you ride in a club
with fast women, tell your wife that if she puts
some effort into it, she can be like them. if your
child is chubby, admire his or her fitter friends.
• Give your teenage daughter who doesn’t ride a
bike a bracelet or necklace made of a bicycle chain.
that will put her in the riding mood for sure.
• Race vicariously through your children. believe you’re doing them a favor by turning play into
a lifetime obsession with cardiovascular fitness.
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Steel upgrades for carbon
forks, just like this one, are
due in Spring.

It looks just fine, quite normal, on a carbon bike.

u P g R a d e yo u R C a R b o n F o R K
don’t trust your carbon fork anymore?
Join the evergrowing crowd, Fausto. you
can replace it with steel. by spring 2010
we’ll have some unfancy, but not too
down & dirty taiwanese 1 1/8-inch threadless steerer steel forks that swap in for a
carbon-forked road fork with a 1 1/8-inch
steerer. Colors undecided, but black will
be in the mix, and may be it, period..
is it truly an upgrade? heck yes. it’s a
hundred times safer. it will ride as well. it
will offer slightly better tire clearance,
and the option, if you ride a skinny tire, of
a fender. it will weigh about ten ounces
more than the famous carbon forks that
snap so often. sorry, but we all know
that’s true, and it’s not funny.
and it’ll increase your comfort a lot.
not because of any shock-killing properties of steel, but because you can leave the
steel steerer longer, to bring the bars up a
lot higher. that’s where your comfort
comes from, eddy
the rake is 45mm, close enough to your
original (probably 43-45mm). you can use
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your same short-reach brakes, but we’ve
added a little reach, so you’ll be able to fit
a 28mm tire, easily. the crown is investment cast, super quality, with a built-in
angle that provides rake even with
straight blades. that’s how it works.

Back to the safety issue.
When traumatized, it will bend, not
snap. if nicked or scratched on the surface, it will maintain its integrity. When
exposed to the sun for years on end, nothing will be compromised. if and when it
finally dies, it’s recyclable.
but what happens if you crash and the
frame snaps? the frame maker has probably seen this happen many times, but if
it happens with a non-approved fork on
it, you can bet your ever lovin’ bottom
dollar they’ll cry foul and blame the fork.
there’s nothing foul about this fork, but
it’s a loophole, and they know it.
do you ride a safer fork and lower your
risk of paralysis, or ride a carbon fork and

to

steel

then if your frame breaks, the maker has
no loophole? a tough decision.
in any case, we offer this fork as a way
to make your carbon-forked bike safer,
and anecdotal evidence suggests it will do
that.
the fork blades are 1.0mm, which
makes sense for a road bike. the steerer is
long, but you cut it to length. it’s the standard dimension for a steel, threadless
steerer. if you ask the weight, we’re not
on the same wave length here. it’s a fork
that you can ride with confidence (and it
weighs four to eight ounces more, typically, than a carbo fork). it won’t hurt the
ride. Carbon forks don’t create a plush
ride. that’s what they say they do, but it
is not what they actually do.
Price: $200—about half the price of a
top quality carbon fork that maybe you
trust, but maybe you shouldn’t. these are
on the website: www.rivbike.com. Part
no. 51-023.
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W h o R i d es a b et ty ?
Name: darby grinelli

asked me next week, it would probably be a different list. i

age: 53

read a lot.

Occupation: retired

Favorite Movie: Citizen Kane, a classic on the serious side,

When and why did you start riding as an adult? seriously

but absolutely the funniest flick ever is the screwball comedy,

(with no vehicle as a back-up) - this year, in March; recreation-

the lady eve

ally - 2006. i started riding in order to spend time outside

Favorite Music: the beatles, bob dylan

more often and to become more active as i naturally gravitate

Other things you like to do: Read, cook, volunteer at the

to reading, bookstores and sedentary activities which is not

Friends of the berkeley library bookstore, knit, and travel in

the best thing for you at any age, but certainly not after 40.
What do you use your bike for? everything local, meaning
in sFo and environs ie. laundromat, grocery shopping, getting
around town, volunteer placements, meetings, site seeing, etc.
i don't own a car anymore, but occasionally drive a borrowed
one when necessary for vacations and visiting friends and family outside the bay area.
Favorite Foods: as long as it's vegan, italian pasta dishes or
Japanese sushi and salads. also, my own cooking ain't bad. i

that order.
Favorite Ride: as a very recent transplant from Portland, it
has to be riding through uC's grounds [berkeley], nice and
easy like, past the Campanile, tooling around the old and new
classroom buildings and copious libraries, through the woods,
just soaking up the reality of living in the beautiful bay area,
actually living in berkeley a few blocks from the world famous
campus

love to cook.

Other bikes: a bianchi from goodwill that has been modi-

Favorite Restaurant: Cha ya in berkeley

fied with some Rivendell parts and accessories, kept in a st.

Favorite author/books: Carson Mccullers “the heart is a

louis garage for rides when visiting there

lonely hunter,” William Faulkner “the sound and the Fury,”

What would you rather be doing right now? Reading on

Robert Pirsig “Zen and the art of Motorcycle Maintenence,”

the sofa, drinking some warm miso soup or tea

Jack Kerouac “dharma bums” and then the latest current

anything else we should know? My betty Foy is the best

reading craze: eric Weiner “the geography of bliss.” if you

thing that has happened to me in long while. i love it.
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W h at F in n R id es a hoM e R ?
Name: antti Piira

What other bikes do you own? i don't have others at the

age: 30

Favorite book: one hundred years of solitude by gabriel

moment, but for most of my life i've been riding a Carraro
branded trekking bike. My dad bought it for me when i was
on the 8th grade in school and i gave it back to him when i
moved here five years ago.

garcía Márquez

Why'd you leave Finland ? i had an opportunity to come

Favorite movie (Finn or English or both): Festen (the

over and work in san Francisco. i had never been to the us
before and it seemed like an exciting experience, so it was easy
for me to come. sometimes i wonder if i should go back, but

Occupation: software

Celebration), an awesome danish film about a family gathering gone bad. My Finnish favorite would probably be the Calamari union which tells about a journey of fifteen men named
Frank trying to make it from a poor neighborhood in helsinki
to a better one on the other side of town.

then the next day i'm reminded of something that i really like
here. i also met this perfect girl, so i think i'll be hanging
around.

Favorite Finnish food? Fresh smoked white fish with

What should everyone who visits Finland see? go in

spring potatoes. and gravlax. and smoked salmon. lots of
good fish. salty black licorice candies!

the summertime and try to make it to somebody's summer
cottage for a few days. Could be a nice bike ride! there is
nothing as relaxing as sitting on the patio next to a lake in the
middle of a forest. Prepare for mosquitos though. if you end
up there in the winter time try to go to the far north where
the sun doesn't come up. it can be really pretty there... and
cold.

Favorite food in SF? i really like thai food and sushi here,
but most of all i like the variety of different kinds of cuisines
available.
What's your typical ride? My commute down the hill from
twin Peaks to soMa in the morning sunshine and then climbing back up in the evening fog.
Favorite ride ever: a day ride around lake Vuohijarvi in
Finland a few years back. Perfect summer day, with lots of ice
cream and a couple of swimming breaks.
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What do you miss most? sauna in each house and apartment. i would really love to have my own sauna here. and of
course i miss family and friends.
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W ho R i d es a sa M ?

Name: Marcy Kentz

Favorite music: the talking heads, dan hicks

age: 24

Other things you like to do: Cook, hike, collage and

Occupation: Jewelry designer/entrepreneur

make jewelry, shoot trap.

years riding since you were 18: 4 years

Favorite ride: down to the berkeley marina

Why'd you start? i don't have a car and i needed a bet-

Dream ride (if time money & obligations allowed):

ter way to get to school other than take the bus.

i'm not sure where, but somewhere with inspiring scenery
and minimal stress factors.

Favorite foods: Fried egg sandwich, pasta and salads.
Favorite restaurant: olivetos
Favorite books/authors/artists: dan eldon the Journey is the destination
Favorite movie: Cry baby
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Other bikes: nsu Mix-t
anything else we should know? My new hillborne
motivated me to ride my bike from berkeley to alameda
instead of taking the bus. the tunnel is an intense experience, but over all its a fun ride.
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t he o n ly C yCl is t i n t oWn
by Maynard Hershon
if (you’ll have to imagine this) a car hits one of us cyclers, the
investigating officer will tend to believe the driver’s story. if
there are no credible witnesses or if the cyclist has left the scene
in an ambulance - or for some sadder reason he or she cannot
speak up, only the driver remains to provide what may be a selfserving description of what happened.
if we are hit and we go to court about the accident, the judge
tends also to believe the driver. and the media often wants to
portray the unlucky cyclist as a villain, a scofflaw and a risk-loving fool, "hit because he wasn't wearing his helmet."
if we are hit and we yearn for justice or satisfaction, we play
against a stacked deck. We're guilty on the roadside, in court
and in the press. only our moms believe us.
Who else but a fool would ride in today's traffic? gotta be a
death-wish, huh? or a perverse need to irritate drivers – taxpayers and churchgoers who if it weren't for our vexing presence
would be serene as the dalai lama.
and what did we do? We dared trespass on roads belonging to
drivers. We audaciously dominated the entire curbside bike lane,
full-width. Playing the vulnerability card, we demanded unusual
attentiveness from motorists who have other priorities.
no wonder we’re despised.
Few of us are encouraged by our progress as a nation toward
sweetness and consideration - on or off the streets. We're not
evolving, are we?
Certainly there's nothing considerate about text-messaging or
cell phoning while driving. or using the rightmost lane, formerly
the slow lane, for passing. or neglecting (for the first time, officer, i swear) to turn from the proper lane or to signal our turns.
no doubt alternative transportation advocates are doing their
best to make cycling and walking somewhat safer. i'm thankful
for each improvement but not nearly as optimistic as i might be.
i don't expect to feel safe anytime soon. do you?
i don’t know how a cyclist can feel safe on the road. We're an
underclass there, an easily intimidated, essentially defenseless
underclass. We're outgunned and outnumbered. When we need
help, we're sold out by cops, judges and media. What can we do?
i’m reading the new tom brokaw book "boom," about the
turbulent '60s. in talking about that era’s civil rights movement
he cites several older black americans who tell him that before
the movement grew strong, black people would remind one another to "stay out of the way."
i take that to mean "avoid the notice of the white man. don't
try to understand him, argue with him or reason with him. let
white folks get on with their business. go about your own business but swim just below the surface, nearly invisible."
that's how i ride. i try to avoid the attention of drivers any
more than necessary. i want them to notice me - so they can
steer around me. i expect little else from them.
on the few Critical Mass rides i’ve done, i felt in-the-way and
unwelcome on city streets at afternoon rush hour on Friday. i
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wasn’t comfortable. i wanted, as i've wanted for years, to stay
out of the way.
i’m no longer sure that staying out of the way is appropriate
behavior. We’re not going to make ourselves and our riding
friends safer by avoiding constructive confrontation or acting
as if we’re (each of us) the only cyclist in town.
if we want things to get better, if we want to feel safe on the
roads, maybe we better get in the way a little. Maybe we should
think about a little collective action. Cycle disobedience.
one black man trying to have a sandwich at a restricted lunch
counter is easy to intimidate, eject or injure. hundreds or thousands of quietly protesting black people managed, after a period
of strife, to change the laws. Maybe some people changed too.
eventually.
before the women’s movement, when individual women talked
about equal pay and respect in the workplace, those women
were ignored and called names. When thousands spoke up, laws
changed. Maybe people changed too.
Just as a woman has a right to be paid fairly for her work, we
have a right to occupy the space we need on the road. We have
a right to ride without fear. it’s not too much to ask.
if we suggest to drivers that we feel unfairly treated, the drivers will tell us about flagrant abuses by cyclists that they’ve witnessed. the drivers are angry even though no injuries resulted
from the cyclists’ irresponsible (but not hostile) behavior.
Why so angry? the drivers were offended. We seem to be taking advantage. because drivers seldom take advantage our acts
seem particularly outrageous.
arguing or reasoning with drivers or expecting to educate
them only wastes our time. if each of us deals with motorist brutality individually, if we each “cowboy up,” we will fail to change
anything outside our individual heads.
We need to show drivers a bit of solidarity. demonstrate that
we’re a united force. support one another. Protect one another.
Call aggressive driver hotlines on our own behalf and that of
others. demand to be noticed and respected on the road.
it’s time for a Cycle Rights Movement, for us to act as one –
cyclists together.
though we have much in common, we don’t even nod at one
another on the bike path. We don’t wave as we pass on lonely
roads, the only human being either rider has seen in 20 minutes.
how can we act collectively? We focus on our minor differences, not our remarkable similarities of experience. We’re all
in this cycling thing together, right?
if we do not band together, we’ll get no closer to earning fair
and respectful sharing of the roads. We have to change. drivers
won’t.
there’s power in solidarity. other riders are your only friends
out there in suVland. no one will help us but ourselves. the
rest of america is text-messaging at the wheel and drifting unaware into the bike lane.
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tWenty dollaRs, tWo tubes and a CoFFee
by Maynard Hershon
i walked my bike onto the starbucks patio outside denver's
flagship Rei store. a guy i see around had just gotten there
too. as i walked by, he said, "i haven't seen a Rivendell in a
long time," in the interest of starting a conversation. i nodded
and smiled thinly but said nothing. i remember the last time he
saw a Rivendell.
tamar and i had moved to denver the previous november.
We lived near the university of denver and used to have lunch
once or twice a month at gaia, a cool restaurant on south Pearl
street. We'd sit outside, often with other cyclists, and enjoy
French-press coffee and a leisurely lunch.
one summer day a guy rode up on a loaded touring bicycle. i
mean packed so high and wide you thought one of those flashing-light oversize load vehicles should precede him on the
bike path. the guy was big as his bike, over six feet and maybe
275 pounds. he sat down at an adjacent table and stared at the
menu but didn't order.
i said, hi howya doin', and he said that he'd been on his way
to ohio. as he pedaled across denver he ran out of money.
When the waitress came by, i bought him a coffee and we
talked a bit more, not much, just a little. he said that he'd had
a flat while passing through denver, didn't trust his own patch
jobs and couldn't afford a new tube.
We were less than a block from a bike shop. i excused myself
from our table, walked to that shop and bought the guy a tube.
Maybe i bought two. it's three years ago; i can't recall. i gave
him the tube or tubes and he thanked me. When our group left
gaia he thanked me again. take care, i said, have a great ride
to ohio.
but he didn't go to ohio. i kept seeing him around. always on
the same bike, racks and panniers and boxes all over it. i'll bet
the bike weighed 100 pounds. i saw him a few more times in
2007 and a few times in 2008 and a couple of times in 2009. it
became clear to me that he wasn't going to ohio, that he used
his bike and his story to soften folks up for a handout. gave
me a funny feeling. i began to look at him with distaste.
yesterday, as i said, i saw him at the Rei store and he commented on my bike. i found a table and went in for my coffee.
i was sitting at that table when a guy about my age (105) rode
up, parked his bike against a wall, and went in for his own coffee. When he came out, he walked to my table and asked me if
it'd be okay if he joined me. you bet, i said. bob was his name.
We talked for just a moment and i said, "you see that guy
with the loaded touring bike?"
"i do," bob said, "and i've seen him before. he told me he'd
been riding somewhere in the Pacific northwest, intending to
meet a bunch of friends, and he'd missed a ferry or some other
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boat and got separated from them in seattle. he said he was on
his way back to ohio after the aborted trip and had gotten
short of funds. i gave him twenty dollars."
i told bob that i'd heard much the same story. i'd given the
guy an inner tube or two and bought him coffee at gaia. bob
and i smiled at each other, unsure if we were embarrassed or
just amused. the big dude had fooled us out of $20 cash, a tube
or two and a French-press coffee.
you know, bob, i said, i could afford the tube and the coffee.
you could afford the twenty dollars. he didn't take anything
from us that we couldn't spare or that's going to change our
lives. if there are two kinds of people, cynical people who
would doubt the guy's story, and guys like us who'd help him
and not wonder if his tale is legit, i'd rather be like us. i'd rather
believe and reach out. even if i get fooled now and then.
bob said he felt the same way.
as i said what i said, i still felt a bit disturbed by what had
happened to bob and to me...and to lots of other people, probably. not that those people gave Mr. ohio the rent money. not
that helping a fellow cyclist didn't give those generous people
a good feeling....
i guess it bothers me that the guy uses his bicycle as a prop
in his show. he's a "highway surfer," as the old expression goes:
a guy who carries a surfboard on the roof of his car but doesn't surf. he enjoys representing himself as a surfer. he's impressing the girls. he may even think of himself as a surfer. he
just hasn't had time to put the board in the water.
the big dude on his touring bike may never have left central
denver, never been to ohio or seattle. he may just ride from
cyclist cafe to cyclist cafe. but he always rides a bike that looks
like the open road, like faraway places, like high adventure.
Cleverly, he offers pushovers like bob and me a chance to help
another cyclist who's doing the lonely, challenging, self-sufficient ride, maybe the ride we wish we were doing.
Why else would his bike be packed like one of those okie
trucks in the grapes of Wrath?
as i thought about the big guy, it came to me that i wasn't
bothered by the small-time swindle. i was bothered by his posing as a cyclist - for whatever reason.
let's again divide the world into the two kinds of people:
those who ride and those who don't. i have friends among riders and non-riders. My rider friends don't pretend they don't
ride. i wish non-riders would be equally forthright.
if you don't ride, don't say you do - for a handout or be part
of something cool or to impress the girls. if you don't ride, and
you wish you did, what's stopping you?
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Rivendell Bicycle Works
2040 North Main Street #19
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
800-345-3918

a NOTE aBOUT THIS HERE
the Rivendell Reader costs $4 per issue and is
available through Rivendell bicycle Works. it
is also available free online at
www.rivbike.com.
the Reader used to be “free with membership,” but that was before we started offering
purchase-credit rebates instead; and most
people recognize that they’re better off with
the purchase-credit rebates.
in any case, the policy has changed. For its
entire history, and for the time being, and in
the near future we expect the Reader to continue to be a labor-intensive, action-packed
publication void of paid advertising. We will
strive to make it worth the $4 (current) cover
price.
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